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Abstract

An Architecture for Highly Concurrent, Well-Conditioned Internet Services
by
Matthew David Welsh
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California at Berkeley
Professor David Culler, Chair
This dissertation presents an architecture for handling the massive concurrency and load
conditioning demands of busy Internet services. Our thesis is that existing programming models and
operating system structures do not adequately meet the needs of complex, dynamic Internet servers,
which must support extreme concurrency (on the order of tens of thousands of client connections)
and experience load spikes that are orders of magnitude greater than the average. We propose a new
software framework, called the staged event-driven architecture (or SEDA), in which applications
are constructed as a network of event-driven stages connected with explicit queues. In this model,
each stage embodies a robust, reusable software component that performs a subset of request processing. By performing admission control on each event queue, the service can be well-conditioned
to load, preventing resources from being overcommitted when demand exceeds service capacity.
SEDA employs dynamic control to tune runtime parameters (such as the scheduling parameters of
each stage) automatically, as well as to manage load, for example, by performing adaptive load
shedding.
In this dissertation, we show that the SEDA design yields higher performance than traditional service designs, while exhibiting robustness to huge variations in load. We begin by evaluating existing approaches to service design, including thread-based and event-driven concurrency
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mechanisms, and demonstrate that these approaches fail to meet the concurrency and load conditioning demands of busy network services. Next, we present the SEDA design, and motivate its
use through a set of design patterns that describe how to map an Internet service onto the SEDA
structure. We also derive a performance model for SEDA-based Internet services based on queueing
networks; this model is used to highlight the performance and load aspects of the architecture, as
well as to drive design decisions affecting the decomposition of services into stages.
We present an implementation of an Internet services platform, called Sandstorm, based
on the SEDA architecture. Sandstorm is constructed entirely in Java and makes use of nonblocking
I/O primitives for sustaining high concurrency. We evaluate the use of SEDA through several applications, including a high-performance HTTP server, a packet router for the Gnutella peer-to-peer
file sharing network, and a Web-based e-mail service using dynamic scripting and database access.
Finally, we describe several control-based mechanisms for automatic tuning and load conditioning
of busy Internet services in the SEDA design, including thread pool sizing, event batching, and
queue-based admission control for overload management. Our results show that SEDA is an effective design approach for complex Internet services, yielding high performance and robust behavior
under heavy load.

Professor David Culler
Dissertation Committee Chair
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If you want to be free,
Get to know your real self.
It has no form, no appearance,
No root, no basis, no abode,
But is lively and buoyant.
It responds with versatile facility,
But its function cannot be located.
Therefore when you look for it,
You become further from it;
When you seek it,
You turn away from it all the more.
Rinzai Gigen Zenji (d. 886)
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Arashi server performance: This figure shows the throughput (in terms of requests
per second) and 90th-percentile response time for the Arashi e-mail service as a
function of increasing user load. As the figure shows, a modest load is able to
saturate the service, leading to increasingly large response times as load increases
beyond the saturation point. Throughput does not degrade as user load is increased
beyond saturation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141
Response time based on request type: This figure shows the 90th-percentile response time for each request type in the Arashi e-mail service for loads of 16 and
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for the Arashi e-mail service with and without the overload controller enabled. The
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Per-request-type response times with overload control: This figure shows the
90th-percentile response time for each request type in the Arashi e-mail service for
loads of 16 and 1024 users, with the overload controller enabled using a response
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation
This dissertation presents an architecture for handling the massive concurrency and load
conditioning demands of busy Internet services. Our thesis is that existing programming models and
operating system structures do not adequately meet the needs of complex, dynamic Internet servers,
which must support extreme concurrency (on the order of tens of thousands of client connections)
and experience load spikes that are orders of magnitude greater than the average. We propose a
new software framework, called the staged event-driven architecture (or SEDA), in which applications are constructed as a network of event-driven stages connected with explicit queues [147].
In this model, each stage embodies a robust, reusable software component that performs a subset
of request processing. By performing admission control on each event queue, the service can be
well-conditioned to load, preventing resources from being overcommitted when demand exceeds
service capacity. SEDA employs dynamic control to tune runtime parameters (such as the scheduling parameters of each stage) automatically, as well as to manage load, for example, by performing
adaptive load shedding. In this dissertation, we show that the SEDA design yields higher performance than traditional service designs, while exhibiting robustness to huge variations in load.

2

1

Introduction: The rise of Internet services
The explosive growth of the Internet in the last few years has given rise to a vast range

of new services being deployed on a global scale. No longer dominated by Web sites with static
content, Internet services span a diverse range of categories including stock trading, live media
broadcasts, online shopping, instant messaging, peer-to-peer file sharing, and application hosting. In
contrast to static content sites, this new class of dynamic services requires significant computational
and I/O resources to process each request. An increasingly complex array of systems are involved in
delivering these services, including Web servers, caches, middle-tier application servers, databases,
and legacy systems. At the same time, exponential growth of the Internet population is placing
unprecedented demands upon the scalability and robustness of these services. Yahoo! receives over
1.2 billion page views daily [150], and AOL’s Web caches service over 10 billion hits a day [6].
Internet services have become critical both for driving large businesses as well as for personal productivity. Global enterprises are increasingly dependent upon Internet-based applications
for e-commerce, supply chain management, human resources, and financial accounting. Many individuals consider e-mail and Web access to be indispensable lifelines. This growing dependence
upon Internet services underscores the importance of their availability, scalability, and ability to
handle large loads. Such popular sites as EBay [94], Excite@Home [55], and E*Trade [18] have
had embarrassing outages during periods of high load. An extensive outage at E*Trade resulted in a
class-action lawsuit against the online stock brokerage by angry customers [130]. Likewise, during
a week-long outage of MSN Messenger [148], many users expressed a great amount of desperation
and hostility from being disconnected from the instant-messaging service. As more people begin to
rely upon the Internet for managing financial accounts, paying bills, and potentially even voting in
elections, it is increasingly important that these services perform well and are robust to changes in
load.
This challenge is exacerbated by the burstiness of load experienced by Internet services.
Popular services are subjected to huge variations in demand, with bursts coinciding with the times
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that the service has the most value. The well-documented “Slashdot Effect”1 shows that it is not uncommon to experience more than 100-fold increases in demand when a site becomes popular [142].
The events of September 11, 2001 provided a poignant reminder of the inability of Internet services to scale: virtually every Internet news site was completely unavailable for several hours due
to unprecedented demand following the terrorist attacks on New York and Washington. CNN.com
experienced a two-and-a-half hour outage with load exceeding 20 times the expected peak [83]. Although the site team managed to grow the server farm by a factor of 5 by borrowing machines from
other sites, even this was not sufficient to deliver adequate service during the load spike. CNN.com
came back online only after replacing the front page with a text-only summary in order to reduce
load [22].
Apart from these so-called flash crowds, sites are also subject to denial-of-service attacks
that can knock a service out of commission. Such attacks are increasingly sophisticated, often being
launched simultaneously from thousands of sites across the Internet. Denial-of-service attacks have
had a major impact on the performance of sites such as Buy.com, Yahoo!, and whitehouse.gov [86],
and several companies have been formed to help combat this problem [85].
The number of concurrent sessions and hits per day to Internet sites translates into a large
number of I/O and network requests, placing enormous demands on underlying resources. Unfortunately, traditional operating system designs and common models of concurrency do not provide
graceful management of load. Commodity operating systems focus on providing maximal transparency by giving each process the abstraction of a virtual machine with its own CPU, memory,
disk, and network. Processes and threads are traditionally used for concurrency, but these mechanisms entail high overheads in terms of memory footprint and context switch time. Although
simplifying the programming model, transparent resource virtualization prevents applications from
making informed decisions, which are vital to managing excessive load.
1

This term is often used to describe what happens when a site is hit by sudden, heavy load. This term refers to the
technology news site slashdot.org, which is itself hugely popular and often brings down other less-resourceful sites
when linking to them from its main page.
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2

Thesis summary
This dissertation proposes a new design framework for highly concurrent server appli-

cations, called the staged event-driven architecture (SEDA).2 SEDA combines the use of threads
and event-based programming models to manage the concurrency, I/O, scheduling, and resource
management needs of Internet services. In SEDA, applications are constructed as a network of
stages, each with an associated incoming event queue. Each stage represents a robust building block
that may be individually conditioned to load by thresholding or filtering its event queue. In addition, making event queues explicit allows applications to make informed scheduling and resourcemanagement decisions, such as reordering, filtering, or aggregation of requests.
An important aspect of SEDA is that it relies on feedback-driven control for managing
resources and adapting to overload conditions. This approach avoids the use of static resource
limits and “knobs”, subject to error-prone manual configuration, that can have a serious impact on
performance. Rather, SEDA-based services are instrumented to observe their own performance,
using feedback to adjust resource allocations and perform admission control when the service is
overloaded. In this way, dynamic control keeps the service within its ideal operating regime despite
fluctuations in load.
This dissertation describes the design, architecture, and implementation of a SEDA-based
Internet services platform. This platform provides efficient, scalable I/O interfaces as well as several
resource-control mechanisms, including thread pool sizing and adaptive load shedding. We present
a queue-theoretic performance model for SEDA-based systems that formally describes the effects of
application structure, queue management, and thread allocations. This model serves as a guideline
for SEDA service developers to understand the performance of a given application design.
Our prototype of SEDA, called Sandstorm, is implemented in Java and exhibits good
performance and scalability, even surpassing two popular Web servers implemented in C. We also
develop a family of overload control mechanisms based on adaptive admission control and service
2

Seda is also the Spanish word for silk.
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degradation. These mechanisms allow the service to meet administrator-specified performance targets despite enormous load spikes.
We evaluate the SEDA framework through several applications, including a highperformance HTTP server, a packet router for the Gnutella peer-to-peer file sharing network, and a
Web-based e-mail service making use of dynamic scripting and database access. We present performance and scalability results demonstrating that SEDA achieves robustness over huge variations in
load and outperforms other service designs.
We argue that using SEDA, highly concurrent applications are easier to build, more efficient, and more robust to load. With the right set of interfaces, application designers can focus
on application-specific logic, rather than the details of concurrency and resource management. The
SEDA design is based on the concept of exposing overload to an Internet service, allowing it to
adapt and participate in load-management decisions, rather than taking the more common view that
overload protection is only the responsibility of the underlying operating system. At the same time,
the SEDA design attempts to shield application designers from many complex aspects of system
architecture, such as thread management and scheduling. Our goal is to strike the right balance between exposing resource control and burdening the application designer with unneeded complexity.

3

Background: Internet service properties
The Internet presents a systems problem of unprecedented scale: that of supporting mil-

lions of users demanding access to services that must be responsive, robust, and always available.
This work is motivated by three fundamental properties of Internet services: massive concurrency
demands, an increasing trend towards complex, dynamic content, and a need to be extremely robust
to load. In this section we detail each of these properties in turn.

6

3.1

High concurrency
The growth in popularity and functionality of Internet services has been astounding.

While the Web itself is growing in size, with recent estimates anywhere between 1 billion [64]
and 2.5 billion [114] unique documents, the number of users on the Web is also growing at a staggering rate. In April 2002, Nielsen//NetRatings estimates that there are over 422 million Internet
users worldwide [104], and a study in October 2000 [48] found that there are over 127 million adult
Internet users in the United States alone.
As a result, Internet applications must support unprecedented concurrency demands, and
these demands will only increase over time. As of December 2001, Yahoo! serves 1.32 billion pages
a day, and delivers over 19.1 billion messages through its e-mail and instant messenger services
monthly [150]. Internet traffic during the 2000 U.S. presidential election was at an all-time high,
with ABC News reporting over 27.1 million pageviews in one day, almost 3 times the peak load
that the site had ever received. Many news and information sites were reporting a load increase
anywhere from 130% to 500% over their average [92].

3.2

Dynamic content
The early days of the Web were dominated by the delivery of static content, mainly in the

form of HTML pages and images. More recently, dynamic, on-the-fly content generation, which
requires significant amounts of computation and I/O to generate, has become more widespread.
A typical dynamic Internet service involves a range of systems, including Web servers, middletier application servers, and back-end databases, to process each request. The processing for each
request might include encryption and decryption (e.g., if the SSL protocol is being used); serverside scripting using frameworks such as Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) [123] or PHP [134];
database access; or access to legacy systems such as mainframes (still commonly used for airline
ticketing). In contrast to static Web pages, dynamic services require greater resources, and the
resource demands for a given service are difficult to predict. Moreover, the content generated by a
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dynamic Internet service is often not amenable to caching, so each request demands a large amount
of server resources.
The canonical example of a highly dynamic Internet service is a large “mega-site” such
as Yahoo! [149], which provides a wide range of services, including a search engine, real-time chat,
stock quotes, driving directions, and access to online retailers. In addition to consumer-oriented
sites, specialized business-to-business applications, ranging from payroll and accounting to site
hosting, are becoming prevalent. The trend towards dynamic content is also reflected in industry
standard benchmarks for measuring Web server performance, such as SPECweb99 [119], which
includes a significant dynamic content-generation component as part of the standard workload.
Another aspect of the increased demand on Internet services is that the size of Web content
is growing, with streaming media, MP3 audio files, videos, and large software downloads becoming
increasingly common. In October 2000, not long before the Napster file-trading service was shut
down, CNET [78] reported 1.3 billion MP3 files were exchanged over the service in one month,
with over 640,000 users downloading songs at any given time. Apart from placing new demands on
networks, this growth in content requires that Internet services be responsible for dedicating large
numbers of resources for storing and serving vast amounts of data.

3.3

Robustness to load
Demand for Internet services can be extremely bursty, with the peak load being orders of

magnitude greater than the average load. Given the vast user population on the Internet, virtually
any site can be suddenly inundated with a surge of requests that far exceed its ability to deliver
service. The media has reported on numerous examples of popular Internet sites being brought
down by excessive load. We have already discussed the effects of the September 11 attacks on news
sites. In September 1998, the U.S. Government released Ken Starr’s report on President Clinton
on the Internet, causing seven government sites to be swamped with requests from over 20 million
users [34]. During the February 1999 Internet broadcast of a Victoria’s Secret Fashion show, over
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Figure 1: The effect of sudden load on a Web server: This is a graph of the Web server logs
from the USGS Pasadena Field Office Web site after an earthquake registering 7.1 on the Richter
scale hit Southern California on October 16, 1999. The load on the site increased almost 3 orders
of magnitude over a period of just 10 minutes. Before the earthquake, the site was receiving about
5 hits per minute on average. The gap between 9am and 12pm is a result of the server’s log disk
filling up. The initial burst at 3am occurred just after the earthquake; the second burst at 9am
when people in the area began to wake up the next morning. (Web server log data courtesy of Stan
Schwarz, USGS.)
1.5 million users logged in simultaneously to view the broadcast, causing the site to melt down
under the overload. According to Keynote systems, a Web site monitoring firm, only 2 percent of
requests to the site succeeded during the live show [19].
As a more concrete example, Figure 1 shows the load on the U.S. Geological Survey
Pasadena Field Office Web site after a large earthquake hit Southern California in October 1999.
The load on the site increased almost 3 orders of magnitude over a period of just 10 minutes,
causing the Web server’s network link to saturate and its disk log to fill up [142]. Note that this
figure shows only the number of requests that were successfully logged by the server; due to the
overload, it is likely that an even larger number of requests were present but not recorded. During
the load spike, the system administrator who was responsible for the Web site was unable to login
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to the system remotely to clear up the disk log, and had to physically reboot the machine in order to
regain control.
The most common approach to dealing with heavy load is to overprovision resources. In
the case of a Web site, the administrators simply buy enough Web server machines to handle the
peak load that the site could experience, and load balance across them. However, overprovisioning
is infeasible when the ratio of peak to average load is very high; it is not practical to purchase 100
or 1000 times the number of machines needed to support the average load case. This approach also
neglects the cost issues which arise when scaling a site to a large “farm” of machines; the cost of
managing a large cluster of machines is no doubt much higher than the multiplicative cost of the
machines themselves.
Given that we cannot expect most Internet services to scale to peak demand, it is critical
that services are designed to be well-conditioned to load. That is, when the demand on a service
exceeds its capacity, a service should not overcommit its resources and degrade in a way that all
clients suffer. Rather, the service should be aware of overload conditions and attempt to adapt to
them, either by degrading the quality of service delivered to clients, or by (predictably) shedding
load, such as by giving users some indication that the service is saturated. It is far better for an
overloaded service to inform users of the overload than to silently drop requests.
Nevertheless, replication is a key aspect of service scalability, and is commonly employed
using both scalable clusters to obtain replication within a service site [45], as well as in the wide
area, as with content-distribution networks [5, 39, 49]. Despite such scaling, we expect the individual nodes within a scalable system to experience large load spikes. Our goal in this thesis is to
complement the use of replication by addressing the problem of load management within an individual node. Therefore we focus on developing a general framework for authoring highly concurrent
and well-conditioned service instances that can potentially be deployed in a replicated system.
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4

Trends in the Internet service design space
The systems challenge associated with robust Internet service design is magnified by two

trends that increase the generality of services: rapid evolution of service logic and the drive for
general-purpose platforms for hosting services.

4.1

Rapid evolution of service logic
Internet services experience a high rate of change and innovation, driven by the constantly

evolving Internet marketplace. Popular sites are constantly adding new functionality to stay competitive, a trend which is supported by the increasing ease of Internet service development using
simplified Web scripting languages such as PHP [134] and Java servlets [127]. It is excessively
time-consuming to carefully engineer and tune each new service component to deal with real-world
loads, and as a result, deployment of new service functionality often takes precedence over robustness.

4.2

General-purpose hosting platforms
Internet services are increasingly hosted on general-purpose facilities, rather than on plat-

forms that are specifically engineered for a particular service. A number of companies, such as Exodus, EDS, and ProTier, are now providing managed Internet hosting services, which are based in
replicated Internet data centers with carefully managed hardware and software platforms. Accordingly, the Internet services market is dominated by generic frameworks, often based upon scalable
workstation clusters running commodity operating systems, using a standard software platform such
as Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) [123]. In this environment, service authors have little control
over the underlying medium upon which the service will be deployed and run.
As these trends continue, we envision that a rich array of novel services will be authored
and pushed into the infrastructure where they may become successful enough to scale to millions of
users. Several investigations are addressing the high-level aspects of service authorship, including
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naming, lookup, composition, and versioning [36, 53, 59, 122, 128]. Our focus is on the performance and robustness aspect of the problem: achieving well-conditioned performance on a wide
range of services subject to huge variations in load, while preserving ease of authorship. We argue that the right way to approach this problem is through a generic service platform that manages
load in a manner that is cleanly separated from the service-specific logic, while giving services an
indication of load and the ability to participate in load-management decisions.

5

Thesis summary and contributions
Much work has focused on performance and robustness for specific services [4, 61, 106,

151]. However, with services becoming increasingly dynamic and flexible, the engineering burden
required to make services robust to heavy demands becomes excessive. Few tools exist that aid
the development of highly concurrent, well-conditioned services; our goal is to reduce this complexity by providing general-purpose mechanisms that aid software developers in obtaining these
properties.
An additional hurdle to the construction of Internet services is that there is little in the
way of a systematic approach to building these applications, and reasoning about their performance
or behavior under load. Designing Internet services generally involves a great deal of trial-and-error
on top of imperfect OS and language interfaces. As a result, applications can be highly fragile—any
change to the application code or the underlying system can result in performance problems, or
worse, total meltdown.
The goal of this thesis is to design a generic software architecture that can:
• Handle the massive concurrency demands of Internet services;
• Deal gracefully with large variations in load;
• Generalize to a broad class of Internet services; and,
• Simplify the construction of services by decoupling load management from service logic.
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In this dissertation, we present the design an implementation of the staged event-driven architecture
(or SEDA), a software platform designed to meet these goals. We present a detailed application and
performance study, demonstrating that SEDA yields higher performance than traditional service
designs, allows services to be well-conditioned to overload, and simplifies service design.
This dissertation makes the following contributions:

The Staged Event-Driven Architecture: The focus of this work is on the SEDA architecture,
which decomposes a complex Internet service into a network of event-driven stages connected with
explicit queues. We present a detailed look at related approaches to concurrency and load management, proposing the SEDA approach as a general-purpose model for Internet service design. Also,
we present a set of design patterns that describe how to map a given Internet service onto the SEDA
design to achieve high performance, robustness to load, and code modularity. To round out our discussion of SEDA, we present a queue-theoretic performance model that describes the behavior of
SEDA-based services in terms of request load, service time distribution, stage graph structure, and
thread allocations. This model can be used by a system designer to understand the various factors
that affect SEDA performance.

The Sandstorm Internet service platform:

We describe a Java-based implementation of SEDA,

called Sandstorm, that provides a rich set of programming interfaces for developing SEDA-based
services. Sandstorm is intended to reduce the complexity of service development by hiding the
details of thread allocation, scheduling, and resource control from application code. Sandstorm
provides built-in interfaces for stage graph construction, asynchronous network and file I/O, and
per-stage resource control.

Feedback-driven overload control:

We investigate a family of overload prevention techniques

based on per-stage admission control. These mechanisms automatically shed load from an overloaded service by monitoring stage performance and adapting admission control parameters ac-
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cordingly. We present techniques for meeting a 90th-percentile response time target, class-based
service differentiation, and application-specific service degradation.

Detailed application evaluation:

Finally, we present a detailed evaluation of several significant

applications built using the Sandstorm runtime. These include Haboob, a high-performance Web
server; a packet router for the Gnutella peer-to-peer file sharing network; and Arashi, a Web-based
e-mail service. Our results show that SEDA-based services exhibit high performance and are wellbehaved under extreme variations in load. The Haboob Web server outperforms the popular Apache
and Flash Web servers, which are implemented in C, and exhibits a great deal of fairness to clients.
The Gnutella packet router is capable of driving a load of over 20,000 packets a second, and is
used to demonstrate the use of automatic resource tuning to overcome an artificial bottleneck in the
service. The Arashi e-mail service is an example of a complex service making use of dynamic page
generation and database access. Arashi is used to evaluate the feedback-driven overload control
mechanisms in a number of scenarios, including graceful degradation under a massive load spike.

6

Dissertation roadmap
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we present the motivation and background for this work, discuss previous

work in Internet service construction, and describe the shortcomings of existing approaches to concurrency and load management for Internet services. Chapter 3 describes the SEDA architecture in
detail, and presents a set of design patterns that one can use to map a service from the traditional
single-task model into the SEDA design. Chapter 4 presents a performance model for SEDA based
on results from queueing theory, which is useful for motivating an intuition for the performance of
SEDA-based applications.
In Chapter 5, we present the design and implementation of Sandstorm, our SEDA-based
Internet services platform. Sandstorm has been used to build a number of complex Internet services,
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which are described in Chapter 6. This chapter also presents a detailed performance study of several
SEDA applications, demonstrating scalability and robustness to load. In Chapter 7 we present a
feedback-driven approach to overload management through the use of adaptive admission control
and service degradation. This chapter explores a range of load conditioning mechanisms that can
be employed in SEDA, and discusses the tradeoff between load shedding and application-specific
adaptivity to overload.
Finally, in Chapters 8 and 9, we present reflections on the SEDA design, outline several
areas for future work, and conclude.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work
This chapter develops the lineage of the SEDA approach by outlining the previous steps
towards solving the performance, scalability, and robustness problems faced by Internet services.
The key requirements and challenges for Internet service design have been discussed in the previous
chapter. In summary, the primary goals of an Internet service are to support massive concurrency (in
the form of many simultaneous requests or user connections); an extremely dynamic environment
in terms of the request distribution as well as the resources required to process each request; and
predictable, well-conditioned performance despite large variations in offered load.
Related work towards supporting these goals can be broadly categorized as follows. We
begin by discussing the two most common programming models for expressing concurrency: threadbased (or process-based) concurrency, which is generally used for ease of programming, and eventdriven concurrency, which is used for scalability and performance. SEDA draws together these two
approaches and proposes a hybrid model that exhibits features of both. Next, we discuss resource
virtualization and identify several specific problems raised by existing operating system designs
with respect to resource management. Finally, we describe existing approaches to load management in busy Internet services and argue that dynamic control is the right way to manage resources
in this regime.
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Figure 2: Threaded server design: Each incoming request is dispatched to a separate thread,
which performs the entire processing for the request and returns a result to the client. Edges represent control flow between components. Note that other I/O operations, such as disk access, are not
shown here, but are incorporated within each threads’ request processing.

1

Concurrency programming models
A critical aspect of service design is the means by which concurrency is represented, as

services must support many simultaneous requests from a large and ever-changing population of
users. Internet services push the envelope in terms of the degree of concurrency required; a typical
site may experience tens of thousands (or more) of simultaneous user sessions. The highly dynamic
nature of incoming requests also raises challenges for resource provisioning, as the resource needs
of individual requests are difficult to predict. In this section we discuss the two most commonly employed concurrent programming models: thread-based concurrency and event-driven concurrency.

1.1 Thread-based concurrency
The most commonly used design for server applications is the thread- or process-perrequest model, as embodied in systems such as RPC packages [129], Java Remote Method Invocation [125], and DCOM [95]. This model is well-supported by modern languages and programming
environments, and threading primitives are provided by virtually every commodity operating system.
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A thread is a context for computation, typically consisting of a program counter, set of
registers, private stack, address space, and operating system or language state associated with the
thread, such as scheduling and accounting data structures. Multiple threads can share a single
address space, thereby communicating directly through shared data structures. A process is simply
a thread with its own private address space.
Throughout this thesis, we make no distinction between a thread and a process; we consider the two to be identical for the purposes of concurrency and load management, although threads
are more flexible in that they can share an address space. It is often the case that threads are more
scalable than processes, though this performance gap seems to be narrowing. Whereas in earlier
operating systems, there was a strong distinction made between (relatively) light-weight threads
and heavy-weight processes, in modern operating systems this distinction is evaporating due to
the widespread incorporation of threading mechanisms into the kernel. For example, in the Linux
operating system a thread and a process are virtually identical save for the address space ownership.
In the thread-per-request model, shown in Figure 2, each accepted request is dispatched
to a thread which processes it. Synchronization operations, such as locks and semaphores, are used
to protect shared resources and data structures that may be accessed during request processing. The
operating system allows system resources to be time-shared across multiple requests, and overlaps
computation and I/O, by transparently context switching between threads.
The thread-per-task model is relatively easy to program, allowing the application developer to implement request processing as a “straight-line” code path, which executes (virtually) in
isolation from all other requests in the system. The existence of other requests is only evident when
dealing with shared resources or state.
Threads raise a number of challenges for Internet service design in terms of resource
management and scalability. The most serious issue with threads is that they do not provide adequate
control over resource usage; we will discuss this problem in Section 1.4. First, we focus on the
problem that many thread implementations exhibit serious scaling issues, making them impractical
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Figure 3: Threaded server throughput degradation: This benchmark measures a simple threaded
server that dispatches a separate thread for each concurrent request in the system. After receiving
a request, each thread performs an 8 KB read from a disk file; all threads read from the same file,
so the data is always in the buffer cache. Threads are pre-allocated in the server to eliminate thread
startup overhead from the measurements, and requests are generated internally to negate network
effects. The server is implemented in C and is running on a 4-way 500 MHz Pentium III with 2
GB of memory under Linux 2.2.14. As the number of concurrent requests increases, throughput
initially increases until about 8 threads are in use. Adding additional threads causes throughput
to degrade substantially. Response time becomes unbounded as request queue lengths increase;
for comparison, we have shown the ideal linear response time curve (note the log scale on the
horizontal axis).
for large-scale Internet services.
It is important to stress that threads are primarily designed to support timesharing. Threadbased concurrency entails high overheads as the number of threads grows to be large, which can
lead to disastrous results for performance. As the number of threads grows, the system experiences
increases in scheduling overheads, memory pressure due to thread footprints, cache and TLB misses,
and contention for shared resources, such as locks. As a concrete example, Figure 3 shows the
performance of a simple threaded server as the number of threads increases. Although the number
of threads that the server can support before experiencing performance meltdown would be large
for general-purpose timesharing, it is not adequate for the tremendous concurrency requirements of
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an Internet service.
A considerable amount of prior work has attempted to reduce the overheads associated
with thread-based concurrency. The majority of this work approaches the problem from the point
of view of lightweight threading for shared-memory multiprocessors, in which a separate thread
is spawned for any operation (such as a function call) that can be logically performed in parallel. Although this approach can reduce the overhead of a thread system designed specifically for
compute-bound applications, it typically does not benefit threads that perform arbitrary system calls
or I/O, or that hold locks during blocking operations. For example, Lazy Task Creation [99], Lazy
Threads [50], and Stack Threads [131] optimistically perform thread creation as a sequential function call within the context of the current thread, lazily allocating a new thread context only when
the spawned operation blocks. In an Internet service, however, threads are often long-running and
may perform numerous blocking operations during their lifetime. Lightweight threading techniques
designed for parallel computation do not address the more general class of multithreading used by
Internet services.

1.2

Bounded thread pools
To avoid performance degradation due to the overuse of threads, a number of systems

adopt a coarse form of resource management that serves to bound the number of threads associated
with a service, commonly referred to as thread pooling. In this approach, requests are dispatched to
a bounded pool of threads. When all threads in the pool are busy processing requests, new requests
are queued for service. Request queueing can be accomplished in several ways, and the form of
queueing can have a serious impact on client-perceived performance.
A number of Web servers use a thread-per-connection model in which each thread processes a single client TCP connection; this is the model used by Apache [8], Microsoft Internet
Information Server [96], and Netscape Enterprise Server [103]. Web application servers such as
BEA Weblogic [15] and IBM WebSphere [62] also use the thread-per-connection approach. In this
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model, each thread processes a single client TCP connection to the service. When all threads are
busy, additional connections are not accepted by the server. Under heavy load, this can cause the operating system queues for pending connections to fill, in turn causing the client’s connection request
(SYN packet) to be dropped by the server. Because TCP uses an exponentially increasing timeout
for retransmitting connection attempts, this can lead to very long delays on the client side: several
minutes may pass before a retried connection is established or aborted. This effect also leads to
great deal of unfairness to clients, as clients that happen to have their connections accepted rapidly
will continue to receive good service, while others will wait for long periods of time to establish a
connection. Given that many modern Web browsers open multiple simultaneous connections to a
service, it is often the case that every connection must receive good service for the user to experience
acceptable response times. We study this effect in detail in Chapter 6.
A better model for thread pooling is to queue new requests within the service, where they
can be served according to a policy dictated by the service itself, rather than by the underlying network. Queueing requests within the service also facilitates the early classification or prioritization
of requests for overload management, as discussed in Section 3. This approach has been adopted
by several Web servers, such as Web2k [17].
If used correctly, bounded thread pools are an effective means to represent concurrency in
an Internet service. However, the thread pool approach as described here presents several significant
challenges. The first problem is choosing the right thread pool size. Most systems use a static
(administrator-specified) limit on the maximum number of threads, though this depends greatly on
the resource usage of each request and the workload experienced by the service. Setting the thread
limit too low underutilizes resources, while setting the limit too high can cause severe degradation
under heavy load.
Another issue with thread pooling is that it is possible for all threads in the pool to become consumed with long-running requests, thereby starving other requests that may have higher
priority or fewer resource requirements. Depending on the characteristics of the workload and the
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implementation of the service, the actual number of threads required may therefore be very large.
Consider a case where a fixed-size thread pool is used to process requests, and additional requests
are processed in FIFO order from a queue. If all threads are busy processing long-running requests
(say, blocked on I/O or access to a bottleneck resource such as a database), then no additional
requests—regardless of priority or resource requirements—can be processed. The issue here is that
the concurrency model provides no mechanism to allow a busy thread to be preempted for a shorter
or higher-priority request.

1.3

Resource management challenges of threading
Even if the performance overhead of threading could be eliminated, we argue that threads

are fundamentally an inappropriate mechanism for concurrency and resource management in Internet services. In the thread-per-request model, important information about the application’s resource usage and request stream are hidden within the thread scheduler; it is generally not possible
for a service to inspect or control the operation of the thread system to perform load conditioning.
Likewise, the thread scheduler has very limited information about the application’s behavior and
resource needs.
For example, consider a service that uses a thread-per-task concurrency model with a
(hypothetical) scalable threading system. If a large number of requests block on a shared resource,
such as a disk, the corresponding threads queue up within the thread scheduler; there is no way for
the application to be aware of or effect the bottleneck. In this case, it might be desirable to shed
load by performing admission control on the requests that require access to the bottleneck resource.
However, the server is unable to inspect the internal request stream to implement such a policy.
Moreover, once a request has been dispatched to a thread, the only load-management operations
that can be performed are to kill the thread (aborting its processing regardless of progress) or to
change its scheduling priority (in the extreme case, putting it to sleep for some time). This interface
makes it difficult to implement effective load-management policies, such as offloading a resource
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bottleneck or rejecting requests that fail to meet a performance target.
One way to effect greater control over the operation of threads would be to instrument the
application code with explicit control points. For example, before accessing a potential resource
bottleneck, each thread would invoke a function that guards access to the resource, allowing an
alternate action to be performed if the resource is saturated. Another approach is to give applications greater control over the internals of the threading system by allowing applications to specify
their own scheduling algorithm, either by implementing thread dispatch at user level (in the case
of scheduler activations [7]) or by pushing application-specific thread management code into the
kernel (in the case of Strands [118]). However, these mechanisms are intended to allow applications
to specify scheduling algorithms that have infrequently changing policies, not for implementing
complex load conditioning policies based on detailed runtime information.
In many ways, these various techniques represent a departure from the simplicity of the
thread-per-request model. We claim that it is better to consider an approach to concurrency that is
more suited to Internet service design than to lash complex policies onto existing approaches.

1.4

Event-driven concurrency
The scalability limits of threads have led many developers to eschew them almost entirely

and employ an event-driven approach to managing concurrency. In this approach, shown in Figure 4,
a server consists of a small number of threads (typically one per CPU) that loop continuously,
processing events of different types from a queue. Events may be generated by the operating system
or internally by the application, and represent triggers that some form of processing needs to occur:
network and disk I/O readiness and completion notifications, timers, or other application-specific
events.
In the event-driven approach, each request in the system is represented as a finite state
machine (FSM) or continuation. Each state of the FSM represents a set of processing steps to be
performed on the request. For example, the FSM for a static Web page request might contain the
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request FSM 4
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Figure 4: Event-driven server design: This figure shows the flow of events through an event-driven
server. The main thread processes incoming events from the network, disk, and other sources, and
uses these to drive the execution of many finite state machines. Each FSM represents a single
request or flow of execution through the system. The key source of complexity in this design is the
event scheduler, which must control the execution of each FSM.
following states, as shown in Figure 5:
1. Read request from network;
2. Parse request (e.g., process HTTP headers);
3. Look up disk file corresponding to request;
4. Read file data;
5. Format reply packet;
6. Write reply to network.
When an event arrives corresponding to some request, it is dispatched to one of the (small number)
of threads, which processes the request according to its current state. The processing for each state is
generally very short and runs to completion; when processing is complete, the FSM may transition
to a new state, and the thread is dispatched to the next request FSM. A request may remain in the
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Figure 5: Finite state machine for a simple HTTP server request: This figure depicts a static
HTTP server request as a finite state machine (FSM) as used in an event-driven system. Each
state represents some aspect of request processing, and edges represent transitions between states,
triggered by incoming events or the completion of the processing for a given state.
same state across multiple event arrivals. For example, an HTTP request described by the FSM given
above may remain in the “read request from network” state until all network packets corresponding
to the request have been received.
An event-driven system multiplexes the operation of many request FSMs over a small
number of threads by “context switching” across requests after each iteration of the request-processing
loop. This requires that the processing required for each state be short and not block, for example,
when performing I/O. For this reason, event-driven systems make use of nonblocking I/O interfaces
that operate in a split-phase fashion: the application performs a I/O operation (for example, reading
data from a socket) that returns immediately whether the I/O request has completed or not. If the
operation completes at a later time, the operating system generates an I/O completion event that
the FSM scheduler can use to continue request processing. The dispatching of events to FSMs is
therefore very similar to thread scheduling, and an event-driven system effectively implements its
own application-level scheduling policy. Event-driven concurrency is typically more scalable than
thread-driven concurrency, as the FSM state representing each request is much smaller than a thread
context, and many of the overheads involving large numbers of threads are avoided.
If designed correctly, event-driven systems can support very high levels of concurrency,
and experience little performance degradation as the number of simultaneous requests increases.
Figure 6 shows the throughput achieved with an event-driven implementation of the service from
Figure 3. The efficiency gain of the event-driven approach is mainly due to the reduced overhead
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Figure 6: Event-driven server throughput: This benchmark measures an event-driven version
of the server from Figure 3. In this case, the server uses a single thread to process tasks, where
each task reads 8 KB from a single disk file. Although the filesystem interface provided by the
operating system used here (Linux 2.2.14) is blocking, because the disk data is always in the cache,
this benchmark estimates the best possible performance from a nonblocking disk I/O layer. As the
figure shows, throughput remains constant as the load is increased to a very large number of tasks
(note the change in the horizontal axis scale from Figure 3), and response time is linear (note the
log scale on the horizontal axis).
of representing request state as a lightweight continuation, rather than as a heavyweight thread
context. As the number of requests increases, the server throughput increases until the pipeline fills
and the bottleneck (the CPU in this case) becomes saturated. If the number of requests is increased
further, excess work is absorbed as a continuation in the server’s event queue; this is in contrast
to the thread-per-request model in which a new thread is forked for each incoming request. The
throughput remains constant across a huge range in load, with the latency of each task increasing
linearly.
It is important to note that while event-driven systems are highly efficient in terms of
managing concurrency, it is still possible for such a system to exhibit performance degradation due
to other resource bottlenecks in the system. For example, if each request consumes a great deal of
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memory, then admitting too many simultaneous requests can lead to VM thrashing. Therefore the
event-driven design only addresses the concurrency aspect of scaling service capacity.
The event-driven design is used by a number of systems, including the Flash [106],
thttpd [4], Zeus [151], and JAWS [61] Web servers, and the Harvest [25] Web cache. Each of these
systems uses event-driven concurrency in a slightly different way; here we focus on the Flash Web
server as the canonical example that closely represents the implementation of the other systems.
Flash consists of a set of event handlers that respond to particular types of events, for
example, read-readiness or write-readiness on a particular socket. The main server process runs in
a loop, collecting events (using the UNIX select() system call) and invoking the appropriate event
handler for each event using a function call. Flash can be configured to use multiple server processes, for example, to take advantage of multiprocessor systems. Because most UNIX systems do
not provide nonblocking file I/O interfaces, Flash makes use of a pool of of helper processes, which
issue (blocking) I/O operations and signal an event to the main process upon completion. Helper
processes are also used for pathname conversions (mapping URLs and symbolic links onto absolute
pathnames for file access), listing the contents of directories, and dynamic page generation. The
rationale is that these operations are filesystem-intensive and may block the main server processes,
so it is desirable to perform them asynchronously. Flash uses UNIX domain sockets to communicate between the processes, rather than shared memory, which requires relatively high overhead
as the operating system must be involved in interprocess communication. This design also allows
completion events from a helper process to be picked up in the main process’s select() loop.
The Harvest Web cache is very similar in design: it is single-threaded and event-driven,
with the exception of the FTP protocol, which is implemented by a separate process. In this case,
a helper process is used not because FTP is inherently blocking, but rather due to the difficulty of
writing an asynchronous FTP implementation.
The use of helper processes in Flash and Harvest underscores the occasional need for an
event-driven system to resort to blocking operations, either to reduce complexity or to make use
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of legacy interfaces and libraries. Most event-driven systems develop ad hoc mechanisms for integrating blocking code into the service, requiring careful management of thread/process resources to
perform the dispatch.
The tradeoffs between threaded and event-driven concurrency models have also been studied in the JAWS Web server [60, 61]. The focus in JAWS is on the software engineering and reusability aspects of Web server design, and makes heavy use of design frameworks [41]. JAWS consists
of a framework for Web server construction allowing the concurrency model, protocol processing
code, cached filesystem, and other components to be customized. JAWS uses the Proactor pattern
to represent event dispatching and completion notification; the resulting design is very similar to
Flash. To our knowledge, JAWS has only been evaluated under light loads (less than 50 concurrent
clients) and has not addressed the use of adaptivity for conditioning under heavy load.
This body of work has realized the importance of using scalable primitives to support
large degrees of concurrency. However, these systems have been constructed to support a specific
application, such as as serving static Web pages, and have not approached the problem of concurrency and load management for a broad class of Internet services. The focus has been primarily on
achieving the highest levels of raw performance and scalability, and less on managing variations in
load or handling extreme overload conditions.
Event-driven design raises a number of challenges for the application developer. An important limitation of this model is that it requires event-handling code to be short and run to completion, to avoid stalling the event-processing threads, and to ensure fairness across a large number
of requests. This typically requires that nonblocking, asynchronous I/O interfaces be used. While
much prior work has explored scalable I/O interfaces [12, 13, 84, 111, 113], and nonblocking socket
interfaces are common, many operating systems do not provide true nonblocking I/O for disk access. Flash, Harvest, and other systems address this challenge using separate threads or processes
to perform long-running operations asynchronously. However, it is also possible for event-handling
threads to block due to other events, such as interrupts, page faults, or garbage collection, so much
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care must be taken in the event-driven model to avoid stalling the system due to one of these unavoidable events.
A related issue is that of scheduling and ordering of event processing within the application. An event-driven system effectively implements its own scheduler that carefully multiplexes
many request FSMs over limited thread resources, and must consider request prioritization, fairness,
and resource consumption. The design of the event scheduler is one of the most subtle aspects of an
event-driven system and is often tailored for a specific application with known resource demands for
each request. However, this can lead to very brittle system design, as any changes to the application
code may necessitate a redesign of the event scheduler. We refer to this design as a monolithic eventdriven system, since service logic, scheduling, and resource management are bundled together in an
application-specific way.
For these reasons, event-driven systems are often considered to be difficult to engineer,
tune, and reason about. One of our goals in SEDA is to obtain the performance and scalability benefits of event-driven concurrency, but to develop a structured framework that eases the development
of such systems. Also, event-driven concurrency by itself does not address the issue of overload
management and resource control; this is the other major goal of the SEDA framework.
The classic work on the threads-versus-events dichotomy is Lauer and Needham’s paper
from 1978 [81]. This work carefully discusses the differences between “processes” and “procedures”—
here, “processes” corresponds to event-driven concurrency while “procedures” corresponds to threading. The main claim is that the process-based and procedure-based models are duals of each other,
in that any program implemented in one model can just as efficiently be implemented in the other.
The paper presents a simple transformation from one concurrency model to the other and argues that
the only reasons to choose processes over procedures (or vice versa) are based on external factors,
such as which is more straightforward to program in a given environment.
While we agree with the basic argument, and it is clearly possible to transform a system
between thread-based and event-driven concurrency models, we dispute the claim that performance
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can be preserved across the mapping. The main issue that this work overlooks is the complexity of
building scalable, general-purpose multithreading; while in a simplistic sense, threads and events are
identical, in practice threads embody a great deal of additional complexity that limit their scalability.
Also, Lauer and Needham were not concerned with the difficulty of managing extreme loads in an
environment such as an Internet service, which weighs the argument in favor of the event-driven
approach.

1.5

Structured event queues
To counter the complexity and brittleness of event-driven design, a number of systems

have proposed variants of the model. A common aspect of these designs is to structure an eventdriven application using a set of event queues to improve code modularity and simplify application
design.
One of the starting points of the SEDA design was the I/O core framework [54] used by the
Ninja system at UC Berkeley. This framework was used in Gribble’s Distributed Data Structures
(DDS) [52] layer and initial versions of the vSpace [139] cluster-based service platform. In the
Ninja I/O core, a limited number of threads is used to process requests flowing through the system,
and blocking socket and disk I/O operations are converted into asynchronous, split-phase operations
using a dedicated pool of threads, similar to the Flash use of helper processes. One of the limitations
of this design was that true nonblocking I/O was not used for socket connections, so the I/O core
makes use of one thread per socket for reading data from the network, and a (large) pool of threads
for writing data to the network—thereby limiting the number of simultaneous socket connections
that can be handled. This is not a serious issue for DDS, since it requires only a small number of
socket connections within a cluster. However, for general-purpose Internet services, such as those
hosted by vSpace, this is an important restriction.
In the I/O core, each software component exports an event-handling interface with a single method that accepts an event to process. Applications are constructed by composing these
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components together using either an upcall interface (in which one component directly invokes the
event-handling method of another component) [31] or using a queue (in which one component enqueues an event to be processed asynchronously by another component). The basic programming
model makes no distinction between upcalls and queues, requiring application designers to be very
careful when composing two event-processing components. If an upcall is used, then a component
that performs a long, resource-intensive operation will stall the caller until its return. Likewise,
enqueueing an event for asynchronous processing entails additional context switch and synchronization overhead. The SEDA model was developed with the goal of generalizing and improving
upon this basic framework, in addition to applying it to a wider class of services. In Chapter 8 we
elaborate on the differences between SEDA and the Ninja I/O core.
The Click modular packet router [77] is another example of a system making use of structured event queues. In Click, packet processing components are implemented as separate code
modules each with private state. Like the Ninja I/O core, Click components can be composed using
direct function calls or queues. One of the most critical aspects of application design is determining
how components should be composed. Click is targeted at a specific application (packet routing)
and uses a single thread to process all queues; a multiprocessor extension to Click [26] uses a thread
for each processor and performs load-balancing across threads.
A primary goal in Click is to optimize per-packet routing latency, so it is often desirable to
have a single thread call directly through multiple packet-processing components to avoid queueing
and scheduling delays. For this design to be feasible, Click makes the assumption that modules
have bounded processing times, leading to a relatively static determination of resource-management
policies. In Click, there are effectively no long blocking operations, so asynchrony is used only for
decoupling the execution of multiple packet-processing components; for example, a queue is often
used for temporary packet storage before an outgoing network interface.
StagedServer [80] also makes use of modules communicating using explicit event queues.
Like SEDA, this work introduces the notion of a stage as the unit of request processing within
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a server application. StagedServer’s goal is to maximize processor cache locality by carefully
scheduling the order in which stages are executed, as well as the order in which requests within
a stage are processed. This is accomplished using cohort scheduling, which batches the execution
of related aspects of request processing. For example, requests within a stage are processed in
last-in-first-out order, increasing the likelihood that recently processed request data is in the cache.
Work Crews [137] is another system that makes use of structured event queues and limited
numbers of threads to manage concurrency. Work Crews deals with the issue of exploiting potential
(compute-bound) parallelism within a multiprocessor system while avoiding the creation of large
numbers of threads. A Work Crew consists of a bounded number of worker threads (typically one
per CPU) that dispatch work requests from a single queue. Rather than forking a new thread to
subdivide a parallel operation, a help request is placed onto the queue for servicing by a worker
thread. Work Crews supports various synchronization primitives allowing task processing to be
subdivided in various ways and to collect the results from dispatched help requests. This work
identified the importance of limiting thread contexts due to resource contention, and the value of
exposing queues for performance gains: in this case, allowing workers to process tasks serially when
additional processors are unavailable for parallel execution. The ALARM concurrency mechanism
proposed by Vajracharva and Chavarrı́a-Miranda [135] is very similar to Work Crews.
Each of these systems employs structured event queues to solve a specific problem, such
as packet processing, cache locality, or multiprocessor scheduling. Our goal in SEDA is to extend
this approach to provide a general framework that addresses the concerns of large-scale Internet services: massive concurrency, load management, request-processing efficiency, and code modularity.

2

Challenges posed by OS virtualization
An additional hurdle to the design of well-conditioned services is the lack of resource

control exposed by commodity operating system designs. The design of most current operating
systems is primarily derived from a heritage of multiprogramming: allowing multiple applications,
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each with distinct resource demands, to share a single set of resources in a safe and efficient manner.
As such, existing OSs strive to virtualize hardware resources, and do so in a way that is transparent
to applications. Applications are rarely, if ever, given the opportunity to participate in system-wide
resource management decisions, or given indication of resource availability in order to adapt their
behavior to changing conditions. Virtualization fundamentally hides the fact that resources are
limited and shared [145].
The focus on resource virtualization in existing operating systems presents a number of
challenges for scalability and load conditioning:

Concurrency limitations: Internet services must efficiently multiplex many computational and
I/O flows over a limited set of resources. Given the extreme degree of concurrency required, services are often willing to sacrifice transparent virtualization in order to obtain higher performance.
However, contemporary operating systems typically support concurrency using the process or thread
model, and as discussed earlier, these abstractions entail high overheads.

I/O Scalability limitations: The I/O interfaces exported by existing OSs are generally designed
to provide maximum transparency to applications, often at the cost of scalability and predictability.
Most I/O interfaces employ blocking semantics, in which the calling thread is suspended during a
pending I/O operation. Obtaining high concurrency requires a large number of threads, resulting in
high overhead.
In order to sidestep the scalability limits of threads, nonblocking I/O interfaces are often
used. Nonblocking socket interfaces are common, though most commodity operating systems still
do not provide nonblocking I/O interfaces for disk access. Many nonblocking I/O interfaces tend to
degrade in performance as the number of I/O flows grows very large [13, 111, 74, 97]. Likewise,
data copies on the I/O path (themselves an artifact of virtualization) have long been known to be a
performance limitation in network stacks [112, 140, 141].
This problem has led to the development of a range of scalable I/O primitives [13, 40,
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Figure 7: Performance degradation of nonblocking sockets: This graph shows the aggregate
bandwidth through a server making use of either nonblocking or blocking socket interfaces. Each
client opens a connection to the server and issues bursts of 1000 8 KB packets; the server responds
with a single 32-byte ACK for each burst. All machines are 4-way Pentium III systems running Linux
2.2.14 connected using Gigabit Ethernet. Two implementations of the server are shown: one makes
use of nonblocking sockets with the /dev/poll mechanism for event delivery, and the other makes
use of blocking sockets and a bounded thread pool to emulate asynchrony. The latter implementation
allocates one thread per socket for reading packets, and uses a fixed-size thread pool of 120 threads
for writing packets. The threaded implementation could not support more than 400 simultaneous
connections due to thread limitations under Linux, while the nonblocking implementation degrades
somewhat due to lack of scalability in the network stack.
71, 84, 107, 111, 113], although these mechanisms can also face scalability challenges if the underlying operating system is not designed to support massive scalability. To demonstrate this
fact, we have measured the performance of the nonblocking socket interface in Linux using the
/dev/poll [111] event-delivery mechanism, which is intended to provide a greater degree of
scalability than the standard UNIX select() and poll() interfaces [74]. As Figure 7 shows, the performance of the nonblocking socket layer still degrades somewhat when a large number of connections
are established; we believe this is due to inherent scalability limitations in the Linux TCP/IP stack.
Also shown is the same benchmark using blocking I/O and a bounded thread pool to perform I/O,
which exhibits very severe performance degradation.
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Transparent resource management:

Internet services must be in control of resource usage in

order to make informed decisions affecting performance. Virtualization implies that the OS will
attempt to satisfy any application request regardless of cost, and the performance aspects of the
operating system’s interfaces are often hidden from applications.
For example, a request to allocate a page of virtual memory may require other pages to
be swapped out to disk; this can cause a very serious performance problem if the number of VM
pages requested exceeds the size of physical memory, a problem known as thrashing. Likewise, the
existence of (or control over) the filesystem buffer cache is typically not exposed to applications.
This can have a serious impact on application performance if the resource usage and access patterns
used by the application do not map well onto the operating systems’ policies. This is one of the
major issues with operating system design often cited by database designers [121].
Internet services do not have the luxury of paying an arbitrary penalty for processing such
requests under heavy resource contention. In many cases it is necessary for a service to prioritize
request processing based on resource availability. For instance, a service may be able to process
“cheap” requests during a period of high load while “expensive” requests (those requiring many
resources) are delayed or rejected. Unfortunately, without knowledge of or control over the resource
management policies of the OS, it is difficult for an application to implement such a policy.
An interesting way around this problem is to adopt a “gray box” approach, as proposed
by Arpaci-Dusseau [10], in which the application infers the underlying OS policies and adapts its
behavior to optimize for them. Burnett et al. use this idea to optimize the order in which Web page
requests are serviced based on knowledge of the OS buffer cache policy [23].

Coarse-grained scheduling:

The thread-based concurrency model yields a coarse degree of con-

trol over resource management and scheduling decisions. Although it is possible to control the
prioritization or runnable status of an individual thread, this is often too blunt of a tool to implement
effective load conditioning policies. Instead, it is desirable to control the flow of requests through a
particular resource.
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As an example, consider the page cache for a Web server. To maximize throughput and
minimize latency, the server might prioritize requests for cache hits over cache misses; this is a
decision that is being made at the level of the cache by inspecting the stream of pending requests.
Such a policy would be difficult, although not impossible, to implement by changing the scheduling
parameters for a set of threads, each representing a different request in the server pipeline. The
problem is that this model only provides control over scheduling of individual threads, rather than
over the ordering of requests for a particular resource.

2.1

Approaches to customized resource management
A number of systems have attempted to remedy this problem by exposing greater resource

control to applications. Scheduler activations [7], application-specific handlers [143], user-level
virtual memory managers [58, 93], and operating systems such as SPIN [16], Exokernel [70], and
Nemesis [87] are all attempts to augment limited operating system interfaces by giving applications
the ability to specialize the policy decisions made by the kernel.
Application-specific handlers allow applications to push fast message handling code into
the kernel, allowing data-copying overheads to be avoided, as well as customized protocols to be
implemented. User-level VM systems allow the application to tailor the virtual memory paging
policy, for example, by managing control over the set of physical pages allocated to a process. SPIN
and Exokernel take these ideas much further, allowing the resource-management policies of the OS,
including scheduling, memory management, and I/O, to be tailored for a specific application. In
SPIN, applications can push safe code (in the form of Modula-3 components) into the kernel, while
Exokernel takes the approach of using a minimal kernel to safely export resources to applications
to control. Nemesis is an operating system designed for delivering quality-of-service guarantees to
applications, and uses ideas similar to Exokernel in terms of fine-grained multiplexing of system
resources, and allowing applications to participate in resource-management decisions.
These systems have realized the need to give applications greater control over resource
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usage, though they do not explicitly focus on providing customized resource management for the
purposes of overload control. Much of the design of these systems is still based on the multiprogramming mindset, in that the focus continues to be on safe and efficient (though customized)
resource virtualization, rather than on high concurrency and graceful management of load. In addition, we think it is a worthwhile question to consider whether it is possible to build effective resource
control on top of a commodity operating system, without resorting to a major redesign of the OS.
The approach taken in SEDA can be thought of as a middleware layer between the application and
the operating system, monitoring application behavior and effecting control over resource consumption. However, giving the application greater control over resource management is an interesting
area for future work, and we expect that SEDA would benefit from the techniques proposed by
systems such as Exokernel and Nemesis. We return to this issue in Chapter 8.

3

Approaches to overload management
Overload is an inescapable reality for popular Internet services, and several approaches

to overload management in Web services have been proposed. In this section we survey the field
of Internet service overload control, discussing prior work as it relates to four broad categories:
resource containment, admission control, control-theoretic approaches, and service degradation.

3.1

Resource containment
The classic approach to resource management in Internet services is static resource con-

tainment, in which a priori resource limits are imposed on an application or service to avoid overcommitment. We categorize all of these approaches as static in the sense that some external entity
(say, the system administrator) imposes a limit on the resource usage of a process, application, or
other resource-owning entity. Although resource limits may change over time, they are typically
not driven by monitoring and feedback of system performance; rather, the limits are arbitrary and
rigid.
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In a traditional thread-per-connection Web server design, the only overload mechanism
generally used is to bound the number of processes (and hence the number of simultaneous connections) that the server will allocate. When all server threads are busy, the server stops accepting
new connections; this is the type of overload protection used by Apache [8]. There are three serious
problems with this approach. First, it is based on a static thread or connection limit, which has a
complex relationship with the performance of the service based on user load, the length of time
a given connection is active, and request type (e.g., static versus dynamic pages). Secondly, not
accepting new TCP connections gives the user no indication that the site is overloaded: the Web
browser simply reports that it is still waiting for a connection to the site. This wait time can grow
to be very long, as TCP uses an exponentially increasing timeout for establishing new connections,
meaning that several minutes may pass before the connection attempt is aborted. Finally, this approach is extremely unfair to clients, as some clients will be able to establish connections quickly,
while others will experience large backoff delays.
Zeus [151] and thttpd [4] provide mechanisms to throttle the bandwidth consumption for
certain Web pages to prevent overload, based on a static bandwidth limit imposed by the system
administrator for certain classes of requests. A very similar mechanism has been described by
Li and Jamin [88]. In this model, the server intentionally delays outgoing replies to maintain a
bandwidth limit, which has the side-effect of tying up server resources for greater periods of time
to deliver throttled replies.
Somewhat related to the issue of bandwidth throttling is the use of network scheduling
techniques to give priority to some responses over others. One technique that has been explored is
the use of shortest-remaining-processing-time (SRPT), alternately called shortest-connection-first
(SCF) scheduling [35, 57, 116]. In this technique, packets for connections with less remaining
outgoing data are scheduled first for network transmission. In [116], Schroeder and Harchol-Balter
investigate use of SRPT network scheduling for managing overload; they show that under a heavytailed request size distribution, SRPT greatly reduces response times and does not penalize long
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responses. Their study is limited to static responses and does not look at extreme overload cases
where some other form of overload control (such as admission control) would be needed in addition
to network scheduling.
Another style of resource containment is that typified by a variety of real-time and multimedia systems. In this approach, resource limits are typically expressed as reservations or shares,
as in “process P gets X percent of the CPU.” In this model, the operating system must be careful to
account for and control the resource usage of each process. Applications are given a set of resource
guarantees, and the system prevents guarantees from being exceeded through scheduling or forced
termination. Examples of systems that have explored reservation- and shared-based resource limits
include Scout [100], Nemesis [87], Resource Containers [11], and Cluster Reserves [9].
This kind of resource containment works well for real-time and multimedia applications,
which have relatively static resource demands that can be expressed as straightforward, fixed limits.
For example, a multimedia streaming application has a periodic time deadline that it must meet to
(say) continue displaying video at a given framerate. For this class of applications, guaranteeing
resource availability is more important than ensuring high concurrency for a large number of varied
requests in the system. Moreover, these systems are focused on resource allocation to processes or
sessions, which are fairly coarse-grained entities. In an Internet service, the focus is on individual
requests, for which it is permissible (and often desirable) to meet statistical performance targets
over a large number of requests, rather than to enforce guarantees for particular requests.
In general, resource containment has the fundamental problem that it is generally infeasible to determine ideal a priori resource limitations in a highly dynamic environment. Setting limits
too low underutilizes resources, while setting them too high can lead to oversaturation and serious
performance degradation under overload. Returning to the example of bounding the number of simultaneous connections to a Web server, the right limit depends greatly on load: for static Web page
accesses, a limit of several thousand or more connections may be acceptable; for resource-intensive
dynamic content, the feasible limit may be on the order of tens of connections. More critically, given
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the rapidly evolving nature of application code (and hence resource usage) in a typical Internet service, it seems likely that any fixed “solution” for the ideal resource limits will change whenever the
service logic changes.

3.2

Admission control
Another way to approach overload management in Internet services is to perform ad-

mission control, in which the system restricts the set of requests entering the system according to
some policy. Admission control has been effectively employed in networks, for example, to provide
quality-of-service guarantees to applications by restricting the set of flows that are admitted to the
network [21, 20]. Several approaches to per-request and per-session admission control for Internet
services have been proposed.
Many of these systems are parameter based, in that they operate based on fixed parameters
that define the admission control policy. Like resource containment, admission control can lead to
inflexible overload management if it is driven by static policies that are not ultimately tied to the
performance of the service and the resource usage of admitted requests. Also, many of these systems
consider only static Web page loads, and others are studied only in simulation.
Another common aspect of these approaches is that they often reject incoming work to
a service by refusing to accept new client TCP connections. As we have discussed previously, we
argue that this is an inappropriate way to perform load shedding, as it gives users no indication of
overload, and leads to even longer client-perceived response times. Such an approach pushes the
burden of dealing with excess demand for a service into the network.
Iyer et al. [65] describe a simple admission control mechanism based on bounding the
length of the request queue within a Web server. Load shedding is accomplished by dropping incoming connections when the queue length exceeds an administrator-specified discard threshold,
and new connections are allowed when the queue length falls below an abatement threshold. Alternatively, the system can inform a Web proxy to delay new requests, though this only pushes the
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problem of connection management to the proxy. This work analyzes various settings for the discard and abatement thresholds, though does not specify how these thresholds should be set to meet
any given performance target.
In [30], Cherkasova and Phaal present session-based admission control, which performs
an admission decision when a new session arrives from a user, rather than for individual requests
or connections. In many Internet services, it is undesirable to reject requests from users that have
already established an active session with the service; this work realizes the importance of sessions
as the unit of load management. The proposed technique is based on CPU utilization and causes
new sessions to be rejected (by sending an explicit error message to the client) when CPU utilization
exceeds a given threshold. The paper presents simulation studies that explore the tradeoffs of several
parameter settings.
Many approaches to overload management are performed entirely in the application or
in a user-level middleware component that does not require specific operating system functionality
to accomplish its goals. In contrast, Voigt et al.[138] present several kernel-level mechanisms for
overload management: restricting incoming connections based on dropping SYN packets; parsing
and classification of HTTP requests in the kernel; and ordering the socket listen queue by request
URL and client IP address. SYN rate policing is accomplished using static token-bucket parameters
assigned to IP address ranges. Ordering the socket listen queue according to request type or IP address causes the Web server to give priority to certain requests over others. However, this technique
would not appear to be effective for a Web server that rapidly accepts all pending connections (as
is the case in SEDA). Here, the admission control rules are statically determined, and the question
arises as to how well these different techniques work together in a realistic setting. Another trafficshaping approach is described in [69], which drives the selection of incoming packet rates based on
an observation of system load, such as CPU utilization and memory usage.
Web2K [17] brings several of these ideas together in a Web server “front-end” that performs admission control based on request type or user class (derived from IP address, cookie in-
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formation, and so forth). Incoming connections are rapidly accepted, which avoids dropped SYN
packets, and requests are read and placed onto an internal queue based on priority. An unmodified
Web server (in this case, Apache) pulls requests from these queues through a provided library. Admission control is performed that attempts to bound the length of each priority queue; as in [65], the
issue of determining appropriate queue thresholds is not addressed. The admission control scheme
makes use of a simple controller that predicts how many requests of each priority class can be accepted based on past observations, though we believe this mechanism could be greatly simplified
(for example, using the technique from [65]). A form of session-based admission control is used in
that requests from old sessions are prioritized before new ones.
In each of these systems, the problem arises that it is difficult to map from low-level observations of system resource availability (such as queue length or CPU utilization) to performance
targets that are meaningful to users or system administrators. Relationships between an Internet
service provider and a customer (e.g., a client or hosted service) are often expressed in terms of a
service level agreement (SLA) that is based on client-perceived performance, not the internal activity
of the service. A simple example of an SLA might be “for each request that meets a response-time
bound of T we will pay D dollars.” To effectively meet these kinds of SLAs, admission control
techniques need to take client-perceived performance into account.
Several systems have taken such an approach. In some cases, control theory is used to design and tune an admission control technique; we describe a number of control-theoretic approaches
together in Section 3.3. PACERS [28] is a capacity-driven admission control technique that determines the number of requests to admit based on expected server capacity in each time period. By
admitting a limited number of requests during some time period T , the response time of each request is bounded by T . Requests are prioritized and higher-priority requests are admitted before
lower-priority requests. This paper only deals with simulation results using a simple service model
in which static page requests require processing time that is linear in the page size, and dynamic
page requests consume constant time. The mechanism described here seems overly complex, and
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details on request classification and the actual rejection mechanism are not discussed.
A related technique, proposed by the same group, allocates requests to Apache server
processes to minimize per-class response time bounds [27]. A weight is assigned to each class of
requests to maximize a “server productivity” function, defined in terms of the number of pending
requests in each class, a (fixed) per-class processing-time requirement, and a (fixed) delay bound.
The paper is very unclear on implementation details and how the assigned weights are actually
employed. This paper considers only static Web pages and silently drops requests if delay bounds
are exceeded, rather than explicitly notifying clients of overload. This technique appears to be
similar to [89], discussed in Section 3.3 below.
Finally, Kanodia and Knightly [72] develop an approach to admission control based on
the use of service envelopes, a technique used in networking to characterize the traffic of multiple
flows over a shared link. Service envelopes capture the server’s request rate and service capacity
without requiring detailed modeling techniques. The admission control technique attempts to meet
response-time bounds for multiple classes of service requests, so is more closely tied to the kind
of SLAs that real systems may employ. However, the technique is only studied under a simple
simulation of Web server behavior.

3.3

Control-theoretic approaches to resource management
Control theory [105] provides a formal framework for reasoning about the behavior of

dynamic systems and feedback-based control. A number of control-theoretic approaches to performance management of real systems have been described [108, 90], and in this section we survey
several control-theoretic techniques specifically focused on overload control for Internet services.
Abdelzaher and Lu [3] describe a control-based admission control scheme that attempts
to maintain a CPU utilization target of ln 2. This particular value is derived from results in realtime scheduling theory, which do not seem to apply in a standard operating system (which is the
evaluation environment used in the paper). A proportional-integral (PI) controller is designed using
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a very simplistic linear model of server performance, based on request rate and network bandwidth.
Apart from ignoring caching, resource contention, and a host of other effects, this model is limited
to static Web page accesses. The paper does not elaborate on exactly how requests are rejected.
An alternative approach to overload management is proposed by the same group in [89].
Here, the overload control technique is based on allocating server processes (assuming a thread-perconnection server design, e.g., Apache) to each class of pending connections, where classification is
performed by client IP address. The controller attempts to maintain a given relative delay between
classes: for example, a low-priority class experiences twice the delay of a high-priority class. This
is an interesting choice of performance metric, and it is unclear whether such an SLA would ever
be used in practice. A PI controller is designed and white-noise system identification (a technique
commonly employed in controller design for physical systems) is used to determine a second-order
model of system performance.
Finally, Diao et al. describe a control-based mechanism for tuning Apache server parameters to meet resource utilization targets [37]. A multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) PI controller
design is presented that adjusts both the number of server processes and the per-connection idle
timeout in the Apache server to obtain given levels of CPU and memory utilization. Recall that in
Apache, reducing the number of server processes leads to increased likelihood of dropped incoming
connections; while this technique effectively protects server resources from oversaturation, it results
in poor client-perceived performance. This paper considers a static Web page workload and uses
system identification techniques from control theory to derive a linear model of server performance.
Although control theory provides a useful set of tools for designing and reasoning about
systems subject to feedback, there are many challenges that must be addressed in order for these
techniques to be applicable to real-world systems. One of the biggest difficulties in applying classic
control theory to complex systems is that good models of system behavior are often difficult to
derive. Unlike physical systems, which can often be described by linear models or approximations,
Internet services are subject to poorly understood traffic and internal resource demands. As a result,
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Internet services tend to be highly nonlinear, which limits the applicability of standard modeling and
control techniques. The systems described here all make use of linear models, which may not be
accurate in describing systems with widely varying loads and resource demands. Moreover, when a
system is subject to extreme overload, we expect that a system model based on low-load conditions
may break down.
Many system designers resort to ad hoc controller designs in the face of increasing system
complexity. Although such an approach does not lend itself to formal analysis, careful design
and tuning may yield a robust system regardless. Indeed, the congestion-control mechanisms used
in TCP were empirically determined, though some recent work has attempted to apply controltheoretic concepts to this problem as well [73, 75]. A benefit to ad hoc controller design is that it
does not rely on complex models and parameters that a system designer may be unable to understand
or to tune. A common complaint of classic PID controller design is that it is often difficult to
understand the effect of gain settings.

3.4

Service degradation
Rather than rejecting requests, an overloaded Internet service could take an alternate ac-

tion that requires fewer resources, but delivers a lower fidelity of service to the client. We use
the term service degradation to describe a class of overload management policies that take this
approach.
The most straightforward form of service degradation is to reduce the quality of static Web
content, such as by reducing the resolution or compression quality of images delivered to clients.
This approach has been considered in a number of projects [45, 2, 24], and has been shown to be an
effective form of overload control. In many cases the goal of image quality degradation is to reduce
network bandwidth consumption on the server, though this may have other effects as well, such as
memory savings.
A more sophisticated example of service degradation involves replacing entire Web pages
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(with many inlined images and links to other expensive objects) with stripped-down Web pages that
entail fewer individual HTTP requests to deliver. This is exactly the approach taken by CNN.com
on September 11, 2001, when server load spiked to unprecedented levels following terrorist attacks
on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. CNN replaced its front page with simple HTML
page that that could be contained in a single Ethernet packet [83]. However, this was an extreme
measure that was put in place manually by the system administrators. A better approach would
be to degrade service gracefully and automatically in response to load. In [24], for example, the
Web server degrades the compression quality of JPEG images when bandwidth utilization exceeds
a target.
In some cases it is possible for a service to make performance tradeoffs in terms of the
freshness, consistency, or completeness of data delivered to clients. Brewer and Fox [44] describe
this tradeoff in terms of the harvest and yield of a data operation; harvest refers to the amount of
data represented in a response, while yield (closely related to availability) refers to the probability
of completing a request. It is often possible to achieve better performance from an Internet service
by reducing the harvest or yield requirements of a request. For example, a Web search engine could
reduce the amount of the Web database searched when overloaded, and still produce results that are
good enough such that a user may not notice any difference.
One disadvantage to service degradation is that many services lack a “fidelity knob” by
design. For example, an e-mail or chat service cannot practically degrade service in response to
overload: “lower-quality” e-mail and chat have no meaning. In these cases, a service must resort
to admission control, delaying responses, or one of the other mechanisms described earlier. Indeed,
rejecting a request through admission control is the lowest quality setting for a degraded service.

4

Summary
In this chapter we have surveyed the two main challenges for this dissertation: scaling

to extreme levels of concurrency and maintaining robust performance under heavy load. The tra-
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ditional thread-based programming model exhibits problems along both axes, in that such systems
typically do not scale well and yield little control over resource usage, as required for load conditioning. Although explicit event-driven concurrency mechanisms mitigate many aspects of the scalability issue, they entail a great deal of complexity in terms of application design and scheduling.
Also, event-driven concurrency alone does not address the more general issue of load management;
it simply alleviates the scalability limitations of the threaded design.
Graceful management of load is hindered by resource virtualization, which makes it difficult for a service to observe or react to overload conditions, as physical resource limits are hidden.
A number of systems have explored ways to expose greater information and control over resource
usage to applications, though few of these techniques have specifically looked at the problem of
massive scale and dynamicism in an Internet service environment.
A critical aspect of service design is overload prevention, which comes in many forms.
The most widely used approaches are based on static resource limits (e.g., bounding the number
of connections to a service) or admission control (e.g., bounding the rate at which new requests
enter the service). Static resource limitations are inflexible, and it is difficult to determine how such
limits should be set. Many overload control schemes are based on metrics such as CPU utilization
or queue length, which are not tied to client-perceived performance.
A better way to approach overload is based on feedback and control, in which the system
observes its own behavior and adjusts resource usage or admission control parameters to meet some
performance target. A number of systems have taken such an approach, using either ad hoc controller designs, or more formal techniques based on control theory. Control theory raises a number
of challenges when applied to complex software systems, though the tools it provides may be useful
even if complete system models cannot be derived.
Finally, an alternative to rejection of work in an overloaded service is to degrade the
quality of service delivered to clients. This can be performed in a number of ways, such as by
reducing the quality of images or the freshness of data. However, not all services can be effectively
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shielded from overload using degradation, so other techniques must be employed as well.
Bringing all of these ideas together, the goal of this thesis is to design a general-purpose
framework for handling massive concurrency and load in complex Internet services. Much of the
prior work described here as addressed aspects of this problem, often in the context of specific
applications under limited conditions (e.g., a Web server for static pages). Our focus is on providing a framework that can host a wide range of dynamic Internet services and manage much of
the complexity of service construction, tuning, and conditioning to heavy load conditions. The
SEDA approach, described in the following chapters, incorporate aspects of many of the techniques
described here, including efficient event-driven concurrency; structured queues for modularity; selfmonitoring for detecting overload conditions; as well as feedback, admission control, and service
degradation for prevention of overload.
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Chapter 3

The Staged Event-Driven Architecture
In this chapter we propose a new software architecture, the staged event-driven architecture (SEDA), which is designed to enable high concurrency, load conditioning, and ease of engineering for Internet services. SEDA decomposes an application into a network of stages separated
by event queues. SEDA makes use of dynamic resource control to allow applications to adapt to
changing load and resource conditions. An overview of the SEDA approach to service design is
shown in Figure 8.

1

Design overview
Before presenting the SEDA architecture in detail, here we present a high-level overview

of the main aspects of the design:

Efficient, event-driven concurrency: To support massive degrees of concurrency, SEDA relies
on event-driven techniques to represent multiple flows through the system. This design makes use
of a small number of threads, rather than one thread per request. Nonblocking I/O primitives are
used to eliminate common sources of blocking.
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Figure 8: Staged event-driven (SEDA) HTTP server: This is a structural representation of Haboob, the SEDA-based Web server, described in detail in Chapter 6. The application is composed
as a set of stages separated by queues. Edges represent the flow of events between stages. Each
stage can be independently managed, and stages can be run in sequence or in parallel, or a combination of the two. The use of event queues allows each stage to be individually load-conditioned,
for example, by performing admission control on its event queue. For simplicity, some event paths
and stages have been elided from this figure.
Dynamic thread pooling: To relax the rigid scheduling and nonblocking requirements for eventdriven concurrency, SEDA uses a set of thread pools, one per stage, to drive execution. This not
only frees the application programmer from having to implement event scheduling (as the operating
system handles scheduling threads), but also allows event-handling code to block for brief periods
of time, as additional threads can be allocated to a stage.

Structured queues for code modularity and load management:

By partitioning an application

into a set of stages with explicit queues between them, application designers can focus on the service
logic and concurrency management for individual stages, “plugging” them together into a complete
service later. Queues decouple the execution of each stage, allowing stages to be developed independently. Queues provide a point of control over the request stream in a service, as requests flowing
across stages can be inspected and managed by the application. Likewise, admission control can be
performed on a per-stage basis.
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Figure 9: A SEDA Stage: A stage consists of an incoming event queue, a thread pool, and an
application-supplied event handler. The stage’s operation is managed by a set of controllers, which
dynamically adjust resource allocations and scheduling.
Self-tuning resource management:

Rather than mandate a priori knowledge of application re-

source requirements and client load characteristics, SEDA makes use of feedback and control to
automatically tune various resource usage parameters in the system. For example, the system determines the number of threads allocated to each stage based on perceived concurrency demands,
rather than relying on a hard-coded value set by the programmer or administrator.

2

Stages as robust building blocks
The fundamental unit of processing within SEDA is the stage. A stage is a self-contained

application component consisting of an event handler, an incoming event queue, and a thread pool,
as depicted in Figure 9. Each stage is managed by one or more controllers that affect resource
consumption, scheduling, thread allocation, and admission control, as described below. Threads
within a stage operate by pulling a batch of events off of the incoming event queue and invoking the
application-supplied event handler. The event handler processes each batch of events, and dispatches
zero or more events by enqueueing them on the event queues of other stages.
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2.1

Events and batching
Each event processed by a stage is typically a data structure representing a single client

request to the Internet service, for example, an HTTP request for a Web page. However, events may
represent other information relevant to the operation of the service, such as a network connection
being established, the firing of a timer, or an error condition. Throughout this thesis we often use
the terms event and request interchangeably, though technically a request is generated by a client,
while other types of events may be generated by the service internally.
The SEDA programming model exposes batches of events, rather than individual events,
to the application. This allows the application to exploit opportunities for processing multiple events
together, which can lead to higher performance. For example, if the event handler is able to amortize an expensive operation across multiple events, throughput can be increased. Likewise, data
and cache locality may benefit if the processing for multiple events shares common code and data
structures [80].

2.2

Event handlers
In SEDA, a service designer implements an event handler for each stage, which represents

the core service-processing logic for that stage. An event handler is simply a function that accepts
a batch of events as input, processes those events, and (optionally) enqueues outgoing events onto
other stages. The event handler itself does not have direct control over threads within a stage,
the input queue, and other aspects of resource management and scheduling. In some sense, event
handlers are passive components that are invoked by the runtime system in response to event arrivals,
and the runtime makes the determination of when and how to invoke the event handler.
The motivation for this design is separation of concerns: by separating core application
logic from thread management and scheduling, the runtime system is able to control the execution
of the event handler to implement various external resource-management policies. For example,
the number and ordering of events passed to the event handler is controlled by the runtime, as is
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the allocation and scheduling priority of threads operating within the stage. Our goal is to simplify
service design by providing resource management within a generic framework that frees service
developers from much of the complexity of load conditioning. However, this approach does not
strip applications of all control over the operation of the service: within a stage, applications may
make decisions as to request prioritization, ordering, or service quality.

2.3

Threading model
Threads are the basic concurrency mechanism within SEDA, yet their use is limited to

a small number of threads per stage, rather than allocating a separate thread per request in the
system. This approach has a number of advantages. First, the use of threads relaxes the constraint
that all event-processing code be non-blocking, allowing an event handler to block or be preempted
if necessary. In a traditional event-driven system, all blocking operations must explicitly capture
the state of the computation and restore it when the operation completes. In SEDA, threads act as
implicit continuations, automatically capturing the execution state across blocking operations.
SEDA applications create explicit continuations when they dispatch an event to another
stage; the benefit of this approach is that continuation management can be performed by the application when it is most convenient (i.e., at stage-boundary crossings) rather than at any time during
the event handler’s operation. Creating such a continuation typically consists of allocating a (small)
event data structure to represent the operation to be performed by the next stage, and filling it in
with whatever state the stage will need to process it. In many cases the same event structure can be
passed along from stage to stage, as stages perform transformations on its state.
Blocking effectively reduces the number of active threads within a stage, thereby degrading the stage’s request-processing rate. To maintain high concurrency, additional threads may be
allocated to a stage that exhibits blocking. However, to avoid overuse of threads (and attendant
performance degradation), it is necessary that the number of threads needed to overlap blocking
operations not be too large. In general this means that most blocking operations should be short,
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or that long blocking operations should be infrequent. Page faults, garbage collection, and occasional blocking calls to the operating system typically do not require a large number of threads to
maintain a high degree of concurrency. As discussed below, SEDA relies on nonblocking I/O primitives to eliminate the most common sources of blocking. In addition, our implementation of SEDA
automatically reduces the number of threads allocated to a stage when throughput degradation is
detected.
The second benefit of this thread model is that SEDA can rely upon the operating system
to schedule stages transparently on the underlying hardware. This is in contrast to the monolithic
event-driven design, in which the service designer must determine the order and policy for dispatching events. In SEDA, the use of threads allows stages to run in sequence or in parallel, depending
on the operating system, thread system, and scheduler. Given the small number of threads used in a
typical SEDA application, it is acceptable to use kernel-level threads, which (unlike many user-level
threads packages) can exploit multiple CPUs in a multiprocessor system.
The alternative to operating-system-managed scheduling would be for the SEDA runtime
to schedule event handlers directly on the physical CPUs in the system. This difficulty with this
approach is that it causes SEDA to duplicate most of the functionality of the OS scheduler, and
to handle all aspects of blocking, preemption, prioritization, and so forth. However, this approach
would yield a great degree of control over the ordering and prioritization of individual requests or
stages in the system. Although there may be some benefit in exploring alternative scheduler designs
for SEDA, our experiences with OS threads have been good and not necessitated application-level
scheduling. In this dissertation we focus on the use of preemptive, OS-supported threads in an SMP
environment, although this choice is not fundamental to the SEDA design.
It is not strictly necessary for each stage to have its own private thread pool; an alternate
policy would be to have a single global thread pool and allow threads to execute within different
stages based on demand. To simplify the discussion, we focus on the case where each stage contains
a private thread pool, noting that other policies can be approximated by this model. Other thread
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allocation and scheduling policies are interesting areas for future work, and we discuss them in more
detail in Chapter 8.

3

Applications as a network of stages
A SEDA application is constructed as a network of stages, connected by event queues.

Event handlers may enqueue events onto another stage by first obtaining a handle to that stage’s
incoming event queue (through a system-provided lookup routine), and then invoking an enqueue
operation on that queue.
An important aspect of queues in SEDA is that they are subject to admission control. That
is, a queue may reject an enqueued event in order to implement some resource-management policy,
such as preventing response times from growing above a threshold. A rejected enqueue operation
is signaled immediately to the originating stage, for example, by returning an error code. Enqueue
rejection acts as an explicit overload signal to applications and should be used by the service to
adapt behavior in some way. The particular admission control mechanism used, and the response
to a queue rejection, depends greatly on the overload management policy and the application itself.
This is discussed in more detail in Section 5 below.
The network of stages may be constructed either statically (where all stages and connections between them are known at compile or load time) or dynamically (allowing stages to be added
and removed at runtime). There are advantages and disadvantages to each approach. Static network
construction allows the service designer (or an automated tool) to reason about the correctness of
the graph structure; for example, whether the types of events generated by one stage are actually
handled by stages downstream from it. Static construction may also permit compile-time optimizations, such as short-circuiting an event path between two stages, effectively combining two stages
into one and allowing code from one stage to be inlined into another. The Combine design pattern,
described in Section 6.4 below, formalizes the effect of this transformation.
Dynamic network construction affords much more flexibility in application design, per-
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mitting new stages to be added to the system as needed. For example, if some feature of the service
is rarely invoked, the corresponding stages may only be instantiated on demand. Our implementation of SEDA, described in Chapter 5, makes use of dynamic stage graph construction and imposes
few restrictions on how stages are composed.

3.1

Haboob: An example SEDA application
Figure 8 illustrates the structure of an example SEDA-based service, the Haboob Web

server described in detail in Chapter 6. The service consists of a number of stages for handling
network I/O, parsing HTTP requests, managing a cache of recently accessed pages, and so forth.
Several stages, such as the network and file I/O interfaces, provide generic functionality that could
be used by a range of services. These generic interfaces are described further in Chapter 5. Other
stages, such as the static Web page cache, are specific to the Haboob service.

3.2

Service structuring issues
The particular structure of the Haboob server, and indeed any SEDA-based service, is

based on a number of factors. Important issues to consider include performance, load conditioning,
and code modularity. In Section 6 we present a set of design patterns that captures these tradeoffs
in service design.
A fundamental tradeoff to consider is whether two request-processing code modules should
communicate through a queue (i.e., implemented as separate stages), or directly through a function
call (implemented as one stage). For raw performance reasons, it may be desirable to use direct
invocation to avoid the synchronization and scheduling overhead of dispatching an event to a queue.
This is the approach taken in Scout [100] and Click [77], which focused on reducing the latency of
requests flowing through the system.
However, the use of queues has a number of benefits, including isolation, independent
load management, and code modularity. Introducing a queue between two code modules decouples
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their execution, providing an explicit control boundary. The execution of a thread is constrained
to a given stage, bounding its execution time and resource usage to that consumed within its own
stage. A thread may only pass data across the boundary by enqueueing an event for another stage.
As a result, the resource consumption of each stage can be controlled independently, for example,
by performing admission control on a stage’s event queue. An untrusted, third-party code module
can be isolated within its own stage, limiting adverse effects of interference with other stages in the
system.
Queues are also an excellent mechanism for structuring complex applications. Rather
than exposing a typed function-call API, stages accept events of certain types and emit events of
certain types; there need not be a one-to-one matching of event reception and emission. Stages
are therefore composed using a protocol, rather than merely type-matching of function arguments
and return values, admitting a flexible range of composition policies. For example, a stage might
aggregate data across multiple events over time, only occasionally emitting a “summary event” of
recent activity. Matching of event types across a queue interface need not be strict; for instance, a
stage could transparently pass along event types that it does not understand.
Queues also facilitate debugging and performance analysis of services, which have traditionally been challenges in complex multi-threaded servers. Monitoring code can be attached to
the entry and exit points of each stage, allowing the system designer to profile the flow of events
through the system and the performance of each stage. It is also straightforward to interpose proxy
stages between components for tracing and debugging purposes. Our implementation of SEDA is
capable of automatically generating a graph depicting the connectivity of stages and the number of
events passing through each queue. The prototype can also generate visualizations of event queue
lengths, memory usage, and other system properties over time.
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4

Dynamic resource control
A key goal of enabling ease of service engineering is to shield programmers from the

complexity of performance tuning. In order to keep each stage within its ideal operating regime,
SEDA makes use of dynamic resource control, automatically adapting the behavior of each stage
based on observed performance and demand. Abstractly, a controller observes runtime characteristics of the stage and adjusts allocation and scheduling parameters to meet performance targets.
Controllers can operate either with entirely local knowledge about a particular stage, or work in
concert based on global state.
A wide range of resource control mechanisms are possible in the SEDA framework. One
example is tuning the number of threads executing within each stage. If all operations within a
stage are nonblocking, then a stage would need no more than one thread per CPU to handle load.
However, given the possibility of short blocking operations, additional threads may be needed to
maintain concurrency. Likewise, allocating additional threads to a stage has the effect of giving that
stage higher priority than other stages, in the sense that it has more opportunities to execute. At the
same time, it is important to avoid overallocating threads, which leads to performance degradation.
Therefore the ideal number of threads per stage is based on the stage’s concurrency demands a
well as overall system behavior. Rather than allocate a static number of threads to each stage,
our implementation of SEDA, described in Chapter 5, uses a dynamic thread pool controller to
automatically tune thread allocations.
Another example is adjusting the number of events contained within each batch passed to
a stage’s event handler. A large batch size allows for increased locality and greater opportunity to
amortize operations across multiple events, while a small batch size more evenly distributes work
across multiple threads in a stage. In the prototype, a controller is used to tune the batch size based
on the measured performance of each stage. Both of these mechanisms are described in more detail
in Chapter 5.
Dynamic control in SEDA allows the application to adapt to changing conditions despite
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the particular algorithms used by the underlying operating system. In some sense, SEDA’s controllers are naive about the resource management policies of the OS. For example, the SEDA thread
pool sizing controller is not aware of the OS thread scheduling policy; rather, it influences thread
allocation based on external observations of application performance. Although in some cases it
may be desirable to exert more control over the underlying OS—for example, to provide quality of
service guarantees to particular stages or threads—we believe that the basic resource management
mechanisms provided by commodity operating systems, subject to application-level control, are
adequate for the needs of Internet services. We return to this issue in Chapter 8.

5

Overload protection
Apart from tuning runtime parameters, another form of resource management in SEDA

is overload control. Here, the goal is to prevent the service from exhibiting significantly degraded
performance under heavy load due to overcommitting resources. As a service approaches saturation,
the response times exhibited by requests can grow exponentially. To address this problem it is often
desirable to shed load, for example, by sending explicit rejection messages to users, rather than
cause all users to experience unacceptable response times.
Overload protection in SEDA is accomplished through the use of fine-grained admission
control at each stage, which can be used to implement a wide range of policies. Generally, by
applying admission control, the system can limit the rate at which that stage accepts new requests,
allowing performance bottlenecks to be isolated. A simple admission control policy might be to
apply a fixed threshold to each stage’s event queue; unfortunately, it is very difficult to determine
what the ideal thresholds should be to meet some performance target.
A better approach is for stages to monitor their performance (for example, response-time
distributions) and trigger rejection of incoming events when some performance threshold has been
exceeded. Alternately, an admission controller could assign a cost to each event in the system,
and prioritize low-cost events (e.g., inexpensive static Web page requests) over high-cost events
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(e.g., expensive dynamic pages). SEDA allows the admission control policy to be tailored for each
individual stage, and admission control can be disabled for any stage.
A fundamental property of SEDA service design is that stages must be prepared to deal
with enqueue rejection. Rejection of events from a queue indicates that the corresponding stage
is overloaded, and the service should use this information to adapt. This explicit indication of
overload differs from traditional service designs that treat overload as an exceptional case for which
applications are given little indication or control. In SEDA, overload management is a first-class
primitive in the programming model.
Rejection of an event from a queue does not imply that the user’s request is rejected from
the system. Rather, it is the responsibility of the stage receiving a queue rejection to perform some
alternate action. This action depends greatly on the service logic. For example, if a static Web
page request is rejected, it is usually sufficient to send an error message to the client indicating that
the service is overloaded. However, if the request is for a complex operation such as executing a
stock trade, it may be necessary to respond in other ways, such as by transparently re-trying the
request at a later time. More generally, queue rejection can be used as a signal to degrade service,
by performing variants of a service that require fewer resources.
We defer a detailed discussion of overload control in SEDA to Chapter 7. There, we
present mechanisms that control the 90th-percentile response time exhibited by requests through
the system. We also present a technique for class-based service differentiation that drops lowerpriority requests over higher-priority requests, and demonstrate the use of service degradation.

6

Design patterns for structured service design
Our initial investigation into the spectrum of concurrency models from Chapter 2 indicates

the need for systematic techniques for mapping an application design onto an implementation that
provides efficiency and robustness despite the inherent limits of the underlying operating system.
Here, we propose a set of design patterns [46] that may be applied when constructing SEDA-based
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services. A design pattern is a specification for a recurring solution to a standard problem [115].
The process of mapping complex Internet services onto the SEDA model can be represented as a
set of design patterns to achieve certain performance and robustness goals.

6.1

Definitions
We define a task as the fundamental unit of work to be performed by a service in response

to a given client request. Abstractly, a task consists of a set of processing steps that may involve
computation, I/O, network communication, and so forth. For example, a Web server responding
to a request to retrieve a static HTML page must first parse the request URL, look up the page
in the local cache, read the page from disk (if necessary), and send a formatted response to the
client. The steps of a task can either be executed in sequence or in parallel, or a combination of
the two. By decomposing a task into a series of steps, it is possible to distribute those steps over
multiple physical resources, and reason about the control flow of each task for load-balancing and
fault-isolation purposes.
We begin with a simple formulation of a service in which each request is processed by a
separate thread. This is the standard approach to service design, as discussed in Chapter 2. Our goal
in this section is to show how to map the thread-per-task processing model onto a scalable, robust
service using the SEDA framework.

6.2

The Wrap pattern
The Wrap pattern places a queue in

front of a set of threads performing task processing, thereby “wrapping” the task process-

Wrap

Thread Per Task

Event Handler

Thread Pool

ing logic into a SEDA stage. Each thread processes a single task through some number of
steps, and may block. The Wrap operation

Figure 10: The Wrap design pattern.
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makes the resulting stage robust to load, as the number of threads inside of the stage can now
be fixed at a value that prevents thread overhead from degrading performance, and additional tasks
that cannot be serviced by these threads will accumulate in the queue.
Wrap is the basic stage construction primitive in our design framework. The simplest
SEDA-based server is one that consists of a single stage with a bounded thread pool and request
queue. Wrap is identical to thread pooling as described in Chapter 2; a typical example is the
Apache [8] Web server, which uses a static pool of UNIX processes to perform request processing.
In Apache, the request queue is implemented using the accept() system call; as discussed previously,
this can lead to dropped TCP connections if the listen queue fills up.
Wrapping the entire service logic in a single stage is typically too coarse-grained of an
approach to effect adequate performance and load conditioning properties. This is because such an
approach only exposes control to two variables: the number of threads in the stage, and the admission control policy over the single request queue. To carefully manage resource bottlenecks within
the service, it is often desirable to control the flow of requests within a service, for example, by
identifying those requests which cause performance degradation and perform selective load shedding upon them. As discussed in Chapter 2, a single thread pool and request queue does not yield
enough “external” control over the behavior of the service logic. Decomposing a service into multiple stages permits independent resource provisioning and load conditioning for each stage. This is
the purpose of the remaining design patterns.

6.3

The Pipeline and Partition patterns
The Pipeline pattern takes a single stage and converts it into a chain of multiple stages in

series, introducing event queues between them. Abstractly, if the task processing within the original
stage consists of processing steps S1 , S2 , and S3 , Pipeline can be used to convert this into three
stages each performing a single step.
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The Partition pattern takes a sinEvent Handler

gle stage and converts it into a tree of multi-

S1
S2
S3

Thread Pool

ple stages in parallel. This transformation is
generally applied at a branching point in the
stage’s task processing; if a stage performs

Pipeline

Event Handler

Event Handler
S1

Thread Pool

Event Handler
S2

Thread Pool

S3
Thread Pool

processing steps S1 followed by a branch to either S2 or S3 , then Partition converts this into

Figure 11: The Pipeline design pattern.

a tree of three stages, where S1 feeds events to
stages S2 and S3 .
The Pipeline and Partition patterns have a number of uses. First, they can be used to
isolate blocking or resource-intensive code into its own stage, allowing it to be independently provisioned and conditioned to load. Breaking the processing for a task into separate stages allows
the size of the thread pool to be tailored for that stage, and allows that stage to be replicated across
separate physical resources (as we will see below) to achieve greater parallelism. This approach
also allows admission control decisions to be made based on the resource needs of each particular
stage.
Consider a use of Partition that converts a stage performing the logical operations
1. Do task S1 ;
2. If some condition holds, do task S2 ;
3. Otherwise, do task S3 .
into three stages, as shown in Figure 12. Say that S2 performs a blocking operation that takes a
long time to complete, and that for some request load becomes a bottleneck requiring the use of
admission control. Without applying Partition, it would be necessary to apply admission control
on the single stage performing steps S1 , S2 , S3 , without any information on which requests actually
performed step S2 . However, by placing this code in its own stage, requests that flow only through
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stages S1 and S3 are unaffected; admission control can be performed on S2 separately from the rest
of the service.
Pipeline and Partition can increase
performance by causing the execution of

Event Handler

service-processing code to be “batched” for

Thread Pool

greater cache locality. As the performance gap

S1
(S2
||
S3)

Partition

between cache and main memory increases,

Event Handler

improving cache locality may yield important

S2
Event Handler

performance gains. The impact of cache locality on server performance was the chief motivation for the StagedServer [80] design, which
resembles SEDA in some respects. In a thread-

Thread Pool
S1

Event Handler

Thread Pool
S3
Thread Pool

Figure 12: The Partition design pattern.

per-task system, the instruction cache tends to
take many misses as the thread’s control passes through many unrelated code modules to process
the task. When a context switch occurs (e.g., due to thread preemption or a blocking I/O call), other
threads will invariably flush the waiting thread’s state out of the cache. When the original thread
resumes execution, it will need to take many cache misses in order to bring its code and state back
into the cache. In this situation, all of the threads in the system are competing for limited cache
space.
Applying the Pipeline and Partition patterns can increase data and instruction cache locality to avoid this performance hit. Each stage can process a convoy of tasks at once, keeping the
instruction cache warm with its own code, and the data cache warm with any shared data used to
process the convoy. In addition, each stage has the opportunity to service incoming tasks in an order
that optimizes for cache locality. For example, if queues are serviced in last-in-first-out order, as
proposed by [80], then the tasks that arrived most recently may still be in the data cache.
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Finally, isolating code into its own stage facilitates modularity and independent code development. Because stages communicate through an explicit task-passing interface, it is straightforward to experiment with new implementations of a stage, or to introduce a proxy stage between
two other stages. In contrast to the thread-per-task model, in which a single thread may invoke
many code modules to process a task, isolating service components within separate stages isolates
performance bottlenecks or failures in a given stage. Decomposition also has the benefit of greatly
reducing code complexity, which is often an issue for monolithic event-driven systems. The fact that
each stage uses its own thread pool to drive execution allows the underlying thread system to make
scheduling decisions across a set of stages, rather than having to implement an application-specific
scheduler within a monolithic event loop.

6.4

The Combine pattern
The Combine pattern combines two

stages into a single stage. It is the inverse of

Event Handler

Event Handler
S1

Event Handler
S2

Thread Pool

Thread Pool

the Pipeline and Partition stages, and is used

S3
Thread Pool

Combine

to aggregate the processing of separate stages.

Event Handler

One benefit of this pattern is to reduce code

Thread Pool

S1

Event Handler

S3

S2
Thread Pool

S2 − S3 continuations

complexity. Consider a set of three sequential
stages (S1 , S2 , and S3 ), resulting from the use

Figure 13: The Combine design pattern.

of Pipeline, as shown in Figure 13. If S1 and
S3 perform closely related actions, such as the dispatch and completion of an asynchronous operation to S2 , then it makes sense to combine the logic for these stages into a single stage. Also,
combining stages conserves threads, as multiple components share a single thread pool. For example, if S1 and S3 are CPU bound, both stages need no more than one thread per CPU; there is no
value in allocating a separate pool to each stage. Combine has benefits for locality as well. If S1
and S3 share common data structures or code, then combining their processing into a single stage
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may improve cache locality, leading to higher performance.

6.5

The Replicate pattern
The Replicate pattern replicates a given stage, introducing a failure boundary between the

two copies, possibly by instantiating the new stage on a separate set of physical resources. Whereas
Pipeline and Partition are used to achieve functional decomposition of a stage, Replicate is used to
achieve parallelism and fault isolation. The canonical use of Replicate is to distribute stages in a
SEDA-based application across a set of physical nodes, for example, in a workstation cluster. This
allows the processing capacity of the service to scale with the number of nodes in the cluster, and
increases fault tolerance by allowing stage replicas to fail independently on separate nodes.
By replicating a stage across phys-

Event Handler

ical resources, the combined processing caThread Pool

pability of the replicas is increased; this can

Replicate

be used to eliminate a bottleneck in the sysEvent Handler

Event Handler

Thread Pool

Thread Pool

tem by devoting more resources to the replicated stage. For example, if a stage is CPU
bound and is unable to deliver expected performance with available resources, Replicate

Figure 14: The Replicate design pattern.

can be used to harness additional CPUs across
multiple nodes of a cluster. Replication can also be used to introduce a failure boundary between
copies of a stage, either by running them on separate machines, or even within different address
spaces on the same machine.
Stage replication raises concerns about distributed state management. The failure of a
network link within a cluster can lead to partitioning, which is troublesome if stages residing on different cluster nodes need to maintain consistent state. There are several ways to avoid this problem.
One is to employ one of various distributed consistency or group membership protocols [101, 136].
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Another is to engineer the cluster interconnect to eliminate partitioning. This is the approach taken
by DDS [52] and the Inktomi search engine [63].
Although we include replication of stages in our design framework, this dissertation focuses on the properties of SEDA as they pertain to a single-node Internet service. However, it is
relatively straightforward to replicate a SEDA-based service, for example, by implementing event
queues using network connections between cluster nodes. This is the approach taken by the Ninja
vSpace system [139], which makes use of the SEDA design in a cluster environment.

7

Additional design principles
Apart from the design patterns presented above, there are several other principles that

should be considered when engineering an Internet service under the SEDA design framework.
Avoiding data sharing: The data associated with tasks within the service should be
passed by value, rather than by reference, whenever possible. Data sharing between two stages
raises a number of concerns. Consistency of shared data must be maintained using locks or a similar mechanism; locks can lead to race conditions and long acquisition wait-times when contended
for, which in turn limits concurrency. Also, passing data by reference is problematic when two
stages are located in different addresses spaces or machines. Although Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) [1] can be used to make cross-address-space sharing transparent, DSM mechanisms are
complex and raise concurrency concerns of their own. Data sharing also requires stages to agree
upon who is responsible for deallocating data once it is no longer used. In a garbage-collected environment (within a single address space) this is straightforward; without garbage collection, more
explicit coordination is required. Perhaps most importantly, data sharing reduces fault isolation. If
a stage fails and leaves shared data in an inconsistent state, any other stages sharing that data must
be able to recover from this situation or risk failure themselves.
An alternative to passing by value is to pass by reference with the originator relinquishing
access. Another means of reducing data sharing is to space-partition application state, in which
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multiple stages process their own private partition of the application state, rather than sharing state
and using locks to maintain consistency.
Stateless task processing: A stateless stage is one that maintains no internal state that
needs to be maintained across the processing of multiple tasks. Note that a stateless stage may still
make use of per-task state, for example, state carried in the data structure representing a request.
Although stateless processing may be difficult to achieve in practice, it has several benefits. A
stateless stage can be lock-free, as no state is shared between threads within the stage or other
stages. In addition, a stateless stage can be easily created or restarted on demand, for example, in
response to a load spike or failure.
Avoiding fate sharing: In a clustered environment where disjoint physical resources are
available, it is important to avoid fate sharing of different stages. If two stages share physical
resources, they also share their fate: that is, if the physical resources fail (e.g., the cluster node
crashes), both stages will also fail. To avoid fate sharing, replicas of the same stage should be kept
on separate physical nodes, or at least in separate address spaces on the same node.
Another form of fate sharing is load sharing, in which the performance of two stages are
subject to dependent load conditions. For example, if one replica of a stage fails, other replicas will
be require to take on its load in order to maintain throughput. Likewise, the resource consumption of
one stage on a node can affect the resources available to other stages on that node. SEDA attempts to
mitigate this issue by applying load conditioning and admission control to each stage independently,
with the goal of avoiding resource starvation.
Well-formed structure: One should consider whether a service constructed using the
SEDA framework is well-formed, that is, that it meets certain criteria that enable the system to
function properly. Many such constraints are easy to state: for example, a stage with an empty
thread pool will clearly not make progress. Two stages that are composed through a queue need to
agree on the types of events that are produced and consumed by the participants.
In general, the structure of a SEDA application should not allow deadlock or starvation.
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Deadlock can occur for various reasons. For example, if two stages share common resources or
state, then the use of locks can lead to deadlock, unless the stages agree on a well-defined order for
acquiring and releasing exclusive access. Cycles in a SEDA stage graph are generally unproblematic
as long as certain properties are satisfied. For example, consider a stage cycle such as that shown
in Figure 13, arising from the use of Combine. If the rightmost stage (S2 ) becomes a bottleneck
requiring admission control, and the leftmost stage (S1 /S3 ) reacts to a queue rejection by blocking
its threads, then requests flowing from S2 to S1 /S3 will back up in the stage graph.
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Chapter 4

A Performance Model for SEDA-based
Services
One of the benefits of SEDA is that it provides a structured framework for reasoning about
the performance of complex Internet services. The core structure proposed by SEDA, a network of
service components with associated request queues, has been studied extensively in the context of
queue-theoretic performance models [14, 66, 76]. In many cases, these performance models rely
on simplifying assumptions in order to yield a closed-form solution; a common assumption is that
interarrival and service times are exponentially distributed. However, many of the “interesting”
cases that arise in real systems, such as the effects of scheduling, resource contention, complex
service time distributions, and so forth, are not amenable to direct formal analysis. Despite these
simplifications, however, queueing networks provide a useful formal structure in which to analyze
the behavior of a SEDA application.
In this chapter, we derive a simple performance model for SEDA based on a queueing
network of load-dependent service centers. This model describes the performance aspects of SEDA
in terms of external load, stage performance, thread behavior, and the structure of the stage network.
Using this model we motivate the use of the SEDA design patterns described in the previous chapter,
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demonstrating the performance effects of each transformation on the structure of a simple service.
The performance model given here makes several simplifying assumptions, and real services no doubt exhibit dynamics that are not captured by it. Regardless, we expect that the performance model can provide a valuable approximation and intuition for the expected performance of a
SEDA-based service. At the end of the chapter we discuss the limitations of the model and several
potential extensions.

1

Introduction: Basic queueing models
In the terminology of queueing theory, a SEDA application can be modeled as a network

of service centers, with each service center exhibiting some service time distribution S,
S(x) = Pr[service time ≤ x]
Requests (also called customers or jobs) arrive at each service center according to an arrival process
characterized by an interarrival time distribution A,
A(t) = Pr[time between arrivals ≤ t]
The bulk of queueing theory related to networks of queues deals with service centers exhibiting
exponential service and interarrival time distributions. These two assumptions permit a straightforward analysis of various aspects of the queueing system, such as the mean number of requests in
the system, the waiting time and response time distributions, and so forth.
The exponential distribution is characterized by the probability density function



λe−λx if x ≥ 0
f (x) =


0
otherwise

(4.1)

where λ is the rate of the associated distribution. The cumulative distribution function is given by



Z x
1 − e−λx if x ≥ 0
f (y)dy =
F (x) = Pr[X ≤ x] =
(4.2)

−∞

0
otherwise
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Figure 15: M/M/m queueing system: Requests arrive at the system according to a Poisson arrival
process with average rate λ, and m servers process each request with an exponentially distributed
service time with mean 1/µ.
The exponential distribution exhibits the memoryless property in that
Pr[X > s + t |X > t] = P r[X > s] ∀s, t ≥ 0
This property allows the sequence of arrivals to and departures from a service center to be modeled
as a continuous-time Markov chain, which is the basis for many of the results in basic queueing
theory.
The simplest formulation for a single SEDA stage is an M/M/m queueing system as shown
in Figure 15. In this system, request interarrival times are exponentially distributed with mean 1/λ,
service times are exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ, and there are m servers within the service
center available to process requests concurrently. In the SEDA model, m represents the number of
threads within the stage. For the moment, let us assume that the processing capacity of a stage is
linear in the number of threads; in Section 2.1 we discuss the load-dependent case in which stage
performance depends on other factors.
The ratio ρ = λ/(mµ) is referred to as the traffic intensity of the system; when ρ < 1,
the system is stable in that the steady-state waiting time of requests entering the system is finite.
When ρ ≥ 1, the system is unstable (or overloaded), and waiting times are unbounded. We define
the maximum stable arrival rate as the largest value of λ for a given system such that ρ < 1.
Rather than reiterate the derivations for these fundamental results, we refer the reader to
any text on basic queueing theory, such as [76]. The derivations of the theorems below can be found
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in [67], pages 519–534.
It can be shown that the probability of n requests in an M/M/m queueing system is

n


p0 (mρ)
n<m
n!
(4.3)
pn =

n mm

ρ
p0
n≥m
m!

where p0 is the probability of the system being empty, given as

m−1
X (mρ)n −1
(mρ)m
+
p0 = 1 +
m!(1 − ρ)
n!

(4.4)

n=1

Another important quantity is the probability that an incoming request must queue (that is, that all
m servers are busy); this is given by Erlang’s C formula,
% = Pr[≥ m jobs in system] = p0

(mρ)m
m!(1 − ρ)

(4.5)

The mean number of requests in the system is denoted by the random variable N , where
E[N ] = mρ +

ρ%
1−ρ

(4.6)

with variance



1 + ρ − ρ%
V ar[N ] = mρ + ρ%
+m
(1 − ρ)2

(4.7)

The response time (time waiting in the queue plus time to complete service) exhibited by a request
is denoted by the random variable R, with mean


1
%
E[R] =
1+
µ
m(1 − ρ)
and cumulative distribution function


%

1 − e−µr − 1−m+mρ
e−mµ(1−ρ)r − e−µr
F (r) = Pr[R ≤ r] =


1 − e−µr − %µre−µr

(4.8)

ρ 6= (m − 1)/m

(4.9)

ρ = (m − 1)/m

Figure 16 shows the mean response time for three M/M/m queueing systems; as the arrival rate λ
approaches the service rate µ, response times grow to infinity.
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Figure 16: Mean response time for an M/M/m queueing system: This graph shows the mean
response time (time in queue plus service time) for requests entering an M/M/m queueing system
with an average service rate µ = 3.0, under a varying average arrival rate λ and 1, 2, or 3 servers.
As the graph shows, the system becomes unstable as λ → mµ.
It is important to note that these results hold in steady state; that is, when λ and µ are
constant as t → ∞. In a real system, both the arrival rate and service rate will vary considerably
over time. Unfortunately, these basic results do not address the transient behavior of the system
under heavy load.

2

Modeling resource contention and thread limitations
While the M/M/m queueing system is simple to analyze, it has several drawbacks. Model-

ing each thread within a stage as a separate server fails to capture resource contention that may occur
between threads, either within the same stage or in different stages. As discussed in Chapter 2, most
threading systems exhibit performance degradation as the number of threads in the system grows;
under the simplistic model here, the best way to meet performance targets for SEDA is to simply
allocate more threads! In this section we extend the basic model to address resource contention and
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the inherent performance overheads of threads.

2.1

Load-dependent service centers
.
A load-dependent service center is a queueing system in which the average service rate µ

depends upon the number of requests in the system. In general µ can be any function of the number
of customers n; for M/M/m, service times are exponentially distributed with mean



nµ if n < m
µ(n) =


mµ otherwise
Where µ is the base service rate of the service center.
Rather than attempt to express all of the possible resource contention scenarios that may
affect a stage, we choose to limit the our model to capturing performance degradation as the total
number of threads in the system increases. First we consider a single stage in isolation; in Section 3
we extend the model to a network of stages.
We expect that for a given stage, there is some inherent parallelism that can be exploited
by allocating some number of threads to the stage. Beyond a certain limit, adding additional threads
does not yield higher performance, and in fact may incur a performance penalty due to thread
overhead. Leaving aside the number of requests in the system for the moment, we define µm as the
base service rate for a stage with m threads.



max(0, mµ − φ(mt )) if m < α
µm =


max(0, αµ − φ(mt )) if m ≥ α

(4.10)

α represents the “saturation point” of the stage, beyond which all of the inherent parallelism has
been exploited. For example, if a stage is strictly CPU-bound, then α is equal to the number of
CPUs in the system. φ(mt ) is the performance penalty incurred for mt threads, where mt is the
total number of threads in the system. Given N stages where the ith stage has mi threads allocated
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Figure 17: Load-dependent servicing rate as a function of the number of threads: This graph
shows sample plots for the base service rate µm for two different settings of the parameters α, β,
and m0 . In the upper curve, as m increases, performance increases until the natural parallelism
limit α is reached, and degrades once m0 has been exceeded. In the lower curve, m0 < α, so
performance degradation begins earlier, although additional threads still benefit performance until
α has been reached.
to it,
mt =

N
X

mi

i=0

The effective processing rate is bounded to prevent the performance penalty from driving the effective processing rate below 0.
A range of penalty functions φ could be considered. Suppose that beyond some number
of threads m0 , there is a linear performance penalty β incurred for each thread:



0
if m < m0
φ(m) =


β(m − m0 ) if m ≥ m0

(4.11)

A plot of µm for representative values of α, β, and m0 is shown in Figure 17.
The actual service rate exhibited by a stage is dependent both upon n, the number of
pending requests, and m, the number of threads in the stage. Let us define µm (n) as the service rate
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for a stage with m threads and n pending requests. For given values of m and n, then, there are four
cases to consider when request enters the system:





max(0, nµ − φ(mt ))







max(0, mµ − φ(mt ))
µm (n) =



max(0, nµ − φ(mt ))







max(0, αµ − φ(m ))
t

if m < α and n < m
if m < α and n ≥ m

(4.12)

if m ≥ α and n < α
if m ≥ α and n ≥ α

The application of φ(mt ) represents the fact that performance degradation occurs regardless of
whether all threads are in use.

2.2

Solving the load-dependent service center
We wish to find the limiting probability pn = limt→∞ Pn (t) of there being n re-

quests within an M/M/m load-dependent service center with average service rate µ(n) as given
by Eq. (4.12).

There are various ways to solve for the limiting probabilities pn ; we adopt

Harchol-Balter’s method of solving for the limiting probabilities in a continuous-time Markov chain
(CTMC), each state of which represents the number of requests in the system [56]. In this technique,
the CTMC is modeled as a discrete-time Markov chain, where we allow the time quantum δ to approach 0. It can be shown that the resulting CTMC is ergodic for ρ < 1, which establishes the
existence of the limiting probabilities.
To solve for pn , we begin with the ergodicity condition that the rate at which the system
enters state j is equal to the rate at which the system leaves state j. Thus:
λp0 = µ(1)p1
λp1 = µ(2)p2
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and so forth. Rewriting in terms of the pi ’s,
λ
p0
µ(1)
λ
λ2
p1 =
p0
µ(2)
µ(1)µ(2)

p1 =
p2 =
In general,

λn
p0
j=1 µ(j)

pn = Q n

We solve for p0 using the condition that the probabilities must all sum to 1:
p0 +

X

pi = 1

i6=0

to obtain
p0 =

1
1+

P∞

λi
i=1 Qi µ(j)
j=1

(4.13)

From these probabilities the mean number of jobs in the system can be determined using
E[N ] =

∞
X

npn

(4.14)

n=0

and the average response time from Little’s Law,
E[R] =

E[N ]
λ

(4.15)

It is difficult to obtain a closed-form solution for these expressions when µ(n) is complicated, as is the case here. Although these expressions can be solved numerically, we chose to rely
on simulation results, which are more readily obtained. The simulation models a load-dependent
M/M/m system with µ(n) as given in Eq. (4.12).
Figure 18 shows the mean response time of a single load-dependent service center as the
arrival rate λ and number of threads varies. As the figure shows, with a small number of threads
the system is underprovisioned, and with a large number of threads the thread system overhead φ
dominates.
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Figure 18: Mean response time of a load-dependent M/M/m queueing system: This graph
shows the mean response time as a function of the mean arrival rate λ and number of threads for a
simulated load-dependent M/M/m queueing system with µ = 0.05, α = 4, m0 = 15, and β = 0.01.
With a small number of threads, the system is underprovisioned so response time is large. With a
large number of threads, the overhead of the threading system φ dominates, driving response time
up.

3

Open Jackson networks of load-dependent service centers
Having established results for a single stage in isolation, we are now interested in the

behavior of a SEDA application consisting of multiple stages. Such a system can be modeled
as a queueing network of load-dependent service centers, essential results for which have been
established by Jackson [66] and Baskett et al. [14]. In this model, shown in Figure 19, the system
consists of N service centers. Each service center has a load-dependent, exponentially-distributed
service time distribution as given by Eq. (4.12). Stage i has mi threads. For convenience, we denote
the average service rate of the ith stage simply as µi , dropping the mi subscript; it is implied that
the average service rate of the stage depends upon mi according to Eq. (4.12).
Arrivals are Poisson, and requests may arrive into the system at any of the N service
centers; ri is the average rate at which requests arrive at server i. Requests are routed through
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Figure 19: Open Jackson queueing network: An example Jackson queueing network consisting
of five service centers with respective exponential service time distributions µi , µj , µk , µl , and µm .
Poisson job arrivals enter the system at service centers i and j with respective average rates ri and
rj . Pij represents the probability of a request being routed between service centers i and j; Pi,out
is the probability of a job leaving the system after being processed at service center i.
the network in a probabilistic fashion; for each job that completes service at server i, it is routed
to server j with probability Pij , or exits the system with probability Pi,out . The connectivity in a
typical queueing network is sparse, so many of the Pij values are 0. Here we study open networks
in which external arrivals and departures are allowed; this is in contrast to closed networks in which
customers circulate entirely within the network.
First we consider a Jackson network of M/M/m service centers, where mi represents the
number of servers at service center i. The total arrival rate into each server is the sum of the external
arrival rate plus the internal arrival rate:
λ i = ri +

k
X

λj Pji

(4.16)

j=1

As with the M/M/m case, for the corresponding Markov chain to be ergodic, we require that λi <
mi µi for all i. We denote the state of the queueing network as (n1 , n2 , . . . , nN ) where ni represents
the number of requests (including those in service) at the ith service center. p(n1 , n2 , . . . , nN ) is
the limiting probability of the system being in state (n1 , n2 , . . . , nN ). Jackson [66] shows that
p(n1 , n2 , . . . , nN ) = p1 (n1 )p2 (n2 ) · · · pN (nN )

(4.17)
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where each pi (ni ) is the equilibrium probability of finding ni requests at service center i, the solution to which is identical to that of the M/M/m system. In other words, the Jackson network acts as
a set of independent M/M/m queueing systems with Poisson arrival rates λi as given by Eq. (4.16).
Note that the actual arrival process to each service center is not Poisson (due to request routing
between service centers), however, the queueing network behaves as though they are. We say that
Jackson networks exhibit a product-form solution: the limiting probability of the system being in
state (n1 , n2 , . . . , nN ) equals the product of the individual limiting probabilities of there being n1
requests at server 1, n2 requests at server 2, and so forth.
A Jackson network of load-dependent service centers also exhibits a product-form solution. This can be shown by exploiting local balance within the structure of the queueing network;
the results in this section come from Harchol-Balter’s course notes (Solutions to Homework 5) [56].
To demonstrate local balance, we solve for p(n1 , n2 , . . . , nN ) using two conditions:
(1) The rate at which the system leaves state z due to a departure from server i is equal to the rate
at which the system enters state z due to an arrival at server i:
p(n1 , n2 , . . . , nN )µi (ni ) =
k
X
p(n1 , . . . ni − 1, . . . nj + 1, . . . nN )µj (nj + 1)Pji +
j=1

p(n1 , . . . ni − 1, . . . nN )
(2) The rate at which the system leaves state z due to an arrival from the outside is equal to the rate
at which the system enters state z due to a departure to the outside:
p(n1 , n2 , . . . , nN )

k
X

ri =

i=1

k
X

p(n1 , . . . ni + 1, . . . nN )µi (ni + 1)Pi,out

i=1

The solution comes from [56] and is given as
λnN
λn2
λn1
p(n1 , n2 , . . . , nN ) = C · Qn1 1
· Qn2 2
· · · QnN N
j=1 µ1 (j)
j=1 µ2 (j)
j=1 µN (j)

(4.18)
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where C is a normalizing constant used to cause
X

p(n1 , n2 , . . . , nN ) = 1

given as
1

C=P

n

n

n1 ...nN

λ 1
Qn1 1
j=1 µ1 (j)

···

λ N
QnN N
j=1 µN (j)

(4.19)

The probability of ni jobs at server i is
pi (ni ) =

∞
X

n1 =0

···

∞
X

∞
X

···

ni−1 =0 ni+1 =0

∞
X

p(n1 , n2 , . . . , nN )

(4.20)

nN =0

that is, the equilibrium probabilities where all nj (j 6= i) are summed from 0 to ∞. Algebraic
manipulation yields

n

λ i
Qni i
j=1 µi (j)

pi (ni ) = P
∞

n

λ i
Q i
ni =0 ni µi (j)
j=1

4

(4.21)

Examples
In this section we make use of the SEDA performance model and simulation results to

demonstrate the performance impact of the SEDA design patterns described in Chapter 3. These
examples are necessarily simple and serve to illustrate the essential features of the SEDA performance model, rather than attempt to capture the full complexity of a real system.
As with Eq. (4.12), there is no closed-form solution to Eq. (4.21) when µ(n) is sufficiently
complicated. Our initial results were initially obtained using numerical analysis, though later we
relied on simulation, which is more flexible and produces results more quickly. Our simulator
models a Jackson network of stages with load-dependent behavior as described by Eq. (4.12). We
have verified that the simulation and numerical analysis results agree.

4.1

The Combine and Pipeline patterns
Consider a simple SEDA application where each request must have two operations, A and

B, performed on it. Let A and B each be characterized by an exponential service time distribution
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Figure 20: Effect of stage pipelining: This figure shows the response time as a function of the
arrival rate λ for two servers: (a) a single M/Er /m server where the service time is the sum of two
exponentially distributed steps with µ = 0.07; and (b) two M/M/m stages in tandem where each
stage has an exponentially distributed service time with µ = 0.07. In (a), the number of threads
in the stage ranges from 1 to 4; in (b), the number of threads in each stage ranges from 1 to 2. As
the figure shows, adding threads to the M/Er /m server scales the peak rate λ, while in the M/M/m
case, only when both stages are well-provisioned does the pipeline avoid overload.
with mean µA and µB , respectively. First, consider a single stage performing both operations A and
B for each request. If µA = µB = µ, the resulting service time distribution is an r-stage Erlangian
distribution with r = 2 and rate µ,
f (x) =

rµ(rµx)r−1 e−rµx
= 4µ2 xe−2µx
(r − 1)!

(4.22)

Taking into account the SEDA performance model, this application can be described as a loaddependent M/E2 /m queueing system. A single stage processing both steps is representative of the
Combine design pattern from the previous chapter.
Second, consider a different implementation of the service consisting of two stages in
tandem, where the first stage performs step A and the second performs B. In this case we have a
simple Jackson network of two load-dependent M/M/m servers. This is an example of the Pipeline
design pattern at work.
We are interested in studying the behavior of these two systems as a function of the (Poisson) request arrival rate λ as well as the number of threads in each stage. Here, let us assume that
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α and m0 are sufficiently large such that thread overhead can be neglected. Figure 20 shows the
mean response times for each server with µA = µB = 0.07, and an increasing number of threads
per stage. In the case of Combine, adding threads to the stage scales the maximum stable arrival
rate that the system can handle. In the case of Pipeline, the peak stable arrival rate is bounded by
the minimum processing capacity of both stages, as we would expect. With only a single thread in
either of the two stages, the maximum stable arrival rate is λ = µ; with two threads in each stage it
is 2µ.
This result might indicate that there is no benefit to pipelining stages, or that all service
logic should be contained in a single stage. However, in a realistic configuration, the number of
threads required to provision both pipelined stages for high performance is small; as the figure
shows, 4 threads split between two stages yields identical performance to 4 threads in a single
stage. Also, there are other benefits to using Pipeline that are not captured by this model, such as
increasing cache locality, increased code modularity, and better isolation of resource bottlenecks.
These results do point out that whenever Pipeline is used, it is important to adequately provision the
resulting stages.

4.2

The Partition pattern
Next we consider the use of the Partition pattern, which converts a branch within a stage’s

processing into a tree of stages. In this example, each request performs step A (µA = 0.9) followed
by either a “slow” processing step B (µB = 0.02) or a “fast” step C (µC = 0.07). 50% of the
requests require processing by the bottleneck task B. Figure 21 shows the mean response time for
two versions of this server: one in which all tasks are performed by a single stage, and another in
which requests are processed by a tree of three stages, with A at the root and B and C at the leaves.
As the figure shows, adding threads to the single-stage server increases the maximum
stable arrival rate λ. In the case of the partitioned server, it suffices to add threads only to the “slow”
stage B, up to a certain point when “fast” stage becomes the bottleneck. With 4 threads allocated to
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Figure 21: Effect of stage partitioning: This figure shows the response time as a function of
the arrival rate λ for two servers. (a) shows a single server where each request requires initial
processing (µA = 0.9), followed by either a “slow” (bottleneck) step (µB = 0.02) or a “fast” step
(µC = 0.07). 50% of the requests require processing at the bottleneck. (b) shows the effect of the
Partition pattern, in which request processing is performed by a tree of three stages, with initial
processing at the root; the “slow” and “fast” steps are performed in separate stages at the leaves.
In (a), adding threads to the stage increases the maximum stable arrival rate λ, while in (b), it
suffices to add threads only to “slow” stage, up to a certain point when the “fast” stage becomes
the bottleneck.
B and 1 thread to C, the maximum stable arrival rate is
λmax = min(2(4µB ), 2µC ) = min(0.16, 0.14) = 0.14
In other words, stage C is the bottleneck in this case (2µC = 0.14). Adding an additional thread to
C yields
λmax = min(2(4µB ), 2(2µC )) = min(0.16, 0.28) = 0.16
making B the bottleneck once again (8µB = 0.16). This analysis shows that Partition allows stages
to be independently provisioned for a given load, by allocating threads only to the stages where they
are needed.

4.3 The Replicate pattern
The Replicate pattern is used to replicate a single stage across multiple physical resources,
such as the nodes of a cluster. Replication allows performance bottlenecks to be overcome by
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Figure 22: Replicated queueing system: This figure shows two queueing systems with identical
processing capacity but with different performance characteristics. (a) shows a single stage with
multiple threads each processing requests from a single queue. (b) shows multiple single-threaded
stages each with their own queue.
harnessing additional resources within a service. Consider a case where an application has a single
bottleneck stage that requires a large number of threads to meet offered load. If the thread limit m0
is relatively low, it may be necessary to replicate the stage across multiple machines, rather than
allocate additional threads to the single stage.
There is a disadvantage to replication, however: redirecting requests to separate queues
can have a negative impact on response time compared to all requests waiting in the same queue.
Figure 22 shows two queueing systems: one which consists of a stage with multiple threads processing requests from a single queue, and another which consists of multiple replicas of a singlethreaded stage. Figure 23 illustrates the performance tradeoff between multithreading and replication as the number of threads or replicas varies. The replicated system exhibits higher response
times as λ → λmax , the maximum stable arrival rate.
This effect is due to the randomness of the exponential interarrival time and service time
processes. Intuitively, allowing all requests to wait in the same queue for m servers allows requests
to be directed to the next available server as soon as any server becomes available. Directing requests
to per-server queues upon arrival gives requests less “flexibility” in terms of which server will
process it.
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Figure 23: Performance effect of replication: This figure shows the response time as a function of
the arrival rate λ for two servers: (a) Two M/M/m stages in tandem, the first with an exponential
service rate of µ1 = 2.9 and a single thread, and the second with an exponential service rate of
µ2 = 0.02 and either 2, 4, or 8 threads; (b) A tree of stages consisting of a single stage at the root
with µ1 and a single thread as above, and with 2, or, or 8 stages at the leaves each with service rate
µ2 and a single thread. Requests have an equal probability of being routed to each of the leaf stages.
As the figure shows, adding threads to a stage has roughly the same effect on the maximum stable
arrival rate as replicating a single-threaded stage, though the replicated system exhibits higher
response times under lighter load.

5

Summary and limitations
In this chapter we have considered a formal performance model for SEDA-based services

based on a queueing network of load-dependent service centers. Load dependence is characterized
in terms of the number of pending requests, the number of threads, and the natural concurrency of
each stage. While not completely descriptive of all of the factors that contribute to system performance, this model is still valuable as a tool for understanding the behavior of a SEDA application
and the effect of using each of the design patterns for structuring services. For example, decomposing a stage using Pipeline has the benefit that in that the thread pool for each stage can be
provisioned separately, though a system designer must ensure that each stage in the pipeline has
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enough threads to handle incoming load. Similarly, there is a clear performance tradeoff between
replicating a stage and allocating additional resources to it, given the increased response times due
to queueing effects in the replicated service.
The performance model and simulation results presented in this chapter have several inherent limitations. Our intent has been to develop the model as a guide to understanding the highlevel performance aspects of the SEDA design, rather than to address the many details involved in
modeling a complete system. Indeed, it is unlikely that existing queueing theory results are able to
capture the full complexity of the SEDA platform as implemented in a realistic environment.
Our use of load-dependent Jackson networks assumes exponential interarrival time and
service time distributions for each stage, which may not be realistic. Evidence suggests that characteristic service time distributions for Internet services are heavy-tailed [57], but few theoretical
results exist for such systems. Use of alternative service time distributions would be straightforward
in simulation, though not as readily amenable to analysis.
The model here treats each stage as an independent server and assumes that all resource
contention across stages is characterized by the performance penalty φ as a function of the number
of threads in the system. The model does not attempt to associate φ with specific forms of resource
contention, such as competition for I/O, memory, or CPU resources. An interesting extension to
the model would be to consider the effects of CPU scheduling and context-switch overhead on
performance. BCMP networks [14] extend the product-form solution of Jackson to a broader class
of networks, including those with round-robin and processor sharing service disciplines. However,
BCMP networks do not address resource contention in general.
Finally, our model does not characterize the potential locality benefit obtained using the
Pipeline and Partition design patterns. A straightforward extension of the model would allow the
service rate µ(n) of each stage to scale as a function of the number of requests processed in each
batch, and with the specificity of the stage’s task processing code.
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Chapter 5

Sandstorm: A SEDA-based Internet
Services Prototype
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the SEDA architecture, we have implemented a prototype Internet services platform based on the SEDA design, called Sandstorm. Sandstorm makes
the SEDA design concrete, providing a service construction framework that includes interfaces for
implementing stages, connecting stages into a network, queue management, and admission control.
Sandstorm implements a number of controllers that tune the resource allocation of each stage based
on observed performance, and provides libraries for asynchronous socket and file I/O. In this chapter we detail the design and implementation of Sandstorm, discuss the application programming
model that it provides, and provide an initial evaluation in terms of code size and basic performance
numbers.

1

Sandstorm overview
Sandstorm is a Java-based runtime system based on the SEDA design. In some sense it can

be considered an “operating system for services,” although it is implemented entirely at user-level
on top of a commodity OS. Sandstorm applications are constructed as a network of stages connected
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Figure 24: Sandstorm architecture. Sandstorm is an implementation of SEDA in Java. The system
provides a management interface for creating, destroying and configuring stages; a profiling and
debugging interface; and several pre-built stages providing asynchronous I/O, timers, and various
protocol libraries. Nonblocking socket I/O is provided with the NBIO library, which implements
native code bindings to OS calls such as poll(2) and nonblocking sockets. Asynchronous file I/O is
accomplished by wrapping blocking I/O calls in a stage.
with explicit event queues; application developers provide the code for event handlers that embody
the core event-processing logic within each stage. Sandstorm provides facilities for stage-graph
construction, queue management, signals, and timers, as well as scalable, asynchronous network
and disk I/O interfaces. In addition, Sandstorm provides built-in resource controllers that mitigate
the resource demands that the application places on the system. In this way, a Sandstorm application
consists of a set of (more or less) naive event handlers and the runtime system handles the details of
load conditioning. The Sandstorm architecture is shown in Figure 24.

1.1

Use of the Java language
Sandstorm is implemented entirely in the Java programming language [51]. The decision

to use Java instead of a “systems language” such as C or C++ was based on a desire to exploit
the various features of the Java environment, including cross-platform portability, type safety, and
automatic memory management. These features ultimately contribute to making services more
robust: Java avoids a large class of common programming errors (including array bounds violations,
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type mismatching, and failure to reclaim memory).
Java has become a popular language for building Internet services, as exemplified by
broad industry support for the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) platform [123]. Until recently, the
performance of Java fell far behind that of C and C++, primarily due to the lack of good compilation technology. However, modern Java Virtual Machines and Just-in-Time (JIT) compilers exhibit
performance rivaling that of C. We believe that the safety and software-engineering benefits of Java
outweigh the dwindling performance gap.
One serious drawback to using Java is the lack of support for nonblocking I/O, which is
necessary to avoid the use of a thread per connection. Until the release of Java Development Kit
(JDK) version 1.4 in early 2002, nonblocking I/O was not supported by the standard Java libraries.
To overcome this limitation we implemented NBIO, a package that supports nonblocking socket I/O
and several variants of event dispatching from the operating system [144]. NBIO is described in
more detail in Section 5. JDK 1.4 now includes the java.nio package, which adopts much of the
functionality of NBIO.

1.2

Event handler overview
A Sandstorm application designer implements an event handler for each stage in the ser-

vice, which conforms to the EventHandlerIF interface. EventHandlerIF includes the two methods
handleEvent() and handleEvents(), which take as arguments a single event or a batch of multiple
events to process. The event handler is invoked by the Sandstorm runtime system whenever there
are new events to process; the event handler itself does not determine when it is invoked or with
what set of events. This allows the runtime system to control the execution of stages, the number
and type of events passed to each stage, and so forth.
The event handler should process each event passed to it, and may optionally enqueue one
or more outgoing events to other stages. Alternately, an event handler may drop, reorder, or delay
events, but no mechanism is provided to reject events (that is, provide a signal to the originating
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stage that an event has been rejected) once they have been passed to the event handler. This is
discussed in more detail in the next section. Because a stage may contain multiple threads, an event
handler must synchronize access to any shared state within the stage (as well as across multiple
stages).

2

Sandstorm design principles
Apart from the structure mandated by the SEDA architecture itself, Sandstorm embodies

several other design principles in keeping with our goals of simplifying service construction. The
most important aspect of Sandstorm’s design is that of simplifying the application interface to afford
the greatest amount of flexibility to the runtime system. Applications merely implement event handlers; they do not manage threads, scheduling, event queues, or most aspects of load conditioning.
Of course, specific services may wish to extend these internal interfaces, but the goal has been to
capture as much of the essential needs of a wide class of services in the underlying runtime.

2.1

Thread management
A fundamental design decision in Sandstorm is that the runtime, rather than the applica-

tion, is responsible for creating, scheduling, and managing threads. This approach is motivated by
two observations. First, thread management is difficult and error-prone, and requiring applications
to manage their own threads results in undue complexity. Second, giving the runtime control over
threads allows for a great deal of flexibility in terms of allocation and scheduling policies.
For this reason, threads in Sandstorm are managed by an internal thread manager that
is responsible for allocating and scheduling threads across stages. Each stage is managed by one
thread manager, but there may be multiple thread managers in the system. Care must be taken so that
different thread managers do not interfere with one another (for example, having a thread manager
monopolize resources); since thread managers are internal to the runtime system, this requirement
is easy to meet.
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Implementing different thread managers allows one to experiment with different thread
allocation and scheduling policies without affecting application code. We have implemented several
different thread managers in Sandstorm. The default thread manager maintains a private thread pool
for each stage in the application; the size of each pool is managed by the thread pool controller,
described in Section 4.1. An alternate thread manager allocates a single systemwide thread pool and
schedules those threads across stages according to some algorithm (such as weighted round robin).
We have primarily made use of the thread-pool-per-stage thread manager in our experiments, because it is simple and manages each stage independently. Also, this approach relies upon
the operating system to schedule threads, which we consider an advantage since the OS has more
knowledge than the runtime system about resource usage, blocking, page faults, and other conditions that affect scheduling decisions. An interesting area for future work would be to consider
alternate thread management policies for Sandstorm. The Scout [100] and Exokernel [70] operating
systems, as well as the Click router [77], have explored scheduling policies in environments similar
to Sandstorm, but have focused on specific applications (such as packet routing). It may be possible
to apply similar techniques to Sandstorm.

2.2

Event queue management
The second design principle is that the runtime system is responsible for the number and

rate of events processed by each stage’s event handler, since these are factors that affect application
performance and load conditioning. For example, if a stage is the source of a resource bottleneck,
the runtime system could choose to defer its execution until enough resources are available for the
stage to make progress. Likewise, the runtime can determine the ideal number of events to pass
to each invocation of an event handler to optimize performance. This is the goal of the Sandstorm
batching controller, described in Section 4.2.
In Sandstorm, applications are not responsible for dequeueing events from their associated event queue. Rather, each runtime-managed thread first dequeues a batch of events from the
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stage’s queue, and then invokes the associated event handler with those events for processing. Event
handlers may only perform an enqueue operation onto stage event queues; the dequeue interface is
never exposed to applications.

2.3

Event processing requirements
The third design principle is that enqueue operations on a stage’s event queue are syn-

chronous: the queue either accepts events for (future) processing or rejects them immediately. A
queue rejection causes the originator to receive an immediate exception or error code, indicating
that the recipient stage is overloaded and that load conditioning should be performed.
This approach implies that event handlers cannot reject events passed to them; no mechanism is provided to signal to the originator of an event that the recipient is unable to process it.
Rather, admission control must be used to perform early rejection of incoming work from a queue,
causing the corresponding enqueue operation to fail. Note, however, that a stage may elect to drop or
delay an event that has been passed to the event handler. This technique permits application-specific
load shedding, but should only be used in specific situations, such as when it is safe to silently drop
events within a stage. In all other cases admission control should be used to bound the incoming
event queue.
In response to an enqueue rejection, a stage may wish to drop the event (if it is safe to
do so), perform an alternate action (e.g., degrade service fidelity), adjust its own admission control
parameters (e.g., to throttle the rate of incoming events into it), or block the event-handling thread
until the downstream queue can accept the event. The latter case provides a simple mechanism for
backpressure: if all of the threads within a stage are blocking on a downstream event queue, the
queue for the blocked stage will eventually fill as well.
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Class
EventHandlerIF
QueueElementIF
StageIF
ManagerIF
SingleThreadedEventHandlerIF
SinkIF
EnqueuePredicateIF
ProfilableIF

Description
Core logic for stage; implemented by applications
Empty interface for queue elements
Handle to stage’s name and event queue
Global access to stages; stage creation
Indicates single-threaded stage
Enqueue end of event queue
Guards enqueue operations on event queue
Hook for system profiler

Figure 25: Core Sandstorm classes. This table shows the core classes in the Sandstorm implementation of SEDA. Each of these interfaces is implemented either by the application designer (in the
case of EventHandlerIF), or by the Sandstorm implementation itself. By defining system functionality in terms of these interfaces, it is straightforward for a service designer to provide an alternate
implementation of various components of the runtime.

3

Implementation details
In this section we discuss the Sandstorm implementation in detail, covering the interfaces

for system management, stage graph construction, admission control, timers and signals, and profiling support. Figure 25 provides an overview of the core classes in the Sandstorm implementation.
In Section 7 we describe an asynchronous HTTP protocol library as a concrete example of the use
of the Sandstorm interfaces.

3.1

Queue elements and event handlers
QueueElementIF is an empty interface that must be implemented by any class that repre-

sents an event that can be placed onto a queue and passed to an event handler. As described earlier,
the application logic for each stage is represented as an instance of EventHandlerIF, which provides
four methods. init() and destroy() are invoked when the stage is initialized and destroyed, respectively; handleEvent() and handleEvents() are invoked with a single event, or a batch of events, to
process.
Because a stage may be multithreaded, event handlers must be designed to be reentrant. This requirement implies that event handlers must synchronize access to any shared state
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within the stage, as well as across stages. An event handler may implement the optional interface
SingleThreadedEventHandlerIF, which indicates to the runtime system that it is non-reentrant. In
this case the runtime guarantees that only one thread will be executing the event handler at once.

3.2

Stage graph construction
In Sandstorm, connectivity between stages is determined entirely at runtime, and is driven

by stages requesting a handle to other stages in the system through a system-provided management
interface. This approach is in contrast to compile-time or configuration-time construction of the
stage graph, which would allow the system to check certain properties of the graph statically (e.g.,
whether two connected stages agree on the event types passed between them). In Sandstorm, stages
do not explicitly state the types of events that they generate and that they accept, though this functionality could be provided by a wrapper around the basic event handler API. Dynamic graph construction affords the greatest degree of flexibility: for example, using dynamic class loading in Java,
new stages can be be introduced into the service at runtime.
Each stage has an associated stage handle, provided by the class StageIF. The stage
handle contains methods that return the stage’s name (a string) and a handle to its incoming event
queue. StageIF also contains a destroy() method that can be used to clean up and remove a stage
from the system. A stage refers to another stage by looking up its StageIF handle through the system
management interface, ManagerIF, which maintains a mapping from stage names to stage handles.
When a stage is initialized, an instance of its event handler is created and the init() method
invoked on it. init() takes a configuration parameter block as an argument, which provides pointers
to the system manager, the stage’s own stage handle, as well as initialization parameters in the form
of name-value mappings. When Sandstorm is initialized, a configuration file is used to specify the
set of initial stages and their initialization parameters. New stages can be created at runtime through
the system manager. When a stage is destroyed, the destroy() method of its event handler is invoked
before removing it from the system. Thereafter, any attempt to enqueue events to the stage will
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result in an exception indicating that the stage has been destroyed.

3.3

Queues and admission controllers
Because event handlers are not responsible for dequeueing events from their own event

queue, only the enqueue interface is exposed to applications. This is represented by the generalpurpose SinkIF interface, shown in Figure 26. Three basic enqueue mechanisms are supported:
enqueue(), which enqueues a single event; enqueue many(), which enqueues multiple events; and
enqueue lossy(), which enqueues an event but drops it if the event is rejected by the queue. In
contrast, enqueue() and enqueue many() throw an exception if the queue rejects new events, or if
the corresponding stage has been destroyed. In general, applications should use the enqueue() or
enqueue many() interfaces, which provide an explicit rejection notification to which the stage must
respond. enqueue lossy() should only be used in cases where it is not important whether a given
event is dropped.
Admission control in Sandstorm is implementing using enqueue predicates, which
are short methods that are invoked whenever an enqueue operation is attempted on a queue.
EnqueuePredicateIF is used to represent an enqueue predicate and supports one method: accept(),
which takes a single event as an argument and returns a boolean value indicating whether the queue
accepts the event or not.
Enqueue predicates should be fast and consume few resources, because they run in the
context of the originating stage, and are on the critical path of enqueue operations. Enqueue predicates are typically used to implement simple queue-management policies, such as thresholding or
rate control. A more complicated enqueue predicate might assign different priorities to incoming
events, and reject low-priority events under heavy load.
The SinkIF methods setEnqueuePredicate() and getEnqueuePredicate() can be used to
assign and retrieve the enqueue predicate for a given queue. Note that any stage can assign an
enqueue predicate to any other stage; this design was intentional as it affords the greatest flexibility
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public interface SinkIF {
/* Enqueue the given event. */
public void enqueue(QueueElementIF event)
throws SinkException;
/* Enqueue the given set of events. */
public void enqueue_many(QueueElementIF events[])
throws SinkException;
/* Enqueue the given event; drop if the queue rejects. */
public boolean enqueue_lossy(QueueElementIF event);
/* Return the number of events in the queue. */
public int size();
/* Prepare a transactional enqueue;
* return a transaction token.
*/
public Object enqueue_prepare(QueueElementIF events[])
throws SinkException;
/* Commit a previously prepared transactional enqueue. */
public void enqueue_commit(Object transaction_token);
/* Abort a previously prepared transactional enqueue. */
public void enqueue_abort(Object transaction_token);
/* Assign an enqueue predicate. */
public void setEnqueuePredicate(EnqueuePredicateIF predicate);
/* Retrieve the enqueue predicate, if any. */
public EnqueuePredicateIF getEnqueuePredicate();
}

Figure 26: The Sandstorm sink interface. This interface represents the enqueue end of a Sandstorm event queue. Methods are provided to enqueue events (with and without rejection notification), return the number of pending events, perform transactional enqueues, and manipulate the
queue’s admission control predicate.
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QueueElementIF events[];
SinkIF queue1, queue2;
Object token1, token2;
try {
token1 = queue1.enqueue_prepare(events);
} catch (SinkException se1) {
// Cannot enqueue
return;
}
try {
token2 = queue1.enqueue_prepare(events);
} catch (SinkException se2) {
// Cannot enqueue -- must abort first enqueue
queue1.enqueue_abort(key1);
}
// We now know that both queues accept the events
queue1.enqueue_commit(token1);
queue2.enqueue_commit(token2);

Figure 27: Transactional enqueue example. This code excerpt demonstrates Sandstorm’s transactional enqueue support, implementing an “all or nothing” enqueue operation across two queues.
over placement and control of queue management policies.
Event queues also support transactional enqueue operations, which are provided using
three additional methods in SinkIF. enqueue prepare() takes an array of events as an argument and
returns a transaction token if the queue accepts the events, throwing an exception otherwise. The
transaction token is later passed as an argument to enqueue commit() (causing the corresponding
events to be actually enqueued) or enqueue abort() (to abort the transactional enqueue).
Transactional enqueue is useful in a number of situations. For example, Figure 27 demonstrates the use of this interface to perform an “all or nothing” enqueue operation on two separate
queues. Here, an admission control rejection from either queue causes the entire operation to be
aborted. Another use of transactional enqueue is to perform a split-phase enqueue, in which a stage
first tests whether a downstream queue can accept new events, and then performs the work necessary to generate those events. This is useful in cases where event generation requires considerable
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resources that the application wishes to avoid consuming if the events are to be rejected by the
downstream queue. For example, a stage might perform an enqueue prepare() for a “placeholder”
event, filling in the event with generated data only if the event is accepted.

3.4

Timers and signals
Stages often wish to receive events at certain times, and Sandstorm provides a global timer

interface for this purpose. Application code can register with the timer for events to be enqueued
onto a particular queue at some time in the future. The timer is implemented with a single thread
that maintains a list of pending timer events sorted by increasing time in the future. The timer thread
drops timer events if rejected by the associated queue.
In addition to timers, Sandstorm provides a general-purpose signaling mechanism that can
be used to propagate global state changes to one or more event queues. Stages can register with the
systemwide signal manager to receive events of certain types. For instance, one signal type indicates
that all stages in the Sandstorm configuration file have been created and initialized; this can be used
as an initialization barrier. This mechanism could also be used to signal systemwide resource limits
to applications, for example, informing stages when available memory is approaching some limit.
We return to this idea in Chapter 8.

3.5

Profiling and debugging
Sandstorm includes a built-in profiler, which records information on memory usage,

queue lengths, and stage relationships at runtime. The data generated by the profiler can be used to
visualize the behavior and performance of the application; for example, a graph of queue lengths
over time can help identify a bottleneck. Figure 42 in Chapter 6 is an example of such a graph.
The profiler is implemented as a single thread that periodically gathers statistics and writes
the data to a log file, which can be visualized using standard tools such as gnuplot. The profiler normally gathers information on system memory usage, queue lengths, thread pool sizes, and various
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Figure 28: Visualization of stage connectivity: This graph was automatically generated from
profile data taken during a run of a Sandstorm-based Gnutella server, described in Chapter 6. In
the graph, boxes represent stages, ovals represent classes through which events flow, and edges
represent event propagation. The main application stage is GnutellaLogger, which makes use
of GnutellaServer to manage connections to the Gnutella network. The intermediate nodes
represent Gnutella packet-processing code and socket connections.
controller parameters. Application code can supply additional statistics-gathering hooks by implementing the interface ProfilableIF, which supplies a single method: profileSize(), returning an
integer. Data from application-supplied hooks is also included in the profile.
The profiler can also generate a graph of stage connectivity, based on a runtime trace
of event flow. Figure 28 shows an automatically generated graph of stage connectivity within the
Gnutella packet router described in Chapter 6. Because the Sandstorm stage graph is dynamic and
stage handles may be directly passed between stages, the system must determine the stage graph
at runtime. Stage connectivity is inferred by interposing a proxy interface on every event queue
in the system. For each enqueue operation, the proxy records the stage performing the enqueue
(determined using the current thread identifier) and the stage onto which the enqueue was performed
(a property of the event queue). A count of the number of events crossing a particular arc of the
stage graph is also recorded. The graphviz package [47] from AT&T Research is used to render the
graph from the log file generated by the profiler.
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Figure 29: Sandstorm resource controllers: This figure depicts two of the resource controllers in
Sandstorm that adjust the resource allocation and behavior of each stage to keep the application
within its operating regime. The thread pool controller adjusts the number of threads executing
within the stage based on perceived demand, and the batching controller adjusts the number of
events processed by each iteration of the event handler to optimize throughput and response time.

4

Resource controllers
An important aspect of the SEDA architecture is automatic management of the resource

consumption of each stage, which attempts to keep the service within its ideal operating regime
despite fluctuations in load. Sandstorm provides a number of dynamic resource controllers for this
purpose. In this section we describe the implementation of two such controllers: the thread pool
controller and the batching controller, both shown in Figure 29. In Chapter 7 we discuss the use of
queue throttling controllers for overload management.

4.1 Thread pool controller
The Sandstorm thread pool controller adjusts the number of threads executing within each
stage. The goal is to avoid allocating too many threads, but still have enough threads to meet the
concurrency demands of the stage. The controller periodically samples the input queue (once per
second by default) and adds a thread when the queue length exceeds some threshold (100 events
by default). Threads are removed from a stage when they are idle for a specified period of time (5
seconds by default).

Queue length
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Figure 30: Sandstorm thread pool controller: This graph shows the operation of the thread pool
controller for one of the stages in the Haboob Web server, described in Chapter 6. The controller
adjusts the size of each stage’s thread pool based on the length of the corresponding event queue.
In this run, the queue length was sampled every 2 seconds and a thread was added to the pool if
the queue length exceeded 100 events. Here, a maximum per-stage limit of 20 threads was imposed.
Threads are removed from the pool when they are idle for more than 5 seconds. The three bursts of
activity correspond to an increasing number of clients accessing the Web server; as the figure shows,
as the demand on the stage increases, so does the number of threads allocated to it. Likewise, as
demand subsides, threads are removed from the pool.
Figure 30 shows the thread pool controller at work during a run of the Sandstorm-based
Web server described in Chapter 6. The run contains three bursts of activity, corresponding to
an increasing number of clients accessing the Web server. Note as well that the client load is
extremely bursty. As bursts of requests arrive, the controller adds threads to the stage’s thread pool
until saturating at an administrator-specified maximum of 20 threads. Between periods, there is no
demand for service, and the thread pool shrinks.
Rather than imposing a fixed limit on the number of threads in a stage, the thread pool
controller can automatically determine the maximum thread pool size, using mechanisms similar
to multiprogramming level control in virtual memory systems [82]. The controller samples the
throughput of each stage (requests processed per second), maintaining a weighted moving average
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Figure 31: Thread pool thrashing detection: This figure shows the operation of the thrashing detection mechanism in the Sandstorm thread pool controller, which serves to bound the maximum size
of each stage’s thread pool to avoid performance degradation. Here, a single stage is continuously
overloaded, processing CPU-bound requests, some of which require entering a critical section. In
(a), no thrashing detection is enabled, so the thread pool controller continues to add threads to
the stage despite performance degradation. In (b), the thrashing detection mechanism maintains a
small thread pool size that sustains high throughput.
of the throughput samples. The controller also remembers an estimate of the highest throughput
delivered by the stage, as well as the “optimal” maximum thread pool size that corresponds to that
throughput.
The maximum thread pool size is determined in the following manner. If the current
throughput is higher than the highest recorded throughput by some margin (20% by default), the
controller records the current throughput and thread pool size as the new optimal values. If the
current throughput is below the highest recorded throughput (20% by default), the controller sets the
size of the thread pool to the previously recorded optimal value. At the same time, a random number
of threads (between 0 and 4 threads by default) are removed from the pool. This is intended to avoid
local minima where the current estimate of the optimal thread pool size is no longer accurate. By
deliberately underprovisioning the stage, the thread pool controller will naturally allocate additional
threads if needed based on the queue length threshold. If these threads are no longer needed, the
number of threads in the pool will decay over time when the controller resets the thread pool size,
or as threads go idle.
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Figure 31 shows the operation of the thrashing detection mechanism during the run of a
simple application consisting of a single stage that is continuously overloaded. The stage processes
requests, each of which runs 100,000 iterations of a loop that generates random numbers. With 50%
probability, each request causes the corresponding thread to enter into a critical section during the
execution of the random-number-generation loop. Upon exiting the critical section the thread wakes
up all other threads waiting on the condition variable, leading to “thundering herd” contention for
the critical section. This application is meant to stress two scalability limits of threads, namely,
the overhead of scheduling many CPU-bound threads and performance degradation due to lock
contention and synchronization.
The stage is processing requests from an event queue that is always full, so the thread
pool controller will always attempt to allocate additional threads to the stage. Figure 31(a) shows
the throughput and number of threads allocated to the stage with thrashing detection disabled; as the
number of threads grows to be very large the throughput drops significantly. Figure 31(b) shows that
with thrashing detection enabled, the controller maintains a small thread pool size that sustains high
throughput. The benchmark is being run on a machine with 4 CPUs, and 50% of the requests enter
a critical section; accordingly, the thread pool controller maintains a pool size of about 8 threads.
Because thread pool control is local to each stage, there is a possibility that if a large
number of threads are allocated to one stage, other stages could experience throughput degradation.
Our approach to thrashing detection should avoid most of these cases: if a large number of threads
are allocated to one stage, that stage’s own thrashing detection should cause it to back off before it
seriously impacts the performance of other stages.

4.2

Batching controller
As discussed previously, the runtime passes a batch of multiple events to the event handler

upon invocation, rather than individual events. The goal of request batching is to improve throughput by increasing cache locality during event handler execution, or by allowing the application to
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amortize expensive operations over multiple requests. In addition, the event handler may be able to
reorder or prioritize requests in a batch. We call the maximum size of a batch passed to an event
handler the batching factor. Note that if the batching factor is larger than the current length of the
event queue, the batch simply contains all of the pending events.
There is an inherent tradeoff in the use of batching, however. Intuitively, a large batching
factor can improve throughput by maximizing the opportunities for multi-request processing and
overhead amortization. However, a large batching factor can reduce parallelism. For example, if a
stage has multiple threads, a large batching factor can cause one thread to receive all of the requests,
leading to an imbalance in thread operation and missed opportunities for parallelism. Keeping the
batching factor small can also reduce response time, as it reduces cases of head-of-line blocking
where a single thread is processing all events in series, rather than allowing multiple threads to
process events in parallel.
The Sandstorm batching controller attempts to trade off these effects by searching for the
smallest batching factor that sustains high throughput. It operates by observing the throughput of
each stage, maintaining an estimate of the highest throughput seen in a recent time window. The
controller decreases the batching factor by a small multiplicative factor (20% by default) until the
observed throughput falls below some margin of the best throughput estimate (10% by default).
The controller then begins to increase the batching factor by a small factor (also 20%) until the
throughput approaches the best estimate. The controller responds to a sudden drop in throughput by
resetting the batching factor to its maximum value (1000 events by default).
Figure 32 shows the batching controller at work on a simple benchmark consisting of
a single stage processing a continuous stream of events. In the benchmark, the stage is capable
of amortizing a single expensive operation over the events in a batch, but has an artificially imposed optimal batching factor of 200 events. If the event handler receives more than 200 events,
its performance degrades, and if it receives less than 200 events, there is less throughput gain from
amortizing the expensive operation across the batch. In the figure, the controller reduces the batch-
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Figure 32: Sandstorm batching controller: This graph shows the operation of the batching controller for a simple benchmark consisting of a single stage processing a continuous stream of events.
The stage’s event handler has an optimal batching factor of 200 events: the first event in each batch
performs a complex operation (generating 10,000 random numbers), which is amortized across up
to 199 other events in the same batch. If the batching factor is either less than or greater than 200
events, throughput will degrade as the complex operation must be performed more frequently. The
controller first reduces the batching factor to just below the optimal value, and then increases the
batching factor until it approaches the peak throughput.
ing factor to just below the optimal value, and then increases the batching factor until it approaches
the peak throughput. The controller does not damp it response, which explains the oscillations near
the optimal batching factor.

4.3 Other controllers
These mechanisms represent two simple examples of dynamic control in Sandstorm. A
wide range of potential controllers could be implemented within this framework. For example,
the thread pool controller could be extended to support a notion of stage priority, in which higherpriority stages receive a greater number of threads than lower-priority stages. Another option is
to adjust thread scheduling parameters based on the stage’s progress, as proposed by Steere et
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al. [120]. In this case, the number of threads (or priorities of threads within a stage) could be tuned
to maintain balanced rates of event production and consumption between each pair of connected
stages. Note that our current thread pool controller approximates this operation: by adding threads
to a stage with a queue backlog, stages that are underprovisioned for load are given higher priority.
Sandstorm’s structure facilitates inspection and control of the underlying application, and a range
of control strategies are possible in this model.

5

NBIO: Nonblocking I/O facilities for Java
Java did not support nonblocking I/O interfaces until the introduction of JDK 1.4 in early

2002. Before this it was necessary to use blocking operations and threads for multiplexing across
multiple I/O channels. As we have discussed, this approach does not scale well, with performance
degrading considerably as the number of I/O channels grows large. To overcome this problem, we
implemented NBIO, a library making use of native method calls to provide true nonblocking I/O in
Java. NBIO has been released to the public and has seen widespread adoption by developers building
scalable services in Java. NBIO has also influenced the design of the nonblocking I/O interfaces
being standardized in JDK 1.4, and the author has participated on the expert group defining those
interfaces.
NBIO extends the standard Java socket interfaces with new classes NonblockingSocket
and NonblockingServerSocket, as well as nonblocking stream interfaces NonblockingInputStream
and NonblockingOutputStream. All operations (connect, accept, read, write, etc.) on these classes
are nonblocking. Native methods, written in C, are used to invoke the corresponding system calls
for these operations; the standard Java Native Interface [124] is used to bind these methods to the
Java classes.
To support I/O event notification across a set of nonblocking sockets, NBIO provides the
class SelectSet that implements an interface similar to the UNIX select() system call. Applications
register instances of the SelectItem class with a SelectSet, each of which consists of a socket as
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well as an event mask indicating the types of events that the application wishes to be notified of
on that socket. Event types include read readiness, write readiness, accept readiness (for incoming
connections on a server socket), and connection established (for an outgoing connection from a
client socket). The method SelectSet.select() is used to test for I/O events on all of the registered
SelectItems, returning a list of pending events. SelectSet.select() either blocks indefinitely waiting
for new events, or a timeout can be supplied as an optional argument.
Several SelectSet implementations are provided to make the best use of the underlying
OS facilities. The default implementation uses the standard poll() system call found on most UNIX
systems. An alternate implementation uses the /dev/poll mechanism [111] mechanism that
demonstrates better scalability than poll() on some platforms. An alternate implementation for
Windows 2000 systems is provided, using the WSAAsyncSelect interface.
NBIO does not yet provide nonblocking file I/O functionality. The reasons behind this are
discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.

6 Asynchronous I/O primitives
To meet SEDA’s goal of supporting high concurrency requires efficient, robust I/O interfaces. This section describes the implementation of asynchronous socket and file I/O primitives,
using the SEDA concepts to structure these layers. We describe an asynchronous network socket
layer that makes use of the NBIO package for nonblocking I/O, and an asynchronous file I/O layer
that uses blocking OS calls and a thread pool to expose nonblocking behavior. Both of these layers are implemented as a set of Sandstorm stages that can be used by applications to provide fast
asynchronous I/O.

6.1

Asynchronous socket I/O
While NBIO provides low-level nonblocking socket interfaces in Java, it is important to

integrate this functionality into the Sandstorm programming model. For example, NBIO requires
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Figure 33: SEDA-based asynchronous sockets layer: The Sandstorm sockets interface consists
of three stages: read, write, and listen. The read stage responds to network I/O readiness events
and reads data from sockets, pushing new packets to the application stage. The write stage accepts
outgoing packets and schedules them for writing to the appropriate socket. It also establishes new
outgoing socket connections. The listen stage accepts new TCP connections and pushes connection
events to the application.
that applications actively perform select() operations to receive pending I/O events; in contrast,
Sandstorm stages are invoked passively when new events are ready for processing. In addition,
NBIO requires that applications carefully schedule I/O across a large number of sockets; however,
one of the goals of Sandstorm is to prevent applications from making complex scheduling decisions.
In this section we describe the Sandstorm asynchronous sockets layer, asyncSocketIO, which is
layered on top of NBIO and provides an easy-to-use interface. asyncSocketIO is also capable of
using the java.nio nonblocking I/O support in JDK 1.4.
In asyncSocketIO, applications create instances of the classes asyncClientSocket and
asyncServerSocket to initiate outgoing and incoming socket connections. When a connection is
established, an asyncConnection object is pushed onto an event queue provided by the user (typically the queue associated with the requesting stage). Incoming packets are enqueued onto the user’s
event queue, and asyncConnection implements a queue interface onto which outgoing packets can
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be placed. Each outgoing packet may also have an associated event queue onto which a completion
event is pushed when the packet is transmitted. Error and other notification events are passed to the
user in a similar way.
Internally, the asyncSocketIO layer is implemented using three stages, which are shared
across all sockets, as shown in Figure 33. ReadStage reads network packets and responds to user
requests to initiate packet reading on a new socket. WriteStage writes packets to the network and
establishes new outgoing connections. ListenStage accepts new TCP connections and responds to
user requests to listen on a new port. Each operation on an asyncConnection, asyncClientSocket,
or asyncServerSocket is converted into a corresponding request for one of the internal stages and
placed on that stages’s request queue. The asyncSocketIO stages are managed by their own thread
manager that allocates a single thread to each stage.
Each of these stages must respond to read- and write-readiness events from the operating
system and use these to drive socket processing, potentially across a large number of sockets. At the
same time, each stage must respond to requests from the user, such as for creation of a new socket.
Therefore, each stage services two separate event queues: a request queue from the user, and an
I/O readiness/completion event queue from the operating system. The thread within each stage
alternately services each queue, using a simple timeout mechanism to toggle between the two. The
I/O event queue is implemented as a library that causes dequeue operations to invoke the underlying
NBIO SelectSet.select() call to retrieve I/O events. To ensure fairness across sockets, each stage
randomizes the order in which it processes I/O events delivered by the operating system. This is
necessary because the OS generally returns socket events in a fixed order (e.g., in increasing order
by file descriptor).
Each connected socket has an associated SockState object which is maintained by
ReadStage and WriteStage. Because the operation of these two stages is mostly independent, little synchronization is required. The one exception arises due to closing sockets: sockets may be
closed either by the user (by enqueueing a close request onto the appropriate asyncConnection), or
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externally, due to the peer shutting down the connection or an error condition.
ReadStage operates by performing a socket read whenever an I/O readiness event indicates that a socket has data available. It reads at most 16 KB into a pre-allocated buffer and enqueues the resulting packet onto the event queue provided by the user. In case of an I/O error (e.g.,
because the peer has closed the connection), the stage closes the socket and pushes an appropriate
notification event to the user. Each socket read requires the allocation of a new packet buffer; while
this can potentially cause a great deal of garbage collection overhead, we have not found this to be
a performance issue. Note that because this system is implemented in Java, no explicit deallocation
of expired packets is necessary.
ReadStage also provides an optional rate controller that can throttle the rate at which
packets are read from the network; this controller is useful for performing load shedding during
overload conditions. The controller is implemented by calculating a moving average of the incoming
packet rate and introducing artificial delays into the event-processing loop to achieve a certain rate
target.
WriteStage receives packet write requests from the user and enqueues them onto an internal queue associated with the corresponding socket. When the OS indicates that a socket is ready
for writing, it attempts to write the next packet on that socket’s outgoing queue. As described in
Section 2, the socket queue may have an associated threshold to prevent a large backlog of outgoing
sockets pending transmission. This can be a problem if a socket is connected to a slow peer, such as
a modem link. In a blocking sockets interface, an attempt to write data to such a connection would
simply block the caller. However, when using nonblocking I/O the rate of socket I/O and the rate of
outgoing packet generation are decoupled, necessitating a limitation on the length of the outgoing
packet queue.
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6.2

Asynchronous file I/O
In contrast to asyncSocketIO, which makes use of nonblocking I/O primitives from the

OS, the Sandstorm asynchronous file I/O (asyncFileIO) layer does not have true nonblocking OS
primitives available to it. This is mainly due to the lack of nonblocking file support in commodity operating systems; moreover, the various implementations that do exist do not share common
interfaces or semantics. For example, the POSIX.4 AIO [117] implementation in Linux provides
nonblocking file reads, but uses an in-kernel thread pool for handling writes. Also, AIO does not
provide a straightforward mechanism for testing I/O readiness across a set of files. Rather than conform to imperfect underlying APIs, we have instead opted to use the SEDA concept of “wrapping”
blocking operations in a stage, making use of blocking I/O primitives and a tunable thread pool to
expose an asynchronous file interface despite internal blocking behavior.
Users perform file I/O through an asyncFile object that supports the familiar interfaces
read, write, seek, stat, and close. The asyncFileIO layer is implemented using a single stage that
contains a dynamically sized thread pool, identical in nature to application-level stages. Each operation on an asyncFile causes a request to be placed onto this stage’s event queue. Threads within the
stage dequeue each request and perform the corresponding (blocking) I/O operation on the file. To
ensure that multiple I/O requests on the same file are executed serially, only one thread may process
events for a particular file at a time. This is an example of stage-specific event scheduling—the
asyncFileIO threads are dispatched in a way that avoids contention for individual files.
When an I/O request completes, a corresponding completion event is enqueued onto the
user’s event queue. The asyncFileIO stage is initialized with a single thread in its thread pool, and
the Sandstorm thread pool controller is responsible for dynamically adjusting the size of the thread
pool based on observed concurrency demand.
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7

Design example: HTTP protocol library
To illustrate the use of the Sandstorm interfaces, in this section we briefly describe the

design of an asynchronous HTTP protocol library that makes use of the asyncSocketIO primitives.
This library provides HTTP server-side protocol functionality that can be readily adopted for use
in a Web server or other service; the Haboob Web server described in Chapter 6 is based on this
library.
The core class in this package is httpServer, which implements a stage that accepts HTTP
connections and performs protocol processing. An application stage can create an instance of
httpServer to listen on a given port for HTTP connections. The httpServer stage creates the server
socket and receives incoming connections on its event queue. For each connection, httpServer creates an instance of httpConnection and enqueues it to the user. httpConnection implements the
SinkIF interface, so it can be used to send HTTP responses back to the corresponding client or close
the connection.
Every data packet received by httpServer is passed through a per-connection state machine that performs protocol processing; this is implemented as the class httpPacketReader.
httpPacketReader accumulates raw data from the underlying asyncConnection and parses it, building up the components of the HTTP request piecewise, including the request line, request header,
and request body [42]. To simplify protocol processing, Sandstorm provides a utility class called
asyncSocketInputStream. This class takes multiple packets received on an asyncConnection and
allows them to be viewed as a contiguous stream of bytes, providing compatibility with standard Java text-processing libraries. When a complete HTTP request has been read and parsed,
httpPacketReader enqueues an httpRequest object onto the user’s event queue. The httpRequest
provides access to the request header fields, URL, and body, as well as a pointer to the corresponding httpConnection. The user stage can then perform whatever processing is necessary to handle the
httpRequest.
To send a response to the client, the user creates an instance of httpResponse, which has
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a number of subclasses corresponding to the various response types in HTTP: OK, not found, bad
request, service unavailable, and internal server error. The response object contains the response
header and payload, represented as separate buffers. The user then enqueues the httpResponse onto
the desired httpConnection, which extracts the data buffers from the response and enqueues them
onto the corresponding asyncConnection.
This basic approach to protocol design using SEDA is general enough to capture a range
of protocols. We have also developed an asynchronous Transport Layer Security (TLS) [38] library
that extends the asyncSocketIO interfaces, providing transparent authentication and encryption for
socket connections.1 Its design is very similar to that of the HTTP library, but uses additional
stages for performing encryption and decryption as well as negotiating key exchange. The library
uses PureTLS [33] and Cryptix [132] for the basic TLS functionality. Because the TLS library
subclasses asyncSocketIO, any code (such as the HTTP library) making use of asyncSocketIO can
substitute TLS-enabled sockets with very few changes.

8

Evaluation
In this section we provide an initial evaluation of the Sandstorm framework in terms

of code complexity, microbenchmark results, and scalability of the asyncSocketIO layer. A more
detailed evaluation based on application results is given in Chapter 6.

8.1

Code size and complexity
Figure 34 shows a breakdown of the code size for each of the Java packages in the Sand-

storm implementation. The number of classes, methods, and non-commenting source statements
(NCSS) [109] are shown. The latter is a better indication of code size than source code lines, which
vary greatly with indentation and coding style. The figure shows that Sandstorm is relatively small,
with a total of only 10299 NCSS. The bulk of the complexity lies in the NBIO primitives and
1

Dennis Chi developed the asynchronous TLS library.
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Package
nbio
api
api.internal
main
core
internal
asyncSocketIO
asyncFileIO
http
Gnutella
util
Total

Description
Nonblocking I/O primitives
basic API
internal APIs
initialization
core classes
internal implementation
asynchronous sockets
asynchronous files
HTTP protocol
Gnutella protocol
various utilities

Classes
14
28
3
4
13
20
32
20
13
14
3
191

Methods
182
71
13
37
104
130
141
78
88
113
20
1099

NCSS
756
167
22
591
906
1644
1375
493
787
878
281
10299

Figure 34: Sandstorm code size. This table shows the number of classes, methods, and noncommenting source statements (NCSS) in each package of the Sandstorm implementation.
asynchronous sockets library.

8.2

Sandstorm microbenchmarks
The basic queue implementation in Sandstorm consists of a linked list as well as two

monitors: one for synchronizing changes to the list, and another used as a condition variable to wake
up a sleeping thread blocked on an empty queue. The basic queue operations are very efficient: on
a 930 MHz Pentium III system running Linux 2.2.14 and IBM JDK 1.3, an enqueue operation costs
0.5 µsec without admission control; and 0.7 µsec with a simple thresholding admission controller
(enqueue predicate). Nonblocking dequeue costs 0.2 µsec and a blocking dequeue costs 0.9 µsec
(due to the extra synchronization involved).
In addition, we measured the overhead of events traversing multiple stages, including the
thread context switch overhead across stages. Here we assume each stage has its own thread pool
with a single thread. The benchmark generates a ring of stages and measures the average time for
a single event to propagate through the ring. On the system described above, the stage crossing
overhead averaged 5.1 µsec per stage for 10 stages. This is a single-processor system so there is
no opportunity for parallelism. The stage crossing overhead increases linearly as the number of
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Figure 35: Asynchronous sockets layer performance: This graph shows the performance of the
SEDA-based asynchronous socket layer as a function of the number of simultaneous connections.
Each client opens a connection to the server and issues bursts of 8KB packets; the server responds
with a single 32-byte ACK for each burst of 1000 packets. All machines are connected via switched
Gigabit Ethernet and are running Linux 2.2.14. The SEDA-based server makes use of nonblocking
I/O primitives provided by the operating system. Performance is compared against a compatibility
layer that makes use of blocking sockets and multiple threads to emulate asynchronous I/O. The
thread-based layer was unable to accept more than 400 simultaneous connections, because the
number of threads required would exceed the per-user thread limit in this version of Linux.
stages increases, due to increased overheads of thread context switching and lower locality. With
100 stages the overhead increases to 40 µsec per stage. Note, however, that with batching enabled
this context switch overhead is amortized across all events in a batch.

8.3

Asynchronous sockets performance
To evaluate the performance of asyncSocketIO, we implemented a simple server applica-

tion that accepts bursts of 8KB packets from a number of clients, responding with a single 32-byte
ACK for each burst of 1000 packets. This somewhat artificial application is meant to stress the
network layer and measure its scalability as the number of clients increases. Figure 35 shows the
aggregate throughput of the server as the number of clients increases from 1 to 8192. The server and
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client machines are all 4-way 500 MHz Pentium III systems interconnected using Gigabit Ethernet
running Linux 2.2.14 and IBM JDK 1.3.
Two implementations of the socket layer are shown. The SEDA-based layer makes use of
nonblocking I/O provided by the OS and the /dev/poll event-delivery mechanism [111]. This is
compared against a compatibility layer that uses blocking sockets and a thread pool for emulating
asynchronous I/O. This layer creates one thread per connection to process socket read events and
a fixed-size pool of 120 threads to handle socket writes. This compatibility layer was originally
developed to provide asynchronous I/O under Java before the development of the NBIO package.
The nonblocking implementation clearly outperforms the threaded version, which degrades rapidly as the number of connections increases. In fact, the threaded implementation crashes
when receiving over 400 connections, as the number of threads required exceeds the per-user thread
limit in this version of Linux. The slight throughput degradation for the nonblocking layer is due in
part to lack of scalability in the Linux network stack; even using the highly optimized /dev/poll
mechanism [111] for socket I/O event notification, as the number of sockets increases the overhead
involved in polling readiness events from the operating system increases significantly [74].

9

Summary
Our prototype of a SEDA-based Internet services platform, Sandstorm, is intended to sim-

plify the development of scalable services in several ways. By isolating application logic into event
handlers that are unable to affect thread allocation, scheduling, and queue management, the runtime
is given a great deal of control over the execution of service components, allowing developers to
focus on application-specific details. Sandstorm’s thread pool and batching controller mechanisms
shield service developers from the complexity of performance tuning; the controllers automatically
determine ideal runtime parameters based on observed behavior. Scalable, robust I/O primitives are
provided through the asyncSocketIO and asyncFileIO layers, which extract general-purpose functionality into a clean, reusable set of interfaces.
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It is important not to confuse the SEDA architecture with the Sandstorm platform implementation. Many of the design choices made in Sandstorm—such as thread management, OS-driven
scheduling, and dynamic stage graph construction—are not inherent to the SEDA model, and alternate designs could be investigated. We believe that Sandstorm embodies the right balance of
flexibility and ease-of-programming for a wide class of services, a claim we investigate in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 6

Application Evaluation
This chapter presents a detailed performance evaluation of three significant applications
developed using the SEDA architecture: Haboob, a high-performance HTTP server; a packet router
for the Gnutella peer-to-peer file sharing network; and Arashi, a Web-based e-mail service. These
three applications typify a broad class of Internet services, and each represents a different set of
design and performance goals.
In Haboob, the focus is on achieving high bandwidth and robust performance for a workload consisting of static Web pages; Haboob puts the SEDA model “on the map” with respect to
prior work on static Web server design. The Gnutella packet router is used to demonstrate robustness
under real-world loads: we ran our router for several days connected to the live Gnutella network.
The Gnutella router is also an example of an “open loop” server in which server performance does
not act as a limiting factor on offered load. Arashi is intended to demonstrate complex service
dynamics through heavyweight, on-the-fly content generation: e-mail is retrieved from a back-end
database, and a Python-based scripting language is used to format each Web page response. In
Chapter 7, Arashi is used to evaluate several overload control mechanisms in SEDA.
Our goal is to evaluate the SEDA design through complex, realistic applications under
extreme load situations. The three applications presented here are meant to be complete and usable,
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which forces us to address some of the more challenging questions of service design in the SEDA
space.

1

Haboob: A high-performance HTTP server
Web servers form the archetypal component of scalable Internet services. Much prior

work has investigated the engineering aspects of building high-performance HTTP servers, but little
has been said about load conditioning, robustness, and ease of construction. Here, we describe
Haboob,1 a full-featured Web server capable of hosting both static and dynamic pages, built using
the Sandstorm framework.
One benefit of studying HTTP servers is that a variety of industry-standard benchmarks
exist to measure their performance, and a great deal of prior results have been published describing
performance tradeoffs in HTTP server design. In this section we present the Haboob architecture
as well as a detailed performance analysis, using a modified version of the SPECweb99 [119] Web
server benchmark. We compare Haboob’s performance to that of the Apache [8] and Flash [106]
Web servers, showing that Haboob achieves about 10% higher throughput than these other servers,
while exhibiting scalable performance as load increases.

1.1

Haboob architecture
The overall structure of Haboob is shown in Figure 36. The server consists of 11 essential

stages, as well as additional stages for dynamic page processing as described below. As described
in the previous chapter, three stages are used for asynchronous sockets, one for asynchronous file
I/O, and three for asynchronous SSL/TLS protocol processing. The HttpParse stage is responsible
for accepting new client connections and for HTTP protocol processing for incoming packets. The
HttpRecv stage accepts HTTP connection and request events and dispatches them to one of several
stages based on the URL and type of request. For static Web pages, the request is passed to the
1

Haboob is an Arabic word, describing a type of sand storm occurring in the desert of the Sudan.
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Figure 36: Haboob HTTP server architecture: This is a structural representation of the SEDAbased Web server, Haboob. The server consists of a graph of stages for processing both static and
dynamic HTTP requests. The server maintains a cache of recently accessed static pages, and a
Python-based scripting language (PyTeC) is used to process dynamic pages. For simplicity, some
event paths and stages have been elided from this figure.
PageCache stage. For dynamic Web pages, the request is dispatched to an appropriate handler stage
based on the URL; the service designer can introduce new dynamic page handler stages as needed.
PageCache implements an in-memory Web page cache implemented using a hashtable
indexed by URL, each entry of which contains a response packet consisting of an HTTP header and
Web page payload. The CacheMiss stage is responsible for handling page cache misses, using the
asynchronous file I/O layer to read in the contents of the requested page from disk. File I/O completion events are passed back to the CacheMiss stage for insertion into the cache. When PageCache,
CacheMiss, or a dynamic page handler stage have prepared an HTTP response for the client, the
corresponding data is enqueued for transmission by the asynchronous sockets layer.
The page cache attempts to keep the cache size below an administrator-specified threshold
(set to 204,800 KB for the measurements provided below). It aggressively recycles buffers on
capacity misses, rather than allowing old buffers to be garbage-collected by the Java runtime; we
have found this approach to yield a noticeable performance advantage. The cache stage makes
use of application-specific event scheduling to increase performance. In particular, it implements
shortest connection first (SCF) [35] scheduling, which reorders the request stream to send short
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cache entries before long ones, and prioritizes cache hits over misses. Because SCF is applied only
to each batch of requests at a time, starvation across requests is not an issue.

1.2

Design rationale
A number of factors contributed to the decision to structure Haboob as described here.

We have already discussed the rationale behind the design of the asynchronous sockets, file, and
TLS/SSL layers in the previous chapter. The primary design consideration in Haboob was code
modularity: it is straightforward to delineate the various stages of the service according to function. For example, HTTP request parsing is a generic function that is largely independent of the
specific service layered above it. The URL dispatch stage, HttpRecv, is specific to Haboob and
must distinguish between static and dynamic requests. One could imagine a range of URL dispatch
mechanisms, for example, based on information such as client IP address or cookies; by isolating
dispatch within its own stage, other aspects of the service are unaffected by the choice of dispatch
policy. The code modularity of the staged design allowed us to test different implementations of
the page cache without any modification to the rest of the code; the runtime simply instantiates a
different stage in place of the original page cache. Likewise, another developer who had no prior
knowledge of the Haboob structure was able to replace Haboob’s use of the asynchronous file layer
with an alternate filesystem interface with little effort.
Other structuring decisions were intended to introduce load conditioning points within
the request processing flow. For example, isolating cache miss handling into its own stage allows
the length of the cache miss queue to signal overload conditions. Each dynamic request handler
is contained within its own stage, allowing admission control to be performed for each request
type; this is the basis for overload management in the Arashi e-mail service, described in detail in
Chapter 7.
Finally, other aspects of Haboob’s design were motivated by performance considerations.
It is expected that cache hits will generally outnumber cache misses, so it is critical to keep the cache
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hit handling stage as lean as possible and allow multithreading within the stage to exploit potential
parallelism. An earlier incarnation of Haboob used a separate stage to perform HTTP response formatting; this code was inlined into the “send response” operation (an instance of the Combine design
pattern) to reduce response latency. Since response formatting is a fast operation that consumes few
resources, there was little need to isolate this code within its own stage. Conversely, performing
cache miss handling in a separate stage allows that stage to be independently conditioned to load,
and any increased latency due to queueing and context-switch overhead is negligible given the cost
of filesystem access.
As with all SEDA-based services, Haboob’s design represents the use of the design patterns described in Chapter 3. Conceptually, one could transform a thread-per-request Web server
(such as Apache) into Haboob by repeated application of these design patterns. For example, blocking file and network I/O operations are converted to split-phase operations through the use of the
Pipeline pattern, resulting in the Sandstorm asynchronous I/O layers. Pipeline is also used to introduce code modularity, for instance, as described above with the HttpRecv URL dispatch stage. The
Combine pattern is used when it is natural for a single stage to perform multiple aspects of request
processing, as in the case of inlining the HTTP reply formatting code. Finally, the Partition pattern
is used to separate static and dynamic page processing into different stages. Of the patterns, only
Replicate is not represented, since Haboob runs in a single address space on one machine.

1.3

Benchmark configuration
We have chosen the load model from the SPECweb99 benchmark suite [119] as the basis

for our measurements. SPECweb99 consists of both static and dynamic workload models based
on traffic from several popular Web sites. In the static workload, clients access files according to a
Zipf-based request distribution; files range in size from 102 to 921600 bytes. The dynamic workload
consists of a variety of request types that measure common dynamic server functionality including
the use of POST, GET, CGI scripts, and cookies.
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Rather than use the standard SPECweb99 load generator, we have implemented our own
variant that collects more detailed performance statistics than the original, and allows us to tweak
various aspects of the generated load to study the behavior of each measured server. We have also
made two important modifications to the SPECweb99 benchmark. First, rather than scale the size
of the Web page file set with the number of simulated clients, we keep the file set fixed at 3.31 GB,
which corresponds to a SPECweb99 target load of 1000 connections. The rationale here is that a
server provisioned for a heavy traffic load should still perform well with a small number of clients;
under the SPECweb99 rules, a lightly loaded server would only be responsible for hosting a fraction
of the content. Secondly, we measure only the performance of static Web pages, which constitute
70% of the SPECweb99 load mix. The rationale here is that it is very difficult to conduct an applesto-apples performance study of multiple Web servers using dynamic scripting. This is because
scripting performance depends greatly on factors such as the language that scripts are implemented
in, the script interface to the Web server, and so forth. These factors differ greatly across the three
servers measured here, and a significant engineering effort would be required to eliminate these
differences.
For comparison, we present performance measurements from the popular Apache [8] Web
server (version 1.3.14, as shipped with Linux Red Hat 6.2 systems) as well as the Flash [106] Web
server from Rice University. Apache is the canonical example of a process-based Web server, where
each client connection is handled entirely by a single process. Flash, on the other hand, is a typical
event-driven Web server that has been highly tuned to maximize concurrency.
Apache uses a dynamically sized process pool that grows and shrinks as the number of
concurrent client connections varies. Each process accepts a single client connection and handles
all processing for it, reading file data from disk and sending it to the client in 8 KB chunks, using
blocking I/O. The size of the process pool therefore bounds the number of connections that are
simultaneously accepted by the server; the maximum process pool sized used in our measurements
is 150, which we found to yield the best performance of several configurations tested. Increasing
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the process pool further either yielded no performance advantage or led to throughput degradation
under heavy load.
Flash uses an efficient event-driven design, with a single process handling most requestprocessing tasks. The process executes in a loop, calling select() to retrieve I/O events from the
operating system, and dispatching each event to a handler function that processes it. Because nonblocking file I/O is not provided by most operating systems, Flash uses a set of helper processes to
perform blocking disk I/O operations, not unlike the design of the Sandstorm asynchronous file I/O
layer. Helper processes are also used for pathname conversions, listing the contents of directories,
and dynamic page generation. Helper processes communicate with the main process using UNIX
domain sockets, which entails relatively high overheads as the operating system must be involved
in interprocess communication. Flash maintains a static page cache that was configured to a maximum size of 204,800 KB, the same size as in Haboob. Both Apache and Flash are implemented in
C, while Haboob is implemented in Java.
The client load generator developed for our experiments is also implemented in Java and
make use of multiple threads to simulate many clients on a single machine. Each client thread
runs in a loop, establishing a connection to the server and requesting a Web page according to the
distribution specified by our variant on the SPECweb99 benchmark rules. After receiving the result,
the client waits 20 milliseconds before requesting the next page. HTTP/1.1 persistent connections
are used, allowing multiple HTTP requests to be issued (one at a time) on a single TCP connection.
Each benchmark run for a particular client load lasted 500 seconds.
To more closely simulate the connection behavior of clients in the wide area, each client
closes its TCP connection to the server after 5 HTTP requests, and reestablishes the connection
before continuing. This value was chosen based on observations of HTTP traffic from [98]. Note
that most Web servers are configured to use a much higher limit on the number of HTTP requests
per connection, which is unrealistic but provides improved benchmark results.
All measurements below were taken with the server running on a 4-way SMP 500 MHz
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Figure 37: Haboob Web server throughput: This figure shows the throughput of the Haboob Web
server compared to Apache and Flash. From 1 to 1024 clients are accessing a fileset of 3.31 GBytes
with a think time of 20 ms between requests. Haboob achieves roughly 10% higher throughput
than Apache and Flash, and all three servers maintain high throughput despite increasing load.
Also shown is the Jain fairness index delivered by each server. A fairness index of 1 indicates
that the server is equally fair to all clients; smaller values indicate less fairness. The Haboob and
Flash servers yield very high fairness under increasing loads, while Apache’s fairness degrades
considerably due to its failure to rapidly accept incoming TCP connections when saturated.
Pentium III system with 2 GB of RAM and Linux 2.2.14. IBM JDK v1.3.0 was used as the Java
platform. Thirty-two machines of a similar configuration were used for load generation. All machines were interconnected using switched Gigabit Ethernet. Although this configuration does not
simulate wide-area network effects, our interest here is in the performance and stability of the server
under heavy load. All benchmarks were run with warm filesystem and Web page caches. Note that
the file set size of 3.31 GB is much larger than the physical memory of the server, and the static
page cache for Haboob and Flash was set to only 200 MB; therefore, these measurements include a
large amount of disk I/O.
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Figure 38: Web server response times with 1024 clients: This figure shows the cumulative response time distribution for Haboob, Apache, and Flash with 1024 clients. While Apache and Flash
exhibit a high frequency of low response times, there is a heavy tail, with the maximum response
time corresponding to several minutes. This is due to exponential backoff in the TCP SYN retransmit timer: Apache accepts only 150 connections, and Flash accepts only 506, despite 1024 clients
requesting service. Note the log scale on the horizontal axis.

1.4 Performance analysis
Figure 37 shows the throughput of Haboob compared with Apache and Flash with between 1 and 1024 clients. Also shown is the Jain fairness index [68] of the number of requests
completed by each client. This metric is defined as
P
( xi )2
f (x) = P 2
N xi
where xi is the number of requests for each of N clients. A fairness index of 1 indicates that the
server is equally fair to all clients; smaller values indicate less fairness. Intuitively, if k out of N
clients receive an equal share of service, and the other N − k clients receive no service, the Jain
fairness index is equal to k/N .
As Figure 37 shows, Haboob’s throughput is stable as the number of clients increases, sustaining over 200 Mbps for 1024 clients. Flash and Apache also exhibit stable throughput, although
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Figure 39: Haboob Web server performance summary: This table summarizes the performance
of the Haboob, Apache, and Flash Web servers for 64 clients and 1024 clients. Note that the average
response time for each server is nearly identical, though the maximum response times vary widely.
slightly less than Haboob. This result might seem surprising, as we would expect the process-based
Apache server to degrade in performance as the number of clients becomes large. Recall, however,
that Apache accepts no more than 150 connections at any time, for which is not difficult to sustain
high throughput using process-based concurrency. When the number of clients exceeds this amount,
all other clients must wait for increasingly longer periods of time before being accepted into the system. Flash has a similar problem: it caps the number of simultaneous connections to 506, due to a
limitation in the number of file descriptors that can be used with the select() system call. When the
server is saturated, clients must wait for very long periods of time before establishing a connection.2
This effect is demonstrated in Figure 38, which shows the cumulative distribution of response times for each server with 1024 clients. Here, response time is defined as the total time for
the server to respond to a given request, including time to establish a TCP connection if one has
not already been made. Although all three servers have approximately the same average response
times, the distribution is very different. Apache and Flash exhibit a greater fraction of low response
times than Haboob, but have very long tails, exceeding tens of seconds for a significant percentage
of requests. Note that the use of the log scale in the figure underemphasizes the length of the tail.
2

It is worth noting that both Apache and Flash were very sensitive to the benchmark configuration, and our testing revealed several bugs leading to seriously degraded performance under certain conditions. For example, Apache’s
throughput drops considerably if the server, rather than the client, closes the HTTP connection. The results presented
here represent the most optimistic results from these servers.
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Figure 40: Web server response times with 64 clients: This figure shows the cumulative response
time distribution for Haboob, Apache, and Flash with 64 clients. Under light load, all three servers
exhibit roughly identical response time distributions. This is in contrast to Figure 38, which shows
that Apache and Flash exhibit a great deal of unfairness to clients when heavily loaded. Note the
log scale on the horizontal axis.
The maximum response time for Apache was over 93 seconds, and over 37 seconds for Flash. For
comparison, Figure 40 shows the response time distribution for 64 clients, a considerably lighter
load. In this case, all three servers exhibit roughly the same response time distribution.
The long tail in the response times is caused by exponential backoff in the TCP retransmission timer for establishing a new connection, which under Linux can grow to be as large as 120
seconds. With Apache, if a client is “lucky”, its connection is accepted quickly and all of its requests
are handled by a single server process. Moreover, each process is in competition with only 149 other
processes, which is a manageable number on most systems. This explains the large number of low
response times. However, if a client is “unlucky” it will have to wait for a server process to become
available; TCP retransmit backoff means that this wait time can become very large. This unequal
treatment of clients is reflected in the lower value of the fairness metric for Apache.
With Flash, all clients are accepted into the system very quickly, and are subject to queue-
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ing delays within the server. Low response times in Flash owe mainly to very efficient implementation, including a fast HTTP protocol processing library; we have not implemented these optimizations in Haboob. However, the fact that Flash accepts only 506 connections at once means that
under heavy load TCP backoff becomes an issue, leading to a long tail on the response time distribution. Flash’s fairness metric remains high because it eventually services (nearly) all requests
despite running out of file descriptors in the case of 512 and 1024 clients; that is, the benchmark run
is not long enough to cause clients not to receive responses. We would expect the fairness metric to
drop if higher loads were placed on the server.
In contrast, Haboob exhibits a great degree of fairness to clients when heavily loaded.
The mean response time was 547 ms, with a maximum of 3.8 sec. This is in keeping with our goal
of graceful degradation—when the server is overloaded, it should not unfairly penalize waiting requests with arbitrary wait times. Haboob rapidly accepts new client connections and allows requests
to queue up within the application, where they are serviced fairly as they pass between stages. Because of this, the load is visible to the service, allowing various load conditioning policies to be
applied. For example, to provide differentiated service, it is necessary to efficiently accept connections for inspection. The tradeoff here is between low average response time versus low variance in
response time. In Haboob, we have opted for the latter.

2

Gnutella packet router
We chose to implement a Gnutella packet router to demonstrate the use of SEDA for non-

traditional Internet services. The Gnutella router represents a very different style of service from
an HTTP server: that of routing packets between participants in a peer-to-peer file sharing network.
Services like Gnutella are increasing in importance as novel distributed applications are developed
to take advantage of the well-connectedness of hosts across the wide area. The peer-to-peer model
has been adopted by several distributed storage systems such as Freenet [32], OceanStore [79], and
Intermemory [29].
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Gnutella [49] allows a user to search for and download files from other Gnutella users.
The protocol is entirely decentralized; nodes running the Gnutella client form an ad-hoc multihop
routing network layered over TCP/IP, and nodes communicate by forwarding received messages
to their neighbors. Gnutella nodes tend to connect to several (typically four or more) other nodes
at once, and the initial discovery of nodes on the network is accomplished through a well-known
host. There are five message types in Gnutella: ping is used to discover other nodes on the network;
pong is a response to a ping; query is used to search for files being served by other Gnutella hosts;
queryhits is a response to a query; and push is used to allow clients to download files through a
firewall. The packet router is responsible for broadcasting received ping and query messages to all
other neighbors, and routing pong, queryhits, and push messages along the path of the corresponding
ping or query message. Details on the message formats and routing protocol can be found in [49].

2.1

Architecture
The SEDA-based Gnutella packet router is implemented using 3 stages, in addition to

those of the asynchronous sockets layer. The GnutellaServer stage accepts TCP connections and
parses packets, passing complete packet events to the GnutellaRouter stage. GnutellaRouter performs actual packet routing, sending each received packet to the appropriate outgoing connection(s),
and maintains routing tables. GnutellaCatcher is a helper stage used to join the Gnutella network
by contacting a well-known site to receive a list of hosts to connect to. It attempts to maintain at
least 4 simultaneous connections to the network, in addition to any connections established by other
Internet clients.
Joining the “live” Gnutella network and routing packets allows us to test SEDA in a realworld environment, as well as to measure the traffic passing through the router. During one 37-hour
run, the router processed 24.8 million packets (with an average of 179 packets/sec) and received
72,396 connections from other hosts on the network, with an average of 12 simultaneous connections at any given time. We have measured the router as being capable of sustaining over 20,000
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packets a second.

2.2

Protection from slow sockets
Our original packet router prototype exhibited an interesting bug: after several hours of

correctly routing packets through the network, the server would crash after running out of memory. Using the Sandstorm profiling tools and observing the various stage queue lengths allowed
us to easily detect the source of the problem: a large number of outgoing packets were queueing
up for certain client connections, causing the queue length (and hence memory usage) to become
unbounded. We have measured the average packet size of Gnutella messages to be approximately
32 bytes; a packet rate of just 115 packets per second can saturate a 28.8-kilobit modem link, still
commonly in use by many users of the Gnutella software.
The solution in this case was to impose a threshold on the outgoing packet queue for
each socket, and close connections that exceed their threshold. This solution is acceptable because
Gnutella clients automatically discover and connect to multiple hosts on the network; the redundancy across network nodes means that clients need not depend upon a particular host to remain
connected to the network.

2.3

Load conditioning behavior
To evaluate the use of Sandstorm’s resource controllers for load conditioning, we intro-

duced a deliberate bottleneck into the Gnutella router, in which every query message induces a
servicing delay of 20 ms. This is accomplished by having the application event handler sleep for
20 ms when a query packet is received. We implemented a load-generation client that connects to
the server and generates streams of packets according to a distribution approximating that of real
Gnutella traffic. In our Gnutella traffic model, query messages constitute 15% of the generated
packets. With a single thread performing packet routing, it is clear that as the number of packets
flowing into the server increases, this delay will cause large backlogs for other messages.
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Figure 41: Gnutella packet router latency: These graphs show the average latency of ping and
query packets passing through the Gnutella packet router with increasing incoming packet rates.
Query packets (15% of the packet mix) induce an artificial server-side delay of 20 ms. (a) shows the
latency with a single thread processing packets. Note that the latency increases dramatically as the
offered load exceeds server capacity; at 1000 packets/sec, the server ran out of memory before a
latency measurement could be taken. (b) shows the latency with the thread pool controller enabled.
Note that for 100 and 200 packets/sec, no threads were added to the application stage, since the
event queue never reached its threshold value. This explains the higher packet latencies compared
to 400 and 1000 packets/sec, for which 2 threads were added to the stage.
Figure 41(a) shows the average latencies for ping and query packets passing through the
server with an offered load increasing from 100 to 1000 packets/sec. Both the client and server
machines use the same configuration as in the HTTP server benchmarks (see page 125). Packet
latencies increase dramatically when the offered load exceeds the server’s capacity. In the case of
1000 packets/sec, the server crashed before a latency measurement could be taken. This is because
the enormous backlog of incoming packets caused the server to run out of memory.
A number of load conditioning policies could be employed by the router to deal with such
an overload situation. A simple policy would be to threshold each stage’s incoming event queue and
drop packets when the threshold has been exceeded. Alternately, an approach similar to that used in
Random Early Detection (RED) congestion avoidance schemes [43] could be used, where packets
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Figure 42: Thread pool controller operation in the Gnutella packet router: This figure shows
the queue length of the GnutellaRouter stage over time for a load of 1000 packets/sec, with the
thread pool controller active. As the figure shows, the controller added a thread to the stage at each
of the two points, which alleviated the overload situation.
are dropped probabilistically based on the length of the input queue. Although these policies cause
many packets to be dropped during overload, due to the lossy nature of Gnutella network traffic this
may be an acceptable solution. An alternate policy would be to admit all packets into the system,
but have the application event handler filter out query packets, which are the source of the overload.
Yet another policy would be to bound the rate at which the asyncSocketIO layer reads incoming
packets from the network.
An alternate approach is to make use of SEDA’s resource controllers to overcome the
bottleneck automatically. In this approach, the thread pool controller adds threads to the GnutellaRouter stage when it detects that additional concurrency is required. Figure 41(b) shows the average latencies in the Gnutella router with the SEDA thread pool controller enabled and an incoming
packet load of 1000 packets/sec. As shown in Figure 42, the controller adds 2 threads to the GnutellaRouter thread pool, allowing the server to handle the increasing load despite the bottleneck. Note
that the number of threads required matches the theoretical value obtained from Little’s law (see
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Chapter 4): If we model the stage as a queueing system with n threads, an average packet arrival rate
of λ, a query packet frequency of p, and a query servicing delay of L seconds, then the number of
threads needed to maintain a completion rate of λ is n = λpL = (1000)(0.15)(20 ms) = 3 threads.

3

Arashi: A dynamic Web-based e-mail service
Our results with the Haboob Web server and Gnutella packet router mainly serve to

demonstrate the scalability of the SEDA framework under a range of loads. However, another axis
that we wish to investigate deals with mechanisms for managing overload, especially in a highly
dynamic environment. To explore this aspect of SEDA, we have developed the Arashi Web-based
e-mail service.3 Arashi is akin to Hotmail or Yahoo! Mail, allowing users to access e-mail through
a Web browser interface with various functions: managing e-mail folders, deleting and refiling
messages, searching for messages, and so forth. Arashi uses the Haboob Web server as its core,
but includes significant new functionality to support dynamic page generation, SSL/TLS protocol
connectivity, and database access.

3.1 Arashi architecture
Arashi is built as a SEDA application consisting of 17 stages, as shown in Figure 43.
Apart from the 11 stages provided by Sandstorm and Haboob, Arashi employs six additional stages
to process dynamic page requests. These dynamic pages are each driven by a script that accesses
e-mail data from a back-end MySQL [102] database and generates a customized HTML page in
response. This design mimics standard “three-tier” Web applications that consist of a Web server
front-end, a database back-end, and an application server middle tier that performs service-specific
scripting. In this case, Arashi acts as both the Web server and the middle tier.
A typical user view of the Arashi service is shown in Figure 44. To use Arashi, a user
first logs into the service with a username and password. The user’s list of message folders is then
3

Arashi is the Japanese word for storm.
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Figure 43: Architecture of the Arashi e-mail service: Arashi is based on the Haboob Web server,
and shares many stages with it. The HttpRecv stage directs requests either to the Haboob page
cache (for static pages) or to one of several dynamic page stages. Dynamic pages are implemented
in PyTeC, a Python-based scripting language. Each request type is handled by a separate stage,
and these stages are subject to admission control to prevent overload.
displayed. Clicking on a folder lists the first 10 messages in the folder; the user can navigate through
the messages with next/previous page links. Clicking on a message shows the message headers and
contents, with all embedded URLs transformed into clickable links. On each page the user has the
option of deleting or refiling a message (either the currently displayed message or those selected
from the list view with checkboxes). Each page also has a search box that performs a substring
match on all message headers either in the currently selected folder or across all folders.
There are nine user request types: login, folder list, message list, show message, delete
message, refile message, search, create folder, and delete folder. Each request type is processed by
its own stage according to the URL of the request; for example, the URL prefix /folderlist
indicates a folder list operation. In this case, when a user accesses the list of mail folders, the
/folderlist stage retrieves the list of folders from the database, and generates an HTML table
with one row per folder, translating each internal folder ID to its user-assigned folder name. Isolating
each request type into its own stage allows overload control to be applied on a per-request-type
basis, as we will see in Chapter 7. Request handling for folder creation/deletion and message
refile/deletion are coalesced into a single stage.
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Figure 44: Screenshot of the Arashi e-mail service: Arashi allows users to read e-mail through
a Web browser interface. Many traditional e-mail reader features are implemented, including message search, folder view, sorting message lists by author, subject, or date fields, and so forth.
User authentication is performed through a simple username/password scheme when the
user initially logs into the Arashi service. The TLS protocol may also be used to secure the client
connection to the server. Upon logging in, the service generates a unique 64-bit session key that
is automatically appended to each link in the HTML code generated by the service. The session
key is used to authenticate subsequent requests to the service, avoiding the overhead of password
exchange for each request. The session key also prevents the leakage of password information from
the service. For example, should the user click on an external link from an e-mail message, the
HTTP Referer field would contain only the session key, a nonce that cannot be used by a subsequent
user to gain access to the service. This authentication model closely resembles that used by a wide
range of e-commerce sites.
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3.2

PyTeC service construction language
To simplify the development of the Arashi service logic, we developed a new scripting

language called PyTeC, which is based on Python [91].4 PyTeC is similar to Java Server Pages [126]
and PHP [134], allowing application logic to be embedded within HTML templates. The service
author writes an HTML page with embedded Python commands; these commands can perform
functions such as database access or calls to library routines implemented in Python or Java. Python
makes an excellent service scripting language, as it supports a wealth of text-based operations such
as regular expressions.
The PyTeC compiler first generates a Python source file from each PyTeC (HTML plus
Python code) source file; this Python code is then compiled to Java bytecode using Jython [133]. The
resulting Java class implements a generic dynamic page handler interface supported by Haboob, and
is wrapped in its own stage. Therefore, each PyTeC script is compiled into a Sandstorm stage that
can be directly linked into the service. The great majority of the Arashi service logic is implemented
in PyTeC, and only a few support routines were implemented in Java. Figure 45 shows an example
of the PyTeC code for displaying an e-mail message in Arashi.

3.3

Database connection pooling
Establishing connections to the back-end database is typically an expensive operation

involving instantiation of several classes, opening a socket, and authenticating the Arashi application
to the database server. Arashi’s PyTeC components make use of database connection pooling to
avoid the overhead of creating and destroying database connection contexts for each request. This is
accomplished through a simple mechanism whereby a PyTeC component creates a DBConnection
object, which does one of two things: either allocates a connection from a pool, or establishes a
new connection to the database if the pool is empty. When the component is finished with the
connection, it is returned to the pool for another component to use. In the current implementation,
4

The PyTeC language was primarily designed and implemented by Eric Wagner.
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<html><body>
<a href="about.html"><img src="arashilogotrans.gif"></a>
<%include ARASHI-HEADER.pyh>
<%pytec
# ’req’ is the user request passed to this page, and
# _session is the session data, extracted from the request
# by including ARASHI-HEADER.pyh above
userid = _session.getValue("userid")
msgid = req.getQuery("msgid")
if not Arashi.validate\_message(userid,msgid):
return error("User "+userid+" not allowed to access message "+msgid)
# Fetch the message contents from the database
conn = DBConnection()
results = conn.execute("select * from msgtable,foldertable
where msgtable.msgid="+msgid+" and foldertable.msgid=msgtable.msgid")
while results.next():
folderid = results.getString("folderid")
folder = Arashi.folderid_to_name(folderid)
# makeURL() generates a URL with the user’s session key appended
folderurl = _session.makeURL("/list") + "&folderid="+folderid
print ’<b>Folder:</b> <a href="’+furl+’">’+folder+’</a></font><br>’
# make_safe escapes HTML special characters
to = Arashi.make_safe(results.getString("header_to"))
print "<b>To:</b> "+to+"<br>"
froms = Arashi.make_safe(results.getString("header_from"))
print "<b>From:</b> "+froms+"<br>"
subject = Arashi.make_safe(results.getString("header_subject"))
print "<b>Subject:</b> "+subject+"<br>"
date = Arashi.make_safe(results.getString("date"))
print "<b>Date:</b> "+date+"<br></td>"
body = results.getBytes("body")
# mail is stored in Base64 format in the database;
# url_subst adds an HTML link to any URL that appears in the body
# of the message.
bodyStr = Arashi.url_subst(Arashi.base64_decode(body))
if (bodyStr != None):
print ’<p><pre>’+bodyStr+’</pre><p>’
conn.close()
%>
</body></html>

Figure 45: Simplified PyTeC source code for an Arashi request: This figure shows the source
code for an Arashi “message display” operation. The code consists of Python embedded in HTML,
which performs database access operations as well as calls to Python and Java libraries.
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next state →
from: login
from: list folders
from: list msgs
from: show msg
from: search

login
—
—
0.27
0.03
0.27

list folders
1.0
—
—
—
—

list msgs
—
1.0
—
0.58
—

show msg
—
—
0.68
—
0.68

delete
—
—
0.02
0.18
0.02

refile
—
—
0.02
0.20
0.02

search
—
—
0.01
0.01
0.01

Figure 46: State transition probabilities for the Arashi client load generator: This table shows
the probability of an emulated user transitioning from a given state (listed in the left column) to a
new state (in the top row). These probabilities are based on traces from the Berkeley departmental
IMAP server. The set of possible transitions out of a given state is limited by the request types that
a user can generate from that state; for example, after listing the set of folders, the only possible
transition is to select a new folder. For the delete and refile states, the user always transitions to the
previous page visited.
idle connections are not removed from the pool, but a simple garbage-collection mechanism would
be easy to implement.

3.4

Benchmark configuration
Arashi was designed primarily to evaluate the overload control mechanisms presented

in Chapter 7, so we are not concerned strictly with peak performance, but rather the shape of the
performance curve under increasing load. By running the Arashi service on the same machine as
the database engine, it is easy to drive Arashi into overload; here we present basic performance
measurements that demonstrate this fact. In Chapter 7 we present a family of mechanisms for
managing overload in Arashi.
The Arashi client load generator uses Sandstorm’s nonblocking sockets interface to make
a varying number of simultaneous connections to the server, with each connection corresponding to
one client. Each emulated user has a single mail folder consisting of between 1 and 12794 messages,
the contents of which are derived from the author’s own e-mail archives. The client load generator
parses the HTML content returned by the Arashi service and scans it for specially marked tags
indicating potential links to follow from each page. Emulated users access the service based on a
simple Markovian model of user behavior derived from traces of the UC Berkeley Computer Science
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Figure 47: Arashi server performance: This figure shows the throughput (in terms of requests per
second) and 90th-percentile response time for the Arashi e-mail service as a function of increasing
user load. As the figure shows, a modest load is able to saturate the service, leading to increasingly
large response times as load increases beyond the saturation point. Throughput does not degrade
as user load is increased beyond saturation.
Division’s IMAP server.5 Figure 46 shows the state transition probabilities made by emulated users.
Each of the states (login, list folders, and so forth) correspond to each type of request that a user can
generate. Note that creation and deletion of folders is not included in this benchmark.
For each request, the client load generator records the response time as well as the time
required to establish a TCP connection to the service if one was not already made. The overall
throughput (in terms of requests per second and megabits/sec) is also recorded. As in the Haboob
measurements, the inter-request think time is 20ms.

3.5

Throughput and response time measurements
Figure 47 shows the throughput and 90th-percentile response time of the Arashi service

as load increases from 1 to 1024 users. With a modest load of 128 users, the service becomes
5

We are indebted to Steve Czerwinski for providing the IMAP trace data.
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Figure 48: Response time based on request type: This figure shows the 90th-percentile response
time for each request type in the Arashi e-mail service for loads of 16 and 1024 users. The response
time depends heavily on the complexity of the user request; while login requests are processed
quickly, searching messages for a small string is very resource-intensive.
saturated, leading to increasingly large response times as load continues to increase. Arashi exhibits
well-conditioned performance as load increases, with throughput saturating at a load of around 16
clients. Also, throughput does not degrade as the user load is increased beyond saturation.
In Arashi, the primary performance bottleneck is the MySQL database engine, as well
as the dynamic page generation code that performs database access and HTML rendering. As
Figure 48 shows, the response time depends greatly on the type of user request. As load increases,
listing the set of folders and the contents of a particular folder exhibit much higher response times
than other requests. This is for two reasons: first, these are the most popular operations, and second,
they are relatively complex. For example, listing the contents of a folder involves a number of
database accesses to fetch the headers of each message in the folder. Listing the folders themselves
requires several database operations to map from internal folder ID to the user-assigned folder name.
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We have intentionally not made any effort to optimize Arashi to improve performance,
as this service is designed to serve as a vehicle for exploring overload management techniques in
Chapter 7. If this service were intended for actual deployment, a fair amount of performance gain
could be obtained using standard techniques such as caching the HTML pages and database results
produced by each PyTeC script.

4

Summary
This chapter has presented a design and performance study of three interesting applica-

tions built using the SEDA model: a high-performance Web server, a Gnutella packet router, and a
complex e-mail service. Through these applications, we have demonstrated that the SEDA model
enables the construction of services that scale to very heavy user loads, and behave gracefully as
load exceeds service capacity.
A critical aspect of the Haboob Web server design is that it rapidly accepts all TCP connections to avoid the response-time penalty of SYN retransmit backoff. This approach also yields
a great deal of fairness to clients, as all requests are given equal opportunity to be admitted to and
processed by the system. The Gnutella packet router demonstrated the use of thread pool management to overcome performance bottlenecks, as well as the use of outgoing socket thresholding to
avoid memory leaks due to connections from wide-area clients. Finally, the Arashi e-mail service
represents a complex application with dynamic Web page generation, database access, and a wide
variation in resource demands for each request.
The results here serve mainly to highlight the scalability of the SEDA platform and
demonstrate uses of the programming model. In the next chapter we explore the other primary
goal of SEDA: to enable flexible management of overload conditions.
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Chapter 7

Adaptive Overload Management
Previous chapters have focused on the efficiency and scalability of the SEDA architecture
with respect to current server designs, and have discussed the use of dynamic control of system
resources for load conditioning and automatic tuning. In this chapter we concentrate on the use of
adaptive, per-stage admission control as a means for managing extreme overload.
We begin by discussing the role of feedback-driven control for overload management,
contrasting this approach to more traditional resource control mechanisms, such as static resource
containment and prioritization. We also discuss some of the difficulties of applying classic control theory to dynamic Internet services, including the lack of good system models and nonlinear
dynamics.
Next, we develop an adaptive admission control mechanism that attempts to bound the
90th-percentile response time of requests flowing through a SEDA application. We extend this
technique to incorporate application-specific service degradation as well as service differentiation
across multiple request or user classes. These techniques are evaluated using two applications: the
Arashi e-mail service described in the previous chapter, and a Web server benchmark involving
dynamic page generation. These results show that feedback-driven admission control is an effective
way to manage overload in SEDA-based services.
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1

Background
Chapter 2 discussed various approaches to overload management in Internet services,

many of which focused on static resource containment, in which a priori resource limits are imposed
on an application or service to avoid overcommitment. As discussed previously, these approaches
are inflexible in that they can underutilize resources (if limits are set too low) or lead to overload (if
limits are set too high). Also, these mechanisms are typically concerned with resource allocation
of coarse-grained entities such as processes or sessions. In Internet services, it is more important
to meet a statistical performance target across a large number of requests; this model does not map
well onto techniques such as process-based resource containment or scheduling.
We argue that the right approach to overload management in Internet services is feedbackdriven control, in which the system actively observes its behavior and applies dynamic control to
manage resources [146]. As discussed in Chapter 2, several systems have explored the use of closedloop overload management in Internet services, such as limiting incoming packet rates [69, 138] or
allocating server processes to requests to meet performance targets [89]. These mechanisms are
approaching the kind of overload management techniques we would like to see in Internet services,
yet they are inflexible in that the application itself is not designed to manage overload.
Our approach builds upon these ideas by introducing per-stage adaptive admission control
into the SEDA framework. Applications are explicitly signaled of overload conditions through
enqueue failures. Moreover, applications are given the responsibility to react to overload conditions
in some way, such as by shedding load or degrading the quality of service. In this way, SEDA makes
overload management a first-class application design primitive, rather than an operating system
function with generic load-shedding policies.

1.1

Performance metrics
A variety of performance metrics have been studied in the context of overload manage-

ment, including throughput and response time targets [27, 28], CPU utilization [3, 30, 37], and
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differentiated service metrics, such as the fraction of users in each class that meet a given performance target [72, 89]. We focus on 90th-percentile response time as a realistic and intuitive measure
of client-perceived system performance, defined as follows: if the 90th percentile response time is
t, then 90% of the requests experience a response time equal to or less than t. This metric has the
benefit that it is both easy to reason about and captures administrators’ (and users’) intuition of Internet service performance. This is as opposed to average or maximum response time (which fail to
represent the “shape” of a response time curve), or throughput (which depends greatly on the user’s
connection to the service and has little relationship with user-perceived performance).
In this context, the system administrator specifies a target value for the 90th-percentile
response time exhibited by requests flowing through the service.
The target value may be parameterized by relative utility of the requests, for example,
based on request type or user classification. An example might be to specify a lower response time
target for requests from users with more items in their shopping cart. Our current implementation,
discussed below, allows separate response time targets to be specified for each stage in the service,
as well as for different classes of users (based on IP address, request header information, or HTTP
cookies).

1.2

Overload exposure through admission control
As discussed earlier, each stage in a SEDA application has an associated admission con-

troller that guards access to the event queue for that stage. The admission controller (implemented
as an enqueue predicate) is invoked upon each enqueue operation on a stage and may either accept
or reject the given request. Numerous admission control strategies are possible, such as simple
thresholding, rate limiting, or class-based prioritization. Additionally, the application may specify
its own admission control policy if it has special knowledge that can drive the load conditioning
decision.
When the admission controller rejects a request, the corresponding enqueue operation
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fails, indicating to the originating stage that there is a bottleneck in the system. Applications are
therefore responsible for reacting to these “overload signals” in some way. More specifically, overload management is the responsibility of the upstream stage when an enqueue rejection occurs.
A wide range of overload management policies are available to the application. The simplest response is to block until the downstream stage can accept the request. This leads to backpressure, since blocked threads in a stage cause its incoming queue to fill, triggering overload response
upstream. However, backpressure may be undesirable as it causes requests to queue up, possibly
for long periods of time. Under high loads, queueing backlogged requests may also consume an
excessive amount of memory. Another overload response is to drop the request. Depending on the
application, this might involve sending an error message to the client or using an HTTP redirect
message to bounce the request to another node in a server farm.
More generally, an application may degrade service in response to overload, allowing a
larger number of requests to be processed albeit at lower quality. Examples include delivering lowerfidelity content (e.g., reduced-resolution image files) or performing alternate actions that consume
fewer resources per request. Whether or not degradation is feasible depends greatly on the nature
of the service. The SEDA framework itself is agnostic as to the precise degradation mechanism
employed—it simply provides the adaptive admission control primitive to signal overload to applications.

2

Overload control mechanisms
In this section we describe three overload control mechanisms for SEDA: adaptive ad-

mission control for bounding 90th-percentile response times, service degradation, and class-based
service differentiation.
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Figure 49: Response time controller design: The controller observes a history of response
times through the stage, and adjusts the rate at which the stage accepts new requests to meet an
administrator-specified 90th-percentile response time target.

2.1 Response time controller design
The design of the per-stage overload controller in SEDA is shown in Figure 49. The
controller consists of several components. A monitor measures response times for each request
passing through a stage. The measured 90th-percentile response time over some interval is passed
to the controller that adjusts the admission control parameters based on the administrator-supplied
response-time target. In the current design, the controller adjusts the rate at which new requests are
admitted into the stage’s queue by adjusting the rate at which new tokens are generated in a token
bucket traffic shaper [110].
The basic overload control algorithm makes use of additive-increase/multiplicativedecrease tuning of the token bucket rate based on the current observation of the 90th-percentile
response time. The controller is invoked by the stage’s event-processing thread after some number
of requests (nreq) has been processed. The controller also runs after a set interval (timeout) to allow
the rate to be adjusted when the processing rate is low.
The controller records up to nreq response-time samples and calculates the 90th-percentile
sample samp by sorting the samples and taking the (0.9 × nreq)-th sample. In order to prevent
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target
nreq
timeout
α
erri
errd
adji
adjd
ci
ratemin
ratemax

Description
90th-percentile RT target
# requests before controller executed
Time before controller executed
EWMA filter constant
% error to trigger increase
% error to trigger decrease
Additive rate increase
Multiplicative rate decrease
Constant weight on additive increase
Minimum rate
Maximum rate

Default value
Set by administrator
100
1 sec
0.7
-0.5
0.0
2.0
1.2
-0.1
0.05
5000.0

Figure 50: Parameters used in the response time controller.

sudden spikes in the response time sample from causing large reactions in the controller, the 90thpercentile response time estimate is smoothed using an exponentially weighted moving average with
parameter α:
cur = α · cur + (1 − α) · samp
The controller then calculates the error between the current response time measurement and the
target:
err =

cur − target
target

If err > errd , the token bucket rate is reduced by a multiplicative factor adjd . If err < erri , the rate
is increased by an additive factor proportional to the error: adji × −(err − ci ). The constant ci is
used to weight the rate increase such that when err = ci then the rate adjustment is 0.
The parameters used in the implementation are summarized in Figure 50. These parameters were determined experimentally using a combination of microbenchmarks with artificial loads
and real applications with realistic loads (e.g., the Arashi e-mail service). In most cases the controller algorithm and parameters were tuned by running test loads against a service and observing
the behavior of the controller in terms of measured response times and the corresponding admission
rate.
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These parameters have been observed to work well across a range of applications, however, there are no guarantees that they are optimal. We expect that the behavior of the controller
is sensitive to the setting of the smoothing filter constant α, as well as the rate increase adji and
decrease adjd . The setting of the other parameters has less of an effect on controller behavior. The
main goal of tuning is allow the controller to react quickly to increases in response time, while not
being so conservative that an excessive number of requests are rejected.
An important problem for future investigation is the tuning (perhaps automated) of controller parameters in this environment. As discussed earlier, it would be useful to apply concepts
from control theory to aid in the tuning process, but this requires realistic models of system behavior.

2.2

Service degradation
Another approach to overload management is to allow applications to degrade the quality

of delivered service in order to admit a larger number of requests while maintaining a responsetime target [2, 24, 45]. SEDA itself does not implement service degradation mechanisms, but rather
signals overload to applications in a way that allows them to degrade if possible. SEDA allows application code to obtain the current 90th-percentile response time measurement from the overload
controller, as well as to enable or disable the admission control mechanism. This allows an application to implement degradation by periodically sampling the current response time and comparing
it to the administrator-specified target. If service degradation is ineffective (say, because the load
is too high to support even the lowest quality setting), the stage can re-enable admission control to
cause requests to be rejected.

2.3

Class-based differentiation
By prioritizing requests from certain users over others, a SEDA application can implement

various policies related to class-based service level agreements (SLAs). A common example is to
prioritize requests from “gold” customers, who might pay more money for the privilege, or to give
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Figure 51: Multiclass overload controller design: For each request class, the controller measures
the 90th-percentile response time, and adjusts the rate at which the stage accepts new requests of
each class. When overload is detected, the admission rate for lower-priority classes is reduced
before that of higher-priority classes.
better service to customers with items in their shopping cart.
Various approaches to class-based differentiation are possible in SEDA. One option would
be to segregate request processing for each class into its own set of stages, in effect partitioning
the service’s stage graph into separate flows for each class. In this way, stages for higher-priority
classes could be given higher priority, e.g., by increasing scheduling priorities or allocating additional threads. Another option is to process all classes of requests in the same set of stages, but make
the admission control mechanism aware of each class, for example, by rejecting a larger fraction of
lower-class requests than higher-class requests. This is the approach taken here.
The multiclass response time control algorithm is identical to that presented in Section 2.1,
with several small modifications. Incoming requests are assigned an integer class that is derived
from application-specific properties of the request, such as IP address or HTTP cookie information.
A separate instance of the response time controller is used for each class c, with independent response time targets targetc . Likewise, the queue admission controller maintains a separate token
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bucket for each class.
For class c, if errc > errcd , then the token bucket rate of all classes lower than c is reduced
by a multiplicative factor adjlod (with default value 10). If the rate of all lower classes is already
equal to ratemin then a counter lcc is incremented; when lcc ≥ lcthresh (default value 20), then the
rate for class c is reduced by adjd as described above. In this way the controller aggressively reduces
the rate of lower-priority classes before higher-priority classes. Admission rates are increased as in
Section 2.1, except that whenever a higher-priority class exceeds its response time target, all lowerpriority classes are flagged to prevent their admission rates from being increased.

3

Evaluation
We evaluate the SEDA overload control mechanisms using two applications: the Arashi

e-mail service described in the previous chapter, and a Web server benchmark involving dynamic
page generation that is capable of degrading service in response to overload.
Recall that the Arashi service processes nine different request types, which are handled
by six separate stages (several of the request types are handled by the same stage). These stages
are the bottleneck in the system as they perform database access and HTML page generation; the
other stages are relatively lightweight. When the admission controller rejects a request, the HTTP
processing stage sends an error message to the client indicating that the service is busy. The client
records the error and waits for 5 seconds before attempting to log in to the service again.

3.1

Controller operation
Figure 52 demonstrates the operation of the overload controller, showing the 90th-

percentile response time measurement and token bucket admission rate for one of the stages in
the Arashi service (in this case, for the “list folders” request type). Here, the stage is being subjected to a very heavy load spike of 1000 users, causing response times to increase dramatically.
Recall from Figure 47 that Arashi saturates at a load of 16 users; the offered load is therefore 62
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Figure 52: Overload controller operation: This figure shows the operation of the SEDA overload
controller for one of the stages in the Arashi e-mail service during a large load spike. A load spike
of 1000 users enters the system at around t = 70 and leaves the system around t = 150. The
response time target is set to 1 sec. The overload controller responds to a spike in response time
by exponentially decreasing the admission rate of the stage. Likewise, when the measured response
time is below the target, the admission rate is increased slowly. Notice the slight increase in the
admission rate around t = 100; this is an example of the proportional increase of the admission
rate based on the error between the response time measurement and the target. The spikes in the
measured response time are caused by bursts of requests entering the stage, as well as resource
contention across stages.
times the capacity of the service.
As the figure shows, the controller responds to a spike in the response time by exponentially decreasing the token bucket rate. When the response time is below the target, the rate
is increased slowly. Despite several overshoots of the response time target, the controller is very
effective at keeping the response time near the target. The response time spikes are explained by
two factors. First, the request load is extremely bursty due to the realistic nature of the client load
generator. Second, because all stages share the same back-end database, requests for other stages
(not shown in the figure) may cause resource contention that affects the response time of the “list
folders” stage. Note, however, that the largest response time spike is only about 4 seconds, which is
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Figure 53: Overload control in Arashi: This figure shows the 90th-percentile response time for
the Arashi e-mail service with and without the overload controller enabled. The 90th-percentile
response time target is 10 sec. Also shown is the fraction of rejected requests with overload control
enabled. Note that the overload controller is operating independently on each request type, though
this figure shows the 90th-percentile response time and reject rate averaged across all requests. As
the figure shows, the overload control mechanism is effective at meeting the response time target
despite a many-fold increase in load.
not too serious given a response time target of 1 second. With no admission control, response times
grow without bound, as we will show in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.2 Overload control with increased user load
Figure 53 shows the 90th-percentile response time of the Arashi service, as a function of
the user load, both with and without the per-stage overload controller enabled. Also shown is the
fraction of overall requests that are rejected by the overload controller. The 90th-percentile response
time target is set to 10 sec. For each data point, the corresponding number of simulated clients load
the system for about 15 minutes, and response-time distributions are collected after an initial warmup period of about 20 seconds. As the figure shows, the overload control mechanism is effective at
meeting the response time target despite a many-fold increase in load, up to 1024 users.
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Figure 54: Per-request-type response times with overload control: This figure shows the 90th-invisible
percentile response time for each request
type-interval
in the 100
Arashi e-mail service for loads of 16 and
1024 users, with the overload controller enabled using a response time target of 10 sec. Although
request types exhibit a widely varying degree of complexity, the controller is effective at meeting the
response time target for each type. With 1024 users, the performance target is exceeded for search
requests, due to their relative infrequency. Compare these values with Figure 48 in Chapter 6, which
shows response times without overload control enabled.
Recall that the overload controller is operating on each request type separately, though this
figure shows the 90th-percentile response time and reject rate across all requests. Figure 54 breaks
the response times down according to request type, showing that the overload controller is able to
meet the performance target for each request type individually. Compare this figure to Figure 48
in Chapter 6, which shows response times without overload control enabled. With 1024 users, the
performance target is exceeded for search requests. This is mainly due to their relative infrequency:
search requests are very uncommon, comprising less than 1% of the request load. The controller for
the search stage is therefore unable to react as quickly to arrivals of this request type.
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Figure 55: Overload control under a massive load spike: This figure shows the 90th-percentile
response time experienced by clients using the Arashi e-mail service under a massive load spike
(from 3 users to 1000 users). Without overload control, response times grow without bound; with
overload control (using a 90th-percentile response time target of 1 second), there is a small increase
during load but response times quickly stabilize. The lower portion of the figure shows the fraction
of requests rejected by the overload controller.

3.3 Overload control under a massive load spike
The previous section evaluated the overload controller under a steadily increasing user
load, representing a slow increase in user population over time. We are also interested in evaluating
the effectiveness of the overload controller under a sudden load spike. In this scenario, we start with
a base load of 3 users accessing the Arashi service, and suddenly increase the load to 1000 users.
This is meant to model a “flash crowd” in which a large number of users access the service all at
once.
Figure 55 shows the performance of the overload controller in this situation. Without
overload control, there is an enormous increase in response times during the load spike, making the
service effectively unusable for all users. With overload control and a 90th-percentile response time
target of 1 second, about 70-80% of requests are rejected during the spike, but response times for
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admitted requests are kept very low.
Our feedback-driven approach to overload control is in contrast to the common technique
of limiting the number of client TCP connections to the service, which does not actively monitor response times (a small number of clients could cause a large response time spike), nor give users any
indication of overload. In fact, refusing TCP connections has a negative impact on user-perceived
response time, as the client’s TCP stack transparently retries connection requests with exponential
backoff.
We claim that giving 20% of the users good service and 80% of the users some indication
that the site is overloaded is better than giving all users unacceptable service. However, this comes
down to a question of what policy a service wants to adopt for managing heavy load. Recall that the
service need not reject requests outright—it could redirect them to another server, degrade service,
or perform an alternate action. The SEDA design allows a wide range of policies to be implemented:
in the next section we look at degrading service as an alternate response to overload.

3.4

Service degradation experiments
As discussed previously, SEDA applications can respond to overload by degrading the

fidelity of the service offered to clients. This technique can be combined with admission control,
for example, by rejecting requests when the lowest service quality still leads to overload.
It is difficult to demonstrate the effect of service degradation in Arashi, because there are
few interesting opportunities for reduced quality of service. If an e-mail service is overloaded, there
is not much that the service can do besides rejecting or redirecting requests—it is not meaningful
to retrieve e-mail at a degraded quality level. Though it may be possible to reduce the expense of
HTML rendering (e.g., by removing inlined images and advertisements), HTML rendering is not
the bottleneck in Arashi.
Therefore, we evaluate service degradation using a simple Web server that responds to
each request with a dynamically generated HTML page that requires significant resources to gener-
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Figure 56: Effect of service degradation: This figure shows the 90th-percentile response time
experienced by clients accessing a simple service consisting of a single bottleneck stage. The stage
is capable of degrading the quality of service delivered to clients in order to meet response time
demands. The 90th-percentile response time target is set to 5 seconds. Without service degradation,
response times grow very large under a load spike of 1000 users. With service degradation, response
times are greatly reduced, oscillating near the target performance level.
ate. A single stage acts as a CPU-bound bottleneck in this service; for each request, the stage reads
a varying amount of data from a file, computes checksums on the file data, and produces a dynamically generated HTML page in response. The stage has an associated quality factor that controls the
amount of data read from the file and the number of checksums computed. By reducing the quality
factor, the stage consumes fewer CPU resources, but provides “lower quality” service to clients.
Using the overload control interfaces in SEDA, the stage monitors its own 90th-percentile
response time and reduces the quality factor when it is over the administrator-specified limit. Likewise, the quality factor is increased slowly when the response time is below the limit. Service
degradation may be performed either independently or in conjunction with the response-time admission controller described above. If degradation is used alone, then under overload all clients are
given service but at a reduced quality level. In extreme cases, however, the lowest quality setting
may still lead to very large response times. The stage optionally re-enables the admission controller
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Figure 57: Service degradation combined with admission control: This figure shows the effect
of service degradation combined with admission control. The experiment is identical to that in
Figure 56, except that the bottleneck stage re-enables admission control when the service quality
is at its lowest level. In contrast to the use of service degradation alone, degradation coupled with
admission control is much more effective at meeting the response time target.
when the quality factor is at its lowest setting and response times continue to exceed the target.
Figure 56 shows the effect of service degradation under an extreme load spike, and Figure 57 shows the use of service degradation coupled with admission control. As these figures show,
service degradation alone does a fair job of managing overload, though re-enabling the admission
controller under heavy load is much more effective. Note that when admission control is used, a
very large fraction (99%) of the requests are rejected; this is due to the extreme nature of the load
spike and the inability of the bottleneck stage to meet the performance target, even at a degraded
level of service.

3.5 Service differentiation
Finally, we evaluate the use of multiclass service differentiation, in which requests from
lower-priority users are rejected before those from higher-priority users. In these experiments, we
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Figure 58: Multiclass experiment without service differentiation: This figure shows the operation of the overload control mechanism in Arashi with two classes of 128 users each accessing the
service. The high-priority users begin accessing the service at time t = 100 and leave at t = 200.
No service differentiation is used, so all users are treated as belonging to the same class. The 90thpercentile response time target is set to 10 sec. The controller is able to maintain response times
near the target, though no preferential treatment is given to higher-priority users as they exhibit an
identical frequency of rejected requests.
deal with two user classes, each with a 90th-percentile response time target of 10 sec, generating
load against the Arashi e-mail service. Each experiment begins with a base load of 128 users from
the lower-priority class. At a certain point during the run, 128 users from the higher-priority class
also start accessing the service, and leave after some time. The user class is determined by a field in
the HTTP request header; the implementation is general enough to support class assignment based
on client IP address, HTTP cookies, or other information.
Recall that the multiclass admission controller operates by performing per-stage admis-
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Figure 59: Multiclass service differentiation: This figure shows the operation of the multiclass
overload control mechanism in Arashi with two classes of 128 users each. Service differentiation
between the two classes is enabled and the 90th-percentile response time target for each class is
10 sec. The high-priority users begin accessing the service at time t = 100 and leave at t = 200.
As the figure shows, when the high-priority users become active, there is an initial load spike that is
compensated for by penalizing the admission rate of the low-priority users. Overall the low-priority
users receive a large number of rejections than high-priority users.
sion control with a separate token bucket rate for each class of users, and the admission rate for
lower-class requests is reduced before that for the higher-class requests. This scheme can be used
with any number of user classes though we focus here on just two classes.
Figure 58 shows the performance of the multiclass overload controller without service
differentiation enabled: all users are effectively treated as belonging to the same class. As the
figure shows, the controller is able to maintain response times near the target, though the fraction
of rejected requests is identical for the two classes of users; no preferential treatment is given to the
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high priority requests.
In Figure 59, service differentiation is enabled, causing requests from lower-priority users
to be rejected more frequently than higher-priority users. As the figure demonstrates, while both
user classes are active, the overall rejection rate for higher-priority users is slightly lower than that
in Figure 58, though the lower-priority class is penalized with a higher rejection rate. Note also that
the initial load spike (around t = 100) when the high priority users become active is somewhat more
severe with service differentiation enabled. This is because the controller is initially attempting to
reject only low-priority requests, due to the lag threshold (lcthresh ) for triggering admission rate
reduction for high-priority requests.

4

Summary
In this chapter we have addressed the issue of adaptive overload management in SEDA,

which is one of the most important aspects of the SEDA model over previous approaches to service
design. We argue that the right way to address overload management is not through static resource
limits or share-based allocation, but rather through feedback-driven control that actively observes
and adapts the system’s behavior under load. We also discussed the use of 90th-percentile response
time as a metric for measuring overload.
We have designed and evaluated three overload control mechanisms for SEDA: adaptive,
per-stage admission control; application-specific service degradation; and multiclass service differentiation. These mechanisms operate primarily by adapting the rate at which each stage in the
system accepts requests, signaling overload to upstream stages through queue rejections. In the
service degradation case, the application itself is responsible for monitoring response times and
reacting to load, though it is capable of enabling and disabling the runtime-supplied admission controller as well. The evaluation of these control mechanisms, using both the complex Arashi e-mail
service and a simpler dynamic Web server benchmark, show that these techniques are effective for
managing load with increasing user populations as well as under a massive load spike.
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Chapter 8

Lessons and Future Work
In this chapter we distill our experiences with the SEDA model and reflect on lessons
learned about the architecture, discussing some of the strengths and weaknesses of the SEDA design.
We also outline several areas for future work.

1

Reflections on the SEDA programming model
The SEDA design arose primarily out of a desire to simplify the development of systems

making use of event-driven concurrency. Much of the initial work on SEDA was motivated by
experiences with the Ninja I/O core, used by Gribble’s Distributed Data Structures (DDS) [52] layer
and initial versions of the vSpace [139] cluster-based service platform. As described in Chapter 2,
the I/O core is a framework for event-driven concurrency based on the use of thread pools and
software components composed using both direct upcalls and queues.
The most serious issue with the Ninja I/O core is that it made no distinction between
upcalls (in which one component directly invokes another) and queues (in which one component
enqueues an event to be processed asynchronously by another). Moreover, the upcall/enqueue interface was not permitted to reject events passed across the interface; components were therefore
required to accept all new work for processing. This approach raises two important challenges for
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an application designer: first, whether (and how) to use upcalls or queues when composing two
software components; and second, how to design components to be aware of whether an upcall or a
queue is being used to integrate it into the application.
The first problem exists in a similar form in the SEDA model, in that application designers
must decide how to decompose request processing into a graph of stages connected with queues.
The design patterns presented in Chapter 3 are intended to serve as guidelines to address these
questions. The second problem is more subtle: what is the responsibility of components in an
event-driven application with respect to concurrency and load management? In the I/O core, when
one component invokes another, it has no way of knowing in advance whether the operation will be
synchronous (and hence stall the caller until it is complete) or asynchronous (returning immediately
after an enqueue). The distinction is important for managing concurrency and resource bottlenecks.
In SEDA, there is no explicit upcall interface: two software components that wish to be
composed through a direct method call simply invoke one another through a function call. Likewise,
SEDA makes the use of queues explicit, thereby clarifying the semantics of stage composition
across the queue boundary: stages operate asynchronously with respect to one another, and queues
are permitted to reject new entries to manage load. The system designer must explicitly consider
the possibility of queue rejection within the stage graph.

1.1

Simplification of event-driven design
In addition to making queue boundaries explicit, SEDA simplifies event-driven system de-

sign in several other ways. Application programmers are not responsible for allocation or scheduling
of threads; rather, this functionality is provided by the underlying runtime system. Using dynamic
control to tune thread pool sizes automatically avoids error-prone manual configuration, which can
have a serious effect on performance. Also, the rich initialization and configuration API in the Sandstorm framework makes it relatively straightforward to develop stages in isolation from one another
and “drop them into” an existing application.
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The most important simplification introduced by SEDA is the explicit decomposition of
event-processing code into stages. By having stages communicate through an explicit event-passing
interface across bounded queues, the problem of managing the control structure of a complex eventdriven application is greatly reduced. In the monolithic event-driven design, one constructs a single
event loop that must explicitly schedule event-processing components, as well as be aware of the
resource requirements of each component. In SEDA, concurrency management is limited to each
individual stage, scheduling is performed by the underlying thread system, and resource bottlenecks
are managed through admission control.
Code modularization in SEDA is achieved through the natural encapsulation of eventprocessing code within stages. In this model, composition is accomplished through asynchronous
event exchange, rather than though the more traditional approach of function-call APIs. The SEDA
model achieves better containment of resources within a stage, as stages are permitted to perform
admission control, and the performance of a stage (e.g., its throughput and response time) are evident. Staged pipelining also permits straightforward interpositioning of code along a event-flow
path. Composition of components is less rigid than a traditional API: a stage may simply pass
through or ignore events that it does not understand.
SEDA’s use of dynamic resource and overload control greatly relieves programmer burden
when designing well-conditioned services. In the monolithic event-driven design, programmers
must make a number of decisions about event scheduling, such as the number and placement of
threads in the application, what order to process pending events, and so forth. SEDA obviates the
need for this type of careful resource planning: thread allocation decisions are made by the runtime
in response to load, and scheduling is performed by the underlying operating system. In addition,
SEDA’s overload control primitives make it relatively straightforward to ensure that a service will
behave well under excessive demand. A service designer need only attach an overload controller to
an appropriate set of stages to cause the runtime to perform admission control.
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1.2

Disadvantages of SEDA
The SEDA model has several disadvantages that became clear as we gained more experi-

ence with the design. We believe that most of these issues could be addressed through some simple
modifications to the programming model.
In the current design, events arriving at a stage are assumed to be independent: separate
threads may process any two events, and hence in any order. However, if a stage has constraints
on the order in which events can be processed, it must impose that ordering itself, for example by
maintaining an internal list of incoming events that is synchronized across threads within a stage.
We have provided a utility class that implements cross-event ordering, though ideally the SEDA
programming model would allow stages to express their ordering constraints, if any, and the runtime
would obey those constraints when dispatching events to threads.
In the Sandstorm implementation, stages have no way of knowing or controlling how
many threads are operating within it. This precludes several optimizations, such as avoiding the use
of locks when there is only one thread running in the stage. A stage may be declared as singlethreaded at implementation time, but this determination is static: a single-threaded stage may never
have multiple threads running within it. It would be useful to allow a stage to indicate to the runtime
that it wishes to run in single-threaded mode for some period of time.
Likewise, it is sometimes desirable for a multithreaded stage to operate as though it were
multiple single-threaded stages running in parallel, allowing each thread within the stage to operate
entirely on private state. Sandstorm provides no interfaces for this, so programmers typically maintain a “pool” of private state objects that threads may claim when an event handler is invoked. A
straightforward modification to Sandstorm would allow the creation of partitioned multi-threaded
stages.
Although SEDA is intended to simplify concurrency issues in an event-driven application,
it is still possible for state to be shared across stages as well as within a stage. Though we encourage
the avoidance of shared state, for any reasonably complex application this need will undoubtedly
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arise. Currently, application developers must make use of standard synchronization primitives (mutexes, semaphores, etc.) when controlling access to shared state. An alternative would allow one
stage to affect the scheduling properties of another stage to implement various mutual-exclusion
properties. For example, threads could be scheduled such that no two threads that operate on a
shared data structure are active at one time. It is unclear whether the complexity of this approach
would outweigh the potential performance gains from avoiding locks.

2

Future Work
A wide range of open questions remain in the Internet service design space. We feel that

the most important issues have to do with robustness and management of heavy load, rather than
raw performance, which has been much of the research community’s focus up to this point. Some
of the interesting research challenges raised by the SEDA design are outlined below.

2.1

Directions in dynamic resource control
We have argued that measurement and control is the key to resource management and

overload protection in busy Internet services. This is in contrast to long-standing approaches based
on resource containment, which assign fixed resources to each task (such as a process, thread, or
server request) in the system, and strive to contain the resources consumed by each task. Although
these techniques have been used with some success [138], containment typically mandates an a priori assignment of resources to each task, limiting the range of applicable load-conditioning policies.
Rather, we argue that dynamic resource control, coupled with application-specific adaptation in the
face of overload, is the right way to approach load conditioning.
Introducing feedback as a mechanism for overload control raises a number of questions.
For example, how should controller parameters be tuned? We have relied mainly on a heuristic
approach to controller design, though more formal, control-theoretic techniques are possible [108].
Control theory provides a valuable framework for designing and evaluating feedback-driven sys-
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tems, though many of the traditional techniques rely upon good mathematical models of system
behavior, which are often unavailable for complex software systems. Capturing the performance
and resource needs of real applications through detailed models is an important research direction
if control-theoretic techniques are to be employed more widely.
The interaction between multiple levels of control in the system is also largely unexplored.
For example, there is a subtle interplay between queue admission control and tuning per-stage thread
pool sizes, given that one technique attempts to keep queue lengths low by scaling the number of
threads, while another is attempting to meet performance targets through rejecting incoming queue
entries. A simple approach is to disable admission control until the thread pool has reached its
maximum size, though a more general approach to controller composition is needed.

2.2

Generalizing overload management
Our approach to overload management is based on adaptive admission control using “ex-

ternal” observations of stage performance. This approach uses no knowledge of the actual resourceconsumption patterns of stages in an application, but is based on the implicit connection between
request admission and performance. However, this does not directly capture all of the relevant factors that can drive a system into overload. For example, a memory-intensive stage (or a stage with
a memory leak) can lead to VM thrashing with even a very low request-admission rate. Likewise,
resource sharing across stages can cause one stage to affect the performance of another, leading to
misdirected admission-control decisions.
A better approach to overload control would be informed by actual resource usage, allowing the system to make directed overload control decisions. By carefully accounting for resource
usage on a per-stage basis, the system could throttle the operation of only those stages that are
causing overload. Likewise, applications could degrade their service fidelity based on the resource
availability: very different degradation decisions might be made if CPU were a bottleneck than if
memory were limited. We have investigated one step in this direction, a system-wide resource mon-
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itor capable of signaling stages when resource usage (e.g., memory availability or CPU utilization)
meets certain conditions. In this model, stages receive system-wide overload signals and use the
information to voluntarily reduce their resource consumption.

2.3

Towards a service-oriented operating system
Although SEDA facilitates the construction of well-conditioned services over commodity

operating systems, the SEDA model suggests new directions for OS design. An interesting aspect
of Sandstorm is that it is purely a “user level” mechanism, acting as a resource management middleware sitting between applications and the underlying operating system. However, if given the
opportunity to design an OS for scalable Internet services, many interesting ideas could be investigated, such as scalable I/O primitives, SEDA-aware thread scheduling, and application-specific
resource management.
Designing an operating system specifically tailored for Internet services would shift the
focus from multiprogramming workloads to supporting massive flows of requests from a large number of simultaneous clients. The I/O system could be structured around scalable, nonblocking primitives, and issues with supporting legacy (blocking) interfaces could be sidestepped. Questions about
provisioning system resources would be made in favor of large degrees of scalability. For example, most default Linux installations support a small number of file descriptors per process, on the
assumption that few users will need more than a handful. In a server-oriented operating system
these limits would be based entirely on available resources, rather than protecting the system from
runaway processes.
We envision an OS that supports the SEDA execution model directly, and provides applications with greater control over scheduling and resource usage. This approach is similar to that
found in various research systems [7, 16, 70, 87] that enable application-specific resource management. Even more radically, a SEDA-based operating system need not be designed to allow multiple
applications to share resources transparently. Internet services are highly specialized and are not
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intended to share the machine with other applications: it is generally undesirable for, say, a Web
server to run on the same machine as a database engine (not to mention a scientific computation or
a word processor). Although the OS may enforce protection (to prevent one stage from corrupting
the state of the kernel or another stage), the system need not virtualize resources in a way that masks
their availability from applications.
The standard UNIX scheduling algorithm, based on multilevel feedback priority queues,
has served us well. However, it would be interesting to investigate the optimal thread scheduling
policy for SEDA-based applications. A primary goal would be to ensure that the flow of requests
through stages is in balance; in the current design, this is accomplished by adding threads to stages
which appear to have increased concurrency demands, though this could also be effected through
scheduling. The StagedServer [80] approach of scheduling to maximize cache locality could be
incorporated as well. Under overload, the scheduler might give priority to stages that will release resources, preventing requests from propagating through the system until enough resources
are available to complete their processing.

2.4

Using SEDA in a cluster environment
This dissertation has dealt primarily with concurrency and load management within a

single node, though large-scale Internet services are typically constructed using workstation clusters
to achieve incremental scalability and fault tolerance [45, 52]. An interesting direction for future
work would be to explore the application of SEDA in a clustered environment. In this model,
individual stages can be replicated across cluster nodes for high availability as well as to scale
in response to load. Event queues can be implemented as network sockets, allowing inter-stage
communication to be transparent regardless of whether two stages are on the same node or on
different nodes.
The Ninja vSpace system [139] has explored several aspects of this design space. In
vSpace, individual cluster nodes use the SEDA design to manage concurrency and resources locally.
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Services are decomposed into a set of clones; each clone is a software module (essentially a stage)
that can be replicated across cluster nodes. A connection manager is used to load-balance the
service by directing incoming requests to an appropriate clone. Shared state across clones is stored
in a cluster-wide distributed hash table [52].
vSpace raises a number of interesting issues in distributing a SEDA stage graph across
cluster nodes. To achieve fault tolerance, it is necessary to retransmit events that are dispatched over
the network should the receiving node fail. This implies that the receiving node send an acknowledgment when it has completed processing an event (or has passed the event on to another stage),
to inform the sender that retransmission is no longer necessary. Distribution therefore induces a
“request-reply” event-passing model, rather than the unidirectional event-passing model used in the
single-node case. In a single-node service, retransmission and acknowledgments are unnecessary if
the unit of service failure is the entire node (as is the case in our Sandstorm prototype).
Stage distribution also raises questions about the placement of stages within a cluster. For
increased locality it is generally desirable to co-locate the stages for a given request-processing path
(for example, a single client session) on the same machine. Likewise, by allowing certain stages
to be replicated more than others, a coarse form of resource prioritization can be achieved. vSpace
uses the notion of partitions to logically and physically separate multiple request processing paths
within the service. A partition is used as the unit of resource affinity (e.g., binding a set of client
sessions to a set of cluster nodes) and for prioritization (e.g., allowing larger number of resources to
be devoted to higher-priority requests).
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Chapter 9

Conclusions
This thesis has addressed a critical issue in the design and deployment of services on
the Internet: that of implementing massively scalable services that are robust to huge variations in
load. We have argued that traditional programming models, based on thread-driven and event-driven
concurrency, fail to address the scalability and overload-management needs for large-scale Internet
services. This domain gives rise to a new set of systems design requirements that are less evident in
systems targeted at low levels of concurrency and load.
Our primary goal has been to develop a system architecture that simplifies the development of highly concurrent and well-conditioned services. In the Staged Event-Driven Architecture
(SEDA), services are constructed as a network of event-driven stages connected with explicit event
queues. Event-driven concurrency is used within each stage, thereby facilitating a high degree of
scalability. Dynamic resource control and per-stage control are used to ensure that the service stays
within its ideal operating regime despite large fluctuations in load.
We have presented the SEDA architecture as well as a set of design patterns that can
be used to map an application onto a structure of stages and queues. These patterns are meant to
make the abstract process of service design more concrete by encapsulating critical tradeoffs in
terms of performance, load management, and code modularity. In addition, we have developed
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a queue-theoretic performance model for SEDA that describes the performance effects of each of
these design patterns, and serves as a guide for system designers to understand the performance of
the resulting system.
Our prototype of SEDA, called Sandstorm, is implemented in Java and makes use of
native code bindings to provide nonblocking I/O primitives. We have found Java to be an excellent
language for Internet service development, which is greatly facilitated by strong typing, built-in
threading, and automatic memory management. Despite expectations to the contrary, we have found
that Java has not had a negative impact on the performance and scalability of services developed
using the Sandstorm framework.
We have developed several dynamic resource control mechanisms that tune the number of
threads within each stage, as well as control the degree of event batching used internally by a stage.
We have also presented a family of overload control mechanisms for SEDA, based on adaptive,
per-stage admission control that attempts to meet a 90th percentile response time target. These
mechanisms are capable of shedding load from the system under overload, or alternately allow
applications to degrade the fidelity of delivered service to allow more requests to be processed at
reduced quality. Likewise, differentiated service can be implemented by prioritizing requests from
one user or request class over another.
We have evaluated the SEDA architecture through several applications, including Haboob, a high-performance Web server; a packet router for the Gnutella peer-to-peer file-sharing
network; and Arashi, an e-mail service making use of dynamic scripting and database access. Our
measurements show that services developed using the SEDA model exhibit good performance and
extremely robust behavior under heavy load. The SEDA overload control mechanisms are effective
at meeting performance targets for complex services, even under extreme load spikes.
We have argued that it is critically important to address the problem of overload from
an Internet service design perspective, rather than through ad hoc approaches lashed onto existing
systems. Rather than static resource partitioning or prioritization, we claim that the most effective
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way to approach overload management is to use feedback and dynamic control. This approach is
more flexible, less prone to underutilization of resources, and avoids the use of static “knobs” that
can be difficult for a system administrator to tune. In our approach, the administrator specifies only
high-level performance targets which are met by feedback-driven controllers.
We also argue that it is necessary to expose overload to the application, rather than hiding
load management decisions in an underlying OS or runtime system. Application awareness of load
conditions allows the service to make informed resource management decisions, such as gracefully
degrading the quality of service. In the SEDA model, overload is exposed to applications through
explicit signals in the form of cross-stage enqueue failures.
The staged event-driven architecture represents a new design point for large-scale Internet
services that must support massive concurrency and unexpected changes in load. SEDA brings together aspects of threading, event-driven concurrency, dynamic resource management, and adaptive
overload control into a coherent framework. Our experience and evaluation of this design demonstrate that the SEDA approach is an effective way to build robust Internet services.
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